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These Proceedings contain the majority of the papers presented

at the First Military Pyrotechnics Seminar.

The purpose of the seminar was primarily that of encouraging a

free and lively exchange of information and viewpoints by the part-

icipants and the promotion of a more scientific approach to the solution

of pyroteclmic problems. The solicitation of the opinions of interested

and qualified persons regarding profcssional courses in ordnance

en.gineering were also objectives.

During the week of August 12th, 1968, approximately sixty-five

representatives of commercial, government and private organizations

interested in military py/rotechnics attended the seminar at Estes

Park, Colorado. The seminar was sponsored by the Mechanics Division,

Denver Research Institute, Un'versity of Denver, Denver, Colorado 80210,

and enthusiastically supported and aided by the Concepts Development

Division, Research and Development Department, U. S. Naval Ammunition

Depot, Crane, Indiana 47522.

The success of the seminar was due in large measure to those who

"presented the papers that are contained in these Proceedings. It

is hoped that an even larger number of papers of equal quality will

become available for the next seminar. Those who wish to participate

are urged to commnicate the title and a brief abstract of proposed

papers to Mr. R. M. Blunt, Denver Research Institute.
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It is a pleasure to acknowledge the invaluable assistance of Mr.

Ralph Willi•ais of D. R. I. during the seminar. Mr. B. E. lDouda

of the U. S. Naval Auamnition Depot and Mr. William S. Cronk, Ft.

Walton Beach, Florida were instrunental in the prcmotion of the seminar

during many hours of discussion in 1966-67. Sincere tuanks are also

due the chairmen of the several sessions %ho so ably directed the

discussion periods.
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ItIOtUJCTION

There are several areas which, after study of the exploratory develop-

sent wortkby uembers of the Aerospace Research Corporation team and, others

durin the past year,, wmit to further analysis ad evaluation. It is Most

apparent from this study that the Ixterdependence of parmeters is such that

isolation of the variables is a very difficult task and is possibly the most

severe of the problem encounteraA. It i1 likely as a result of this work

and the work of others that moat, if not all, of the relevant variables have

be~n determined. It is shown by the results that although the assumption of

a given set of equilibrium conditions in the flare plum allows fruitful

treatnt of nma of the permeters, a state of overall equilibrium does not

exist and a group of superimposed submechanims probably are responsible for

a significant smcunt, if not most, of the light production.

It is the objective in the following pages to discuss the nature of the

light producing mechanism in view of the work done in this prorm and that

referenced. These are, in order, tpeerature measurements and correlation

with iumino" intensity, aalsis of particle behavior in the plme, effects

of slmaium particle slse, effect of velocities of particles in the plUm,

effect of the surrouing gaseou as mediutmeffect of flare diameter variation,

binder fo slations, and case effects. It most be emphasized that the con-

cluions reached In these analyses ar tentative. In aNyV of the analyses

t the data are inaate dither to proe or disprove the coaclUsions roached,

| but an attet bh beeu a. to provide a sound base for plewing of further

*~erimetation and sUdy.

t9
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Temperature Measurements and Correlation with Luminous Intensity - For most of

a the plumes shown in figure 1 the point of maximum luminous intensity is approx-

imately 3 inches from the burning face of the flare along the flare centerline.

* The temperature as measured by thermocouple for all flares at this three inch

point varied from approximately 2200 to 27000F. Only for AeReCo 868 flares

was this the point of maximum temperature. That the maximum luminous intensity

point does not necessarily occur at the point of maximum average temperature

may possibly be explained by the results obtained at the University of Minnesota

for which :m.ximum temperatures of 2700 to 2900*K (4400 to 4760*F) at wavelengths

of 5800 to 6000 A were detected by spectrometer. The existence of these teiiper-

atures within the plume which are so high above the computed equilibrium temper-

ature indicates continued sporadic combustion of magnesium throughout the plume.

Inasmuch as the thermocouple temperature measurements were made wit.iin a chamber

in which there was only nitrogen or argon, whereas the isolation from air was

not so complete with the Ordnance Research and Unilversity of Minnesota ex"eri-

ments, comparisons of 1,ninous Intensity with temperacure away from the maximum

luminous intensity point are less meaniilgful than near it. The fact that at

Ordnance Research the flares were burned in a downward facing position whereas

the thermocouple measurements were made with flares burning , asr. upward facing

position probably makes little difference near the maximua luminous intensity

point in view of the apparent constancy of that position with varying flare

compositions.

If for the upward facing flares, particles of magnesium were ejected as

they were with the downward facing flares an observed at the University of

Minnesota a substantial amount of sodium nitrate must have also been ejected,

at least for flares containing 60 and 68 percent magnesium. This staLement is

based on the fact that the maximt= temperature as tmeasured by theruocouple
3
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were in such close agreement with the computed equilibrium temperature.

The sodium nitrate, with its low decomposition temperature (7160F) would

rcpidly decompose in the plume and immediately react with the surrounding

magnesium vapor which is greatly in excess. This could account for the high 0

temperatures observed by spectrometer and may also explain the higher illumi-

nation intensity with the large magnesium excese. Further discussion of this

effect is provided in the next subsection on analysis of particle behavior.

Analysis of Particle Behavior in the Plume - Aa conjectured in the previous

section, the ejection of particles of magnesium into the plume may be aecom-

pan'ed by substantial amounts of sodium nitrate. It can be logically supposed

that the magnesium particle leaves the flare surface coated with molten sodium

nitrate which upon evaporating and decomposing cools the magnesium particle

and reacts more readily with the surrounding magnesium vapor than with the

solid particle. The foregoing analysis is based upon the assumption that

adequate utelting of the sodium nitrate (melting point 5840F) and binder at the

flare surface occurs to allow the particles of solid magnesium (melting point

1204*F) to float in the liquid sodium nitrate in the case of upward burning

flares. In the case of downward burning flares, magnesium probably would tend

to fall but may be held to some extent by surface tension. Thus, the size

and quantity of the magnesium particles as well as the orientation of the flares

would have a significant effect upon flare performance. It is highly probab~le

that some of the larger magnesium particles are forcefully unseated by the m ,

melting and decomposition of confined sodium nitrate and binder in which the

particles are embedded.

If the foregoing analysis is correct the probability of the computed equi-

librium temperature equalling that measured by thermocouple in the plume ofa

downward burning flare is lower than for an upward burning flare. This is an

'6
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Area which requires further investigatiou as it may hold the key to particle

size selection as well as a clear understanding of tht combustion mechanisms,

SParticle Siza - In view of the foregoing analysis there

* is good indication that the burning mechanisms are such that not only the

average size but the combinations of magnesium particle sizes may be very

Important. Currently, production flares utilize granulations specified by

MhIL P-14067 and primarily Type I magnesium, 30/50 nominal mesh size. The

particle size is nominally 350 ± 50 microns. If the light producia•g mechanisms

is enhanced by particles of magnesium being dispersed through the plahe then

the magnesium particles serve at least three functions: (1) initial combustion

with oxidizer to form the basic plume, (2) formation of magnesium vapor which

reacts with the oxidizer as it is dispersed throughout the plume, and (3) as

carriers of the molten sodium nitrate during ejection through the plume. These

three separate functions might be carried out most efficiently by providing

three (or more) particle sizes, one which would control burning rate, another

fortation of magnesium vapor, and another particle dispersal. !thus, the 30/50

magnesium which contains a maximum of 5 percent of particles of a size less

than 149. microns may be inefficient for some functions which it performs. For

example, if large particles are required for provision of highest illumination
*(1

efficiency as indicated by Picatinny results and small particles are required

for highest burn rate, then a mix of 350 micron and 22 micron particles might

provide the desired burn rate and a higher luminous efficiency. Indeed, a larger

average particle size than 350 microns in combination with the 22 micron par-

ticles could prove even more effective. If the oxidizer melts on the burning

surface of the flare, it can be assumed that oxidizer particle size would not

significantly affect flare performance. This assumption is giveh some support

by the results of tests reported by ordnance Research Inc. on cast flares.

7

* liubers in parentheses refer to list of references at end of paper.



Their results show that increasing sodium perchlorate particle size from 100/200
mash to 325 mesh did not change flare burn rate or performance. e results

are not conclusive, however , because of the partial solubility of the sodium

perchlorate in the binder. The degree of abscuration of oxidizer particle

size was not reported.

S~A second factor to consider with regard to the results reported by Ordnance

Research Inc. is that best luminous efficiencies were obtained with a one to

one ratio of magnesium and oxidizer. This may have resulted from the magnesium

particle size chosen which was limited to a maximum of 200 microns. In the

Picatinny results pressed flare particle size did not appear to be a factor

between performances of .62 and 1.35 inch diameter flares for particle sizes

at or below 200 microns. Further, it was shown by Ordnance Research Inc. that

with a 350 micron average particle size the maximum luminous efficiency was

57,400 candle-seconds per gram for a one inch pressed flare with 68 percent

magnesium. This luminous efficiency was determined with the same KG&C 580

radiometer system that was used to measure the luminous efficiencies of the

(3)3.2 and 4.0 inch diameter cast flares made by Ordnance Research Inc. and

mentioned previously and for which the maximum luminous efficiencies were 51000

candleseconds per gram. On the basis of a 68 percent mag1lesium pressed flare and

comparisons of thermochemical computations at 4000*F the maximum luminous efficiency

for the cast flare could occur with a 48 percent magnesium, 37 percent oxidizer,

and 15 percent binder ratio if NIL P-14067, 30/50 magnesium particle size were

used. This, of course, is based on the assumption that the particle ejection

mechanism theory is correct. It should be noted that the burn rates of the cast

flares are in the 4 to 5 inch per minute range which is approximately the same as

for the 68 percent magnesium 30/50 particle size flares. The amount of magnesium

gas in the plume is only slightly less for the cast flare than for the pressed flare,

8
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but it has not been determined if the velocities in the two plumes were similar.

Perhaps clues to the effects of particle sises can be obtained by considering

the velocities of particles within the plume.

* Effect of Velocities of Particles Within the Plume - It is indicated by the

;results of computationq using the mathematical modeljfigures 2 and _% that the

residence time (which is a measure of velocity) of a particle at least within

a radius of one half of the flare diameter in the plume is not greatly affected

by fall rate. Experimentally this appears to be true not only with differing

counter flows but also for flares with the same magnesium particle size and

varying percents of magnesium, an observation which is based on the constancy

of the -axis- luminous intensity position evident in figure 1. There is acme

indication that longer residence time, which is assumed to be in sace degree

Synoq'mas with low burn rate, provides higher luminous efficiency. Ibis is

generally foupported by the Picatinnry results, but is not supported by the

Ordnace Research results in which the burn rate decreases with decreasing

magnesium content beloa 6o percent along with a decrease in luminous efficiency.

There It indication in the Picati-r results that higher velocities generated by

thick walled casings my have contributed to conditions. in .62 inch casing

diameters which resulted in the same low lminous efficiency with 30/50 SMa-

oesium as was obtained with 50/100 magnesium. As the casIng diieter was

increased to 1.33 Incbes, the 30/5o systm was superior to the 50/100 systa.

It is assvmed that the slaver burn throueh of the thicker casing resulted in

a rim vhicb caused a Jet effect in the .62 inch casing and thus b1g:)r voloci'a;;

occur:.d in tbe plu~e. The jet effect is njt the only factor involved as will

be discussed in a oubsequent section but it is clear that particle size effects

and study #Of these effects vill requite carefully contzolled conditions including

type and thickness of inhibitor a well as exact &iaing of particles. Factors

II _ I " - .. . ..1-



related to the probleas that may be encountered in simulated fall rottes a. well

as the surrounding ediu,. are discussed in the following section.

Effect of ruE a Gaseous Medla - It has been indicated that the dge

effect on the burning plum surface should be subjected to further theoretical

study. This shou3d be extended to include evaluation of a rim simulating the

casing which produces the jet. It has been indicated by Blackshear that pro-

duciq4 the jet cffect enhances plsue mixing with air, causing lover flare

etffi:iency.

If this thesis Is correct then the lover lmi•nus intensities obtained

with nitrogen an reported by Ordnance Research aee readily explained. The

flarsa burned in air exzerienced no counter velocities (other than those due to

convection) as the air was not being ejected uward as was the nitrotmn. Oe

co€nsqne of increased mixing of the pluse with surrounding air Is provided

by =Waring til first four AefleCo 86o flames in figure 1. Three of the flares

86-i, 86o-2, and 860-3 were subjected to cross winds and the resulting plmes

were imalar than the plume for th flare 86o-4 for which there va no cross

wind. For the 868 and 860 flares burned in nitrogen It appears that Aixin of

air with the nitrogen in tbe edge of the plum resulted In scattered burning

of mgnesium (and perhas adiLtm) In the lover velocity o••rgen-1ean mixture,

with onsequent broader plums than thos for still air. 2w plums for the

M 0o 855 and 8k5 flares were smaller and qarently Wd&ately envelogped by

the nitrole to prvoent this broadentmg. Teats of flaes In a still nitrogen

tmqere asm well as in counterflow air and nitrogen atmoehteres will have to

be performe4 to check the Validity Of the foregoing tfnatIv0 explanation. In

the futur the vut flouvl col of air and nitrtge should be lax"

"quoo to preclude effects on the plum due to mi3n or slowing down of ga•s

in the colaM &w to the surrmuriAg air. Mw remslts of Such tests are a

"14
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necessary input for opt.mizing flare fall, rate. For example, the average

luminous efficiency for all flares subjected to upward flowing nitrogen Vag

95 percent of those in still air. If a similar reduction should be experienced

Swith upward flowing air, a close examination of fall rates is in order. Such

'an examination should include the effect of varying the flare diameter. A

discussion of diae.ter effects is included in the following section.

Effects cf Flare Diameter Variation It has been pointed out by Stanitt that

for a given value of time ratio at a giver point in the flow field (see figure

2 and 3), the larger the flare radius and the lower the burning rate the longer

the time that the fluid particle has existed in the plume. He concluded that

if a longer time in the plume results in lower particle temperature, it can be

concluded that the luminosity per unit area of burning surface is higher for

maller diameter flares. Blackshear has shown that radiation properties of a

30 percent 940, 10 percent sodium mixture are such that the efficacy of the

mixture drops rapidly as the body of gas thickens. He has also shown that the

cooling rate of the mixtvre is more than 1C times as great at 35000 K (58•0•O)

as it is at 2000A ( 3 1400F.) Both of Utese factors support the thesis that a

longer particle residence time in the plume reduces its luminous output, for

elthough the plume constituents may block luminous radiation they do nrt

necessarily block infrared radiation which plays a large part in particle

cooling. Thus, by the time a particle has moved through the optically thick

portion of the plume it may have cooled to a temperature at which it is a

much less effective illuminant than it wold hare been In an optically thin

plume. This analysis is based on the assumption that the hot particle is

generated Dear the flare surface, and that the smallest diameter flare wvul

provide the highest luIaDOus efficiency. It has been demonstrated that this

is not the case, which gives further spport to the "ssmption that oxidizer $

is|
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V.
is e 4 ,cted into the plume where it burns with magnesium vapor. It should be

eapbreized that this in no way Lmpairs the usefulness of the conclusions re-

[ garding particle residence time or the results obtained by Blackshear. However,

Sit e.oes suggest that arrival at the optimum flare diameter will require inclu-

sion of the path length of the ejected particles as a contributing function

and that V-e originating point of the hot particle must be clearly defined.

Some infor•ation relevant to this problem may be drawn from the results obtained
(1)

by PicatimVy. For thin cased flares using 22 rJ.cron magnesium, the 1.33 inch

diameter flares were slightly less efficient than the 0.62 inch diameter flares.

11he same is true for the flnres in which 200 micron magnesium was used. However,

for the flares using 350 micron magnesium there was a thirty percent increase

in lui•inous efficiency in going to the larger diameter. The size of this ch&nge

is such as to preclude the )et effect and mixing as the dominant factors and to

suggeat that an additional light-producing mechanism was introduced with the

increased disrter. A plausible explanation is that the ejected part-cles of

oxidiger left the plume of the 0.62 inch diameter flare before decuMpo31ng

sufficiently to burn completely with the magnesium vapor whereas in the 1.33

inch diameter flare there -as adequate time to complete the process. Further

tests to determine the flare and plume diameter at which the maximum rate of

drop in luminous efficiency occura might supply some clue as to the not-ure of

the change in mechar•Isms. Luminous efficiencies for va(yin) diameters andeli(1) (2-)
magnesium percentages have been obtained at Crane NAD, Ordnance Research, and

(1)
Picatinny. An attempt was made to integrate ull of their reaults in order to

provide greater comprehensiveness, but this was not possible due to differences

in formulations, processing methods, particle sizes, inhibitors, and light

measuring techniques. This is emphasized by results in which the luminous

efficiency equal to 57,400 candle-seconds per gram for the 68 percent magnesium

16
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flare burued in air at Ordnance Research exceeds the maximum of 46,0OO candle-

seconds per grm for a 4.25 inch diameter flare tested at NAD Crane. As the -

formulations and magnesium particle sizes are identical the major difference

appears to be in the luminojity measuring system. This does not impair the

Iusefulness of the data derived from a given system but emphasizes the precar-

iousness of comparing data obtained in different experiments of this kind.
(4)

With this in view an analysis of the results using a single system from NAD

Crane by Douda et al was attempted. Douda shows that the efficiency of 30/50

magnesium., sodium nitrate, Laminac flares increases with diameter up to approx-

imately 4.25 inches. Above this diameter the luminous efficiency drops off

rapidly. For cast flare compositions he shows that the efficicncy continues

dropping to between 9000 and 10,000 candle-seconds per gram depending upon the

binder system and remains constant for diameters above approximately 15 inches.

It is indicated by thene results that the mechanism involving particle ejection

is more effective with increase in flare diameter to approximately four inches

for the 30/50 magnesium, sodium nitrate, Laminac system. In plumes f flares

of the same composition above that diameter the increasing optical th ckness

of the plunie with diameter causes an observed fall off in luminous ef' iciency$

until finally most of the illumination is provided by gray body radiat on fran

the luminous cloud of magnesium oxide particles. It is estimated by Blackshear

that extinction lengths in MgO clouds are approximately 10-6 cm at the D-lines

and 60 cm away fram the D-lines. With flares from which a great deal of

illumination is derived framn D-line radiation. this would require that oxidation

of the magnesium vapor and heating of the sodium vapor take place on the fringes

of tUle plume. It is indicated from Picatinny data that the optimum path length

of the soditu nitrate. particles probably far exceeds two inches for the flares

tested there. The sizes of the plumes were not given for those tests, but

17
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based on the results of figure 1, a four-inch diameter pressed flare would

exhibit a plume on the order of 40 inches In diameterý and 60 inches high,

which places the optimna path length of the oxidizer particles at approximately

twenty inches, a distance which would require approximately one second to

traverse. Without experimental evidence to the contrery it is aasumed at this

point that unused sodium nitrate escaped from the plume for flare disamters

below 4.2q inches and 'that the optical thickness of the plhme caused blockage

of a great deal of the radiation for the 7.35 inch diameter flare-i- For cast

flares exceeding 15 inche* in diameter the projected plume size would be on

the order of 100 inches in diameter by 175 inches high based on the plume sizes

obtained at Ordnance Research Inc. The plume radius of 50 inches exceeds the

20 inch optimum by approximately 30 inches (76 cm.) This exceeds byl16 ca the

optical path length of 60 cm as couputed by Blackshear. If the foregoing

analysis is correct, it explains why the luminous efficiency levels out above

15 inches for cast flares. It also demonstrates that plume size rather than

flare, diameter determines the luminous efficiency. Therefore, the optimum flare

diameter will vary with flare ccuposition and processing methods. If the

ejection theory is correct, a study of the rate of rise and decline in luminous

efficiency with varying diameter for various magnesium ratios aia for different

particle size combinations may provide the basis for a more complete understanding

of the light producing.mechanisms. As ejection of particles can be greatly

affected by the type and percentage of binder, the merits of different binder

systems might also be more easily evaluated by such a study. Both the binder

and the inhibitor (or casing) present problems that have been evaluated to sMe

S extent in the past. The problems involved are discussed briefly in the next two

sections.

18
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Binder lowulations - With pressed flares the percent of binder required in

approximately one fourth of that required for castlin because consolidation of

icgredients depends upon both binder and pressure. However, production problms

anticipated with large flares using available presses has led to experimentation

with casting of flares. The binder* used in both pressed orA cast flares are

usually relatively low tiscosity liquids which polymerize upon addition of

chemicals that cross link the binder molecules. Binders which contain fluoro-

carbons may be better because they are oxidizers. However, it is not known how

they will behave with regard to ejection into the plvne or as il]ainants. Both

magnesium and sodium fluorides are stable at high temperatures and their behavior

as iliwdnants Is not well known. Binders that are oxygenated and ialo dissolve

the oxidizers have been investigated at Ordnance Besearch Inc., but; primary

emhasis was placed upon physical integrity rather than upon the effect on

a (3)
burning mechanisms. The results obtained at Ordnance Research Inc. show rapidly

decreasing luminous efficiency with increase in binder content. The: mount of

decrease appears to be such in excess of what would be expected from the decrease

in fuel and oxidizer due to displacement by the binder. This could be due to V

effects on the ejection mechanism. It has already been stated under: the din-

cushion of particle size that the lumirnos efficiency might be increased by

introducing a larger average magnesium particle size. Just how the increased

binder, content might affect ejection and other mechanisms it not known. The

effects of such factors as melting point of the binder versus that of the

oxidizer, heat transfer coefficient of the binder, and oxidizer dilution may

be significant and should be evaluated.

Casim Effects - The rim effect and experimental results obtained with changing

inhibitor thickness have already been mentioned. However, there are a few

additional remarks regarding effects of the casing upon performance. If the

19
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foiuatioe of a rim is bevmeIcial, for ezmple, in iuverted bUrmal, then w

inhibitor aaterial should be so desiped as to fmn the optima rim height.

It Is conceivable, bowever, that if the rim were burned off so as to present a

rouied edge, the ejection of peartcle* with a large radial comp nt Outward

could occur vhich could be highly beneficial. waere ae methods of designing

such inhibitors such a by the use of metals, bMers partially loaded with

oxidiser, or canbinatices of the two. As prevtously indicated a theoretical

evaluation of the flow around the rim should be incorporated into the SIWW

of the edse effect.

2U
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obtained in plumes of flares up to at le"s; four inches in diameter in

still air.

6 p.' ectial distkibution in the plume should be determned by means of a

scanning spectrmeter. This vould provide identification of the cbemical

species and possibly their temperature In direct association vith their

luMInwOs intensity.

~' *1
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COLORED SMOKE SIGNALS: CASTABLE COMPOSITIONS

George A. Lane and Erwin M. Jankowiak

The Dow Chemical Company
Midland, Michigan*

ABSTRACT

A promising castable, polymer-fueled red smoke compo-
sition has been aeveloped. This mix is a suitable replace-
ment for the pressed composition used in munitions such as
the M-18 grenade, or the XM-168 smoke signal.

The program involved develping and optimizing pyro-
technic formulations based on epoxy and polysulfide resins.

SIt was shown that a significant improvement can be achieved
by using a large particle size red dye.

'These formulations exhibit high burning rates and are
not suitable for the internal-burning M-18 grenade. They
were tested in an end-burning configuration, however, and
uppeared promising. It was also shown that the burning
rate of these formulations can be adj1usted over a wide range
by using different particle sizes of oxidizer.

Application of the improved castable red smoke formu-
lations to the small XM-168 munition was studied with

Sfavorable results. A 3-4 fold variation in burning rate
was produced by changes in composition of the binder and
mix.

Physical properties of the polymer-based items are
superior to those of the pressed items. Likewise, safety
tests on the polymer-fueled formulations indicated a marked
improveo ent in impact sensitivity, and a very high safety
level for the uncured mix.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the results of a program to develop

castable or 2xtrudable pymitechnic formulptions for the ther-
mal dissemination of &:oored smoke. The adrnntages of these

formulations over the conventlcnal pressed grains are in-
creased 2afety, ease cf processing, improved economics, and

wider P.ppllcaLIlity.

-worw by F-t. Army Munitions Command,

Dover, N. 0.
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In order to be useful, the formulations developed should

have the properties of curing at room or slightly eleyated
temperature to a tough, strong grain which will maintain its
shape and performance under surveillance at 70*C. Tle goal
also has been to produce an easily ignited, reproducible,
smooth burning formulation, which will yield a colored smoke
of a quality comparable to that of current pressed-grain
standard formulations.

II. FEASIBILITY STUJDIES

A screening program showed epoxy resins to be most ver-
satile and promising as fuel binders. Dow CX-2679, an aro-
matic, sulfide-containing epoxy, proved a highly desirable
binder when copolymerized with the polysulfide resin LP-3
("Thiokol Chemical Co.). Glycerine diglycidyl ether (GDGE)
also showed utility as a copolymer. Butyl glycidyl ether
(BGE), added as a reactive diluent, increased the castabil-
ity, but interfered with curing if present above a certain "
quantity. The tertiary amine catalyst, betzyldimethylamine

BDMA), was selected for this system.

Several promising formulations based on MAAQ-D (dextri-
"nlzed methylaminoanthraquinone red dye), KCIOs, CX-2679,
LP-3, GDGE, BGE, and BDMA were subjected to more intensive
study, and evaluation in full-scale M-18 munitions. Results
were encouraging for Formulation #285, shown in Table I.

Table I

Corposition L-id Properties of
FormulaTIon No. 275

Para~meter
___s___ Formulation No. 28•

nAQ a 40.0
K'-104 30.0
CX-2079.1 12.9
LP-3 3.5
GDGE 3.5
BDMA 10.?

-*stability, cps. 1.2 x 108
Process- Tife, cpS. 5x i0O

( [90' rain. R.-T. )

Combustion Rate,
-Th7sec. 7.o145

Efficiencj % 75-80
Yield, 5 25-27

a85% Mu-tylaminoanthraquinone,
15% dextrin.

a *



This formulation is non-flaming and efficient, producing
a burning time and quality of smoke equivalent to that of the
standard 14-18. Its shortcomings are limited processing life,
and high initial viscosity. Because the primary limitatior.s
of No. 285 center about processability, formulation develop-
ment efforts were directed toward lowering viscosity and ex-
tending pot life.

IIl. F0RMULATION DEVELOPMENT AND PROCESS STUDIES

A. GRANULAR MAAQ

Substitution of a large particle size MAAQ for the fine
particle size dextrinized MAAQ markedly improves castability
and processability. The effectiveness of the reduced surface
area of granular MAAQ is illustrated in Table II.

Table II

Effects of MAAQ Particle Size on
]Processability and Combustion

Effect Formulation No. 285 Formulation No. 023
Visc., eps. Fine Coarse Fine Coarse

Initial 1.2 x .06 23,800 V. High 10 - 20,000

15 min. 52,000 Rapid

30 min. 73,250 exo-

45 min. 93,750 therm

F0 min. 243,550 and

75 min. 486,750 curing

90 min./ 3.2 x l10 >1 x 106 >1 x 106

Combust on

In•./sec. 0.0145 0.016 0.036 0.080

Flaminc No No Yes No

EfficA._ 75-80 80. >80. >80.

-ield, % 25-27 30-32 30 18.

The dependence of initial viscosity on minimal solids
surface area is apparent. There is also a gain in proces-
sing life, probably due to the lower initial viscosity and
perhaps improved heat transfer in the resin. An additional
desirable effect is that of increased yields, resulting
from the use of pure MAAQ.

28
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Substitution of granular MAAQ for powdered dextrinized
MAAQ results in combustion rate acceleration. However, be-
cause of the processing advantages gained by the use of large
particle size granular MAAQ, it has been employed in all sub-
sequent formulation studies. J
B. BINDER STUDIES

Because critical formulation properties, such as vis-.
co3ty, processing life, rate and extent of curing, physical
propet-ties, surveillance behavior, and combustion properties,
are a function of binder composition, a study was undertaken
to investigate and optimize the effects of each binder com-
ponent in Formulation No. 285.

The results are portrayed in Figures 1 through 3. Fig-
ure 1 shows that iffprovements in initial mix viscosity can
be obtained by minimizing CX-2679.1 and increasing GDGE con-
tent. Pot life &.s also found to be improved by loweriing
the CX-2679.1 content of the binder. In Figure 1, a viscos-
ity rf over 1,000,000 cps. was obtained for the composition
represented by point A after 90 minutes of mixing. This
viscosity level was reached after 45 minutes for ccmposition
B and 75 minutes for C, On the other hand, composition D
reached only 17,000 cps. in 90 minutes.

The combustion rate and dye yield are shown in Figures
2 and 3. An increase in burning rate accompanies the re-
duction in CX-2679.1 content. A rate of 0.089 In./sec. is
reached with elimination of CX-2679.I. Standard M-18 com-
bustion rates range from 0.012 to 0.018 in./sec. Dye yield,
the weight of dye disseminated per 100 g. of formulation,
remains relatively unaffected by the binder variations ex-
perienced in these studies. Because of the adverse effect
of CX-2679.1 on pot life and mix viscosity, this material
was eliminated as a binder component.

Continuing studies of the binder system, using neat

binders, revealed the data represented in Figure 4, which

shows the viscosity after 40 minutes at 25-C. At high BDMA
levels, the excess curing agent tends to separate, result-
ing in a heterogeneous mix. Rapid gelation occurs at high

LP-73 levels. Only the area of high GDGE content proved

worthy of further investigation. Extended exposures were

conduicted at 700 C. of the compositions represented by points

A, B, ard C in Figure 4. For composition A, viscosity in-

crease failed to materialize, indicating insufficient catalyst.

At points B and C useful processing possibilities were ex-

hibited, After 6 hours at 25'C., viscosity increased only
slightly to 20,000 cps.; however, an additional 1-2 hours

at 70 0 C. resulted in a firm gel.
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A formulation designated No. 157, shown in Table III,
was chosen, based upon binder ratios suggested by this study.
This composition displayed desirable castability, adequate
processing life, and a rapid cure at elevated temperature.

Table III

Composition and Properties of Formulation No. 157

Parameters Formulation No. 157

Composition, wt. %
MAAQ (Granulated) 45.5
KCI03  27.3
ODGE 15.1
LP-3 3.0

BDM 9.1

Viscosity (init.), cps. 47,000
Processing Life >2 hr. @ R.T.
Curability <6 hr. @ 70 0 C.

S1Combustion,
Time, sec./25 gm. 34
Ra&ge, in./sec. 0.024

Since adequate processability is available from the
"GDGE/LP-3/BDMA binder, particularly if controlled low tem-
perature mixing is used, most of the remaining effort was
directed toward combustion control.

C. OPTIMIZATION STUDIES

To increase the versatility of the system, efforts
were initiated to tailor the combustion rate of formulations
based on the LP-3/GDGE/BDMA binder-fuel system, while main-
taining processability. This involved optimizing complete
formulations, with the primary variables being MAAQ, KCIO,
and binder content.

The composition area for combustion rate3 equivalent to
the standard internal burning M-18 grenades, 0.014 in./sec.
proved quite limited, as shown in Figure 5. At high dye
and low binder concentrations it is not possible to maintain
processability. Low oxidizer content is conducive to low
pressure, inefficient combustion. As a result of these in-
vestigations, it appears that, using the 1:1:1 LP-3/GDGE/BDMA

32
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I
binder system, it is not possible to attain simultaneously
processability, efficiency, and a combustion rate suitable
for the internal burning M-18 grenade.

1. End-Burning M-18 Configuration

An end-burning configuration would be advantageous for
the M-18 grenade. With this in mind, formulations were
selected on the basis of combustion rates, and end-burming
M-18 munitions were prepared. Flaming was prevented by
substituting four 1/41" exhaust smoke openings for the
single 1/2" hole of the standard M-18. "Filtering," or
production of pale smoke in latter phases of the combus-
tion, was no worse than for the standard M-18 munition.

Two formulations representing different burning rates
are shown in Table IV. Duplicate items were fired and com-
pared directly with standard M-18 munitions. At this time
the end-burning grain configuration for M-18 application
appears promising. Additional features, such as loading
and curing without a mandrel, and greater loading per unit
volume, contribute to its desirability.

Table IV

Composition and Properties of
End-Burnlng Items

Formulation
Parameter No. 023 No. 055

• Composition, Wt. %
MAAQ (granulated) 45 50
KClO 25 25
LP-3 10 6.65
S10 10
BDKA 10 8.35

Viscosity, cps.
- 13,500 17,000

90 minutes <500,000 <750,000
SProcessing L1feg <6 hr. * 70*C. <6 hr. * 700C.S1 ombs-- ion,, 25 g. grain

-Tie, sec. 10-12 17-20
Rate, in./sec. 0.073 0.045

Efficiency,% 80 86
Y Me A>32 >4o

5l"ýr-stion, M-18 size
"Time, gee. 49 78
Rate, in./sec. o.076 o.o48

Flaming No No

34



2. XM-168 Configuration

Efforts were directed at investigating the applicabil-
ity of castable, curable pyrotechnic systems to the small
X?4-168 red ground smoke signal. Because this is an end-
burning munition that burns in an overall time of approxi-
mately 20-30 seconds, the castable formulations appear well
suited for this application.

Three different values of burning time were set as
goals for the XM-168 application: 11 seconds, 23 seconds,
and 34 seconds.

it The approach taken was to meet these rate requirements
in two different ways; firstby manipulation of the compo-
sition of the formulations; andsecondby varying KClO3
particle size. The formulations, shown in Table V, were
selected to meet the required combustion rates, and a series
of tests was conducted on units containing the selected
formulations.

Table V

Formulations Selected for XM-168 ¶I

Po rmulation
Parameter 0 157

Compo sition, wt. %

MAAQ (Granulated) 45 50 45.47

KC1O3  25 25 27.27

LP-3 10 6.65 3.04

GDGE 10 10 15.12

BDMA 10 8.35 9.10

Combustion Time,sec. 11.0 23.0 34.0

a. Flaming Tendencies

initial firings of several formulations, using XM-168
hardware, revealed a distinct tendency toward flaming.
This was completely overcome by reducing the diameter of the
exhaust opening from 3/8" diameter to 1/4" diameter.

b. Reproducibility of Functioning

Multiple firings of Formulation Nos. 023, 055, and 157
showed reproducible color quality, and an average deviation
of about 10% in burning time.
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c. Effect of Cure Time on Functioning

The relationship of curing time to munition functioning
behavior was studied. The data indicate that optimum cure
can be achieved in two hours or less at 70 0 C., and that ef-
fects of further curing on combustion behavior are minor.

d. High and Low Temperature Firings

To test the effect of temperature on functioning behav-
ior, munitions were tested at -4OOC. and +50 0 C. The items
were stored at the desired temperature long enough to insure
a uniform temperature, removed from the oven or cold box,
and fired immediately. The tests at +50°C. showed no ap-

t previable difference from ambient. The tests at -40oC.
showed a marked rate reduction for Nos. 023 and 055. A
standard XM-168 functioned equally at ambient outdoor,
+500C., and -40 0C. temperatures.

e. KC10 Particle Size Effects

The effect of KClO3 particle size on combustion was in-
veitigated, as shown in Figure 6. Oxidizers of varied
average particle size were obtained by blending a coarse
screened fraction (100-150 P) with Mil-P-150B, Grade B,
Class 7 (72.5% through 325 mesh). It can be seen that a
wide range of burning rates can be obtained for a single
pyrotechnic composition by selection of the oxidizer
particle size.

f. Flame Arresting Screens

The use of copper screen for flame arresting was in-
vestigated, and proved successful. In these ex-,-x.•ents,
the exhaust port was covered with a grid of copper sarreen.
Mesh sizes 20, 40, 50, and 80 were tested, with good re-

'i .sults.

g. Caseless Munitions

A "caseless" munition configuration was produced by
forming a small hole in the center of a cured pellet.
The case was formed by dipping and painting the entire
pellet with a flame inhibiting polymeric coating. After
the coating was dry, ignitacord was fitted into the cen-
ter opening. First-fire was not used. A 24-g. pellet
and a 130-g. pellet were prepared and studied. Upon func-
tioning, the smaller munition showed flaming for a fraction
of a second, then functioned smoothly for 7.5-8.5 sec.
Clouds were a dense, highly colored red smoke. 'The 130-g.
unit displayed no flaming, and burned for 66 see., yield-
ing a dense, high quality smoke.
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D. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, SAFETY, ANDr) SURILLANCE

S1. PIVical Properties

Preliminary examination c'f thc physical properties
of the cured compositions w&.s conducted. Grain hardnes3
was determined by the Shore Durometer test at 25 and 80o'C.

t ¶5,pe A Shore Durometer va'lus of 83-93 were obtained.
-5 There is every indication that the physical properties of

these formulations are fally adequate, both at ambient and
elevated storage temperaýctres.

2. Safety

* Sensitivity tests were conducted on cured grains of
Formulations 023, 055, and 157, as well as the M-18 stan-
dard pressed mix. Using the 0lin Drop Weight Tester,
cured specimens of grains representing Formulations X:,
055, and 157 were tested and none exploded at the maximum
test level of 300 kg. cm.

All these castable systeL.s are less sensitite than
the Standard M-18 mix, which yields an E~o tn lu,ý; level.
explosion of 220 kg. cm. Experience has shown *hat the
uncured polymer-based pyrotechnic mix will be less sen-
sitive than the cured formulations.

3. Surveillance

Sufficient 25-g. munitions were i. tpared and cured 6
hours at 74°C. for triplicate stabil+v_•\ rd surveillance
studies of Formulations Nos. 02.3, 053, an 157. These were
to be m-1 under the following conditions: 2 days and 6
months at 200C.; and 2,3, and 6 months at 74CC.

After seven weeks exposure -f trhe samples at I
a malfunctioning oven temperatu ',re control ca-
and combustion of five of the munitions, oti .,
fecting the triplicate check program. 7n. +' p pa.-
ture reached in the oven is not known, -.t undoubtedly it
was greatly in excess of 7V"c. 'Me S-rveilaiane proFro7
is currently being repeated.
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IGNITION AND OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
OF PYROTECHNICS FOR ELECTROEXPW.SIVE DEVICE APPLICATIONS*

James L. Austing
James E. Kennedy**

IIT Research Institute
Chicago Illinois 60616

John P. Weber
Sandia Corporation

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT

Experimen,.al studies on the ignition and output ot metal-
metal oxidant pyrotechnic mixtures in contact with electrically
pulsed bridgewires for electroexplosive device applications have
been performed. The systems that were studied extensively include4
aluminura-tungstic oxide, aluminum-cupric oxide, aluminum-potassium
perchlorate, and aluminum-armonium perchlorate. Representative
data show that electric initiators incorporating the proper metal-
metal oxidant system (1) are capable of withstanding static electric
discharge pulses in excess of those generated by the human body, and
(2) can be designed to provide a 5-amp, 5-watt no-fire capability.

Constant current ignition tests were conducted over a range
of 5 to 50 amperes, using a low-inductance firing circuit that had
a rise time of 10 4sec. The metal-metal oxidant power was pressed
into initiators containing headers bridged with wire or ribbon. At
a given current, the data showed a general increase in ignition time
as metal-metal oxidant loading density and aluminum content of the
mixture were increased. Excellent correlation of burning rate with
density was obtained for the aluminum-tungstic oxide system.

The output characteristics of gas-producing pyrotechnic mix-
tires were studied with the goal of designing a charge that prop-lied
a 5-gram piston according to the same distance-time profile generated
by a 250-mg lead styphnate charge. The distance-time data were re-
corded photogranhically. It was found that a 280-mg aluminum-
potassium perchiorate charge met the above goal in the first 1/8 in.
of piston travel, which was the displacement of most interest. A
graphical double differentiation of the piston distance-time profiles
presented a picture of the burning characteristics of the various
systems ane permitted experimental verification of the force con-
stants from a van der Waals equation of state.

Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

Present Address: Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, Ned Mexico,
87115.
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INTRODUCTION

Electroexplosive devides (EED's), or electric initiators

as they are frequently called, are used in ordnance and aero-

space systems to convert an electrical pulse into a chemical

burning or detonation reaction for reliably initiating a subse-

quent piopellant or explosive charge, or for performing useful

work. The typical design of the electroexplosive device con-

sists of a suitable electrical bridge element which is in phys-

ical contact with an explosive or pyrotechnic flash charge; the

electrical pulse heats or explodes the bridge, and this in turn

initiates the flash charge. Research and development activities

in the area of electrcexplosive devices over the last several

years have been directed towards improving the safety of these

devices, while maintaining their inherent high reliability.

Specifications and standards have been drawn up which require

that EED s dissipate without functicning input no-fire currents

and powers of I-amp and 1-watt for 5 minutes or 5-amp and 5-watts

for 15 minutes. Furthermore, EED's must not be sensitive to

electrostatic discharges such as those produced by the human

body. By designing EED's to meet these standards, the probability

of accidental initiation is significantly reduced. The work des-

cribed in this paper was part of several programs to develop EED's

of improved safety.

The metal-metal oxidant pyrotechnic is a mixture of a metal

powder and a metal oxidant powder that upon ignition will react

generally in en oxidation-reduction type ieaction, with liberation
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of a large amount of heat, such that the products may be in the

liquid or the vapor state, depending on the system of interest.

This paper discusses the experimental efforts related to the

development of an electrostatic-insensitive 5-amp, 5-watt no-fire

initiator and a 1-amp, 1-watt no-fire actuator each of which con-

tain pressed metal-metal oxidants; this includes all-fire constant

current ignition studies of metal-metal oxidants pressed against

wire and ribbon bridges. The gas producing pyrotechnic mixtures

aluminum-potassium perchlorate and aluminum-ammonium perchlorate

were used as propellants to redesign a valve actuator that pre-

viously contained a 250-mg lead styphnate charge.

Metal-metal oxide mixtures, such as aluminum-tungstic oxide,

have an enhanced thermal stability. These mixtures have been

used to initiate detonation in insensitive explosives. This

wozk, which was concerned with transition from burning to deton-

ation, is described in Reference I.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PYROTECHNIC MIXTURES

Paiticle Size Distribution of Aluminum

and Metal Oxidant Powders

The particle size distribution of the spherical aluminum

powders and of the metal oxidant powders that were studied is

summarized in Table 1. The data for the finer powders were ob-

tained, on the lITRE centrifugal disc photoredimentometer (ref. 2)

while that for the coarser powders with particles greater than

10 microns were obtained from a gravity sedimentation analysis.
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Formulation of Pyrotechnic Mixtures

The pyrotechnic mixtures were formulated in quantities of

approximately 20 g according to the stoichiometric mole ratios

indicated in the following equations:

2AI + W 3  > A1 20 3 +W (1)

* 2/3 A1 + CuO 1-> /3 Al 20 3 + Cu (2)

8/3 Al + KCIO 4 4/3 Al 2 0 3 + KCl (3)

5/3 Al + NH4 C1O4 C-- 5/6 AI 2 03 + 3/2 H20 (4)

+ HC1 + 1/2 N2

However, mixtures both deficient in aluminum and rich in alumi-

num were also formulated for subsequent evaluation; specifically,

the former contained 2/3 of the stoichiometric quantity of alumi-

num, while the latter contained 30 to 33.33% excess aluminum.

No problems were encountered in formulating the mixtures, except

that the perchlorate powders tended to agglomerate somewhat, so

* it was necessary to force the required quantity through a fine

sieve; a No. 100 sieve appeared to be a convenient size to use.

The aluminum and metal oxidant powders were then out in a closed

I jar and rotated for approximately 10 minutes on a bench-top

roller mill. This rotation resulted in a mixture that visually

appeared to be uniform.

Loadina of Powders

The following procedure was used in loading the initiators

and actuators for the ignition and output studies to be described

later. A weighed quantity of metal-metal oxidant, 250 to 500 mg,
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was pressed into the cup of each initiator at a specific, pre-

determined loading pressure that ranged from 2500 to 20,000 psi.

The ram used in the pressings was a drill blank of such a dia-

meter as to have a slip fit inside the initiator. The height

of the column of pressed powder was calculated by subtracting

the depth of the initiator after loading from the depth prior to

loading, both measurements having been made with a depth micro-

meter.

The density variation at each loading pressure follows a

normal probability distribution. This is illustrated in Figure 1,

in which the individual densities for 2/3 stoichiometric H-3

aluminum + TO-2 tungstic oxide at 4800 psi are plotted versus

probability coordinates. Similar results were obtained at other

loading pressures and for other systems in which a sufficient

number of points permitted calculation of standard deviation.

The data are summarized in Table 2. There appears to b: a

general decrease in standard deviation as the loading pressure

increases.

INITIATORS AND ACTUATORS

Two types of EED's were evaluated extensively -- initiators

having 5-amp, 5-watt no-fire capability and actuators possessing

a 1-amp, 1-watt no-fire capability.

The initiator is depicted in Figure 2. It consisted of a

steel sleeve case assembled to a Kovar-glass header in such a

manner as to form a cup approximately 0.540 in. deep. The com-

ponents were held together by epoxy resin. The Kovar-glass
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PRESSED METAL-
METAL OX!DE KOVAR-GLASS HEADER,

WITH 5-1MIL EVANOHM
BRIDGEWIRE

STEEL SLEEVE

•IPRONGS
1 I I I4

0I
SCALE, INCES

Figure 2

METAL-METAL OXIDE INITIATOR
(Nominal bridge resistance - 0.20 ohm.

Initiator has 5-amp, 5-watt no-fire capability.)
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header was bridged with a 5-mnl-diameter Evanohm* wire each end

of which was voided to the pins (prongs). The nominal resistance

of this initiator was 0.20 ohm.

The actuator that was used most extensively is shown in

Figure 3. Basically, it was en electric initiator consisting of

an Inconel-glass-stainless steel header to the prongs of which

the bridge was welded. Two types of bridge elements were evalu-

ated, namely a 2-nml-diameter Tophet-C* wire bridge and a 0.13-

mil-thick by 25-mil-wide Resistvar II** ribbon bridge. In line

with the 1-amp, 1-watt no-fire requirements, the nominal resis-

tance of these bridges was 1 ohm. The ribbon bridges were in-

cluded in the investigation because they dissipate heat into

the surroundings faster than wire bridges of the same mater4al 4

and resistance, and hence the actuator would more easily meet

the no-fire requirements. 3

The stainless steel charge holder was designed to have an

internal volume of 0.133 cc. Hence, at a pressure of 10,000 psi

it was possible to load 280 nm of Al-KCIO4 or 250 mq of Al-NH4ClO4,

and the top of the pressing was flush with the top of the actuator.

The pressed density of Al-KCIO4 at these conditions was 2.10 g/cc,

while that of Al-,',N4 ClO4 was 1.88 g/cc. To load quantities

greater than the above amounts, it was necessary to omit the

charge holder from the actuator assembly. This procedure increased

the available volume to 0.254 cc.

* Wilber B. Driver Company. Newark, New Jersey

Hamilton Watch Company, Lancaster, Pennsylvania
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PRESSED METAL- BRIDGE ELEMENT
METAL OXIDANT /
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THREADED
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Figure 3

ACTUATOR

(Bridge element was either a 2-mrl diametet wire
or a 0.13-mil thick ribbon, each of nominal 1-ohm
resistance. Actuator has 1-evp, 1-watt no-fire
capability. Charge holder was fabricated from

stainless steel.)
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ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATIONS

Thv'rl Stabilit- of Metalj-Mtal Oxidants

One method for evaluating the thermal stability of a system

is differential thermal analysis (DTA). The sample under study

Sis heated continuously at a controlled rate side by side with a

thermally inert reference material. A thermocouple embedded in

the sample and in the reference material permits continuous mon-

itoring of the temperature difference between the two as a function

of temperature magnitude. As long as no change takes place in the

sample, the temperature difference iei/.y is zero. If the sample

changes phasa or react- erýothermally, a thermal arrest occurs.

if the sample reacts exothermally, the temperature difference be-

comes positive. ind may be so large that the slope of the curve

The DTA !istrument used was the Fisher model 260 Differential

The:i-rryzer, whicl, consists of three separate units, a furnace, a

solid-state progray--r, and a saim-ple holder. A Microcord 44 re-

corder (Photovolt Corportation) completes the instrumentation

system.

Thermograms for three metal-metal oxidant systems are shown

in Figure 4. The peaks that can be readily identified are the

rhombic to cubic transition in KC1O at 3006C, the decomposition
4

of KCIO at 500°C, the fusion of product KCl at 7700C, and the4
fusion of aluminum at 6606C. The curve for Al-NH 4 CIO4 is not

shown, but is similar with the transitiona occuring at 2400C and

the decososition occuring at 370°C.
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For the mntal-metal oxide traces. the absence of :?preciable

exuthermic peaks up to tempetatures as high as 800 0 C suggests

that thege systems have an enhanced thermal stability. The large

exotherm in the Al-WO3 trace beginning at approximately 8250C is

believed to be associated with autoignition of the mixture. Ac-

cordingly, we have assumed that 825 0 C is the autoignition tempera-

ture, and have used this value in the development of the ignit-

ability criterion for the Al-WO3 system (ref. 3). The fact that

propagating reaction was initiated at marginal currents where the

calculated bridge temperature was not much in excess of 8250C

suggests that this temperature is a good estimate of the auto-

ignition'temperature.

Sensitivity to Electrostatic Discharge Pulses

The ability of an electric initiator to withstand electro-

static discharges such as those produced by the human body is an

important safety consideration. A number of tests were conducted

on initiators loaded with pressed Al-CuO and Al-KClO4 mixtures.

The tests were conducted by discharging a 600-pf condenser at a

maximum of 25 kv through the metal-metal oxidant mixture. that is,

from pin to case. No 500-ohm series resistor was used,* so that

effectively the electrostatic discharge was in excess of what can

be generated by the human body.

Under the above conditions, it was founA t),nt mixtures elf

h-3 iAierical grade aluminum and cupric oxide were not initiated

at 25 kv. In fact, a given pressing could dissipate repeated

/

*s

*The function of the series resistor, when used, is to simulate
the resistance of the human body, which under discharge 5onditionS
is approximately 500 ohms. 53



discharges at this voltage without being initiated. Identical

results were obtained from mixtures of flaked aluminum and

potassium perchlorate. It is conceivable that many other metal-

metal oxidant systems such as Al-WO3 subjected to this environ-

ment would behave the same way, although these othet systems were

not tested.

On the basis of these results, a family of electrostatic-

insensitive initiators with a 5-amp, 5-watt no-fire capability

has been developed for aerosDace applications. The basic charge

in these initiators is a mixture of flaked aluminum and potassium

perchlorate (ref. 4).

CONSTANT CURRENT IGNITION STUDIES

The constant current ignition studies of the pyrotechnic

mixtures have been described in detail in Reference 5. Hence,

only a brief summary of the method will be giver, here.

Firing Circuit

The firing circuit used was the IITRI low inductance, short

rise-time constant current circuit, a schematic drawing of which

is shown in Figure 5. The basic power sipply consisted of lead

storage batteries connected in series. The operation of the

circuit is as follows. The resistance, Ri, is set equal to the

resistance of the irLitiator under test. The current, II, through

RI is adjusted to the desired value by moving the rheostat.

Then the calibrating circuit switch is opened, and the circuit

to the initiator is completed by closing the mercury switch.

The initial current through the initiator is equal to preselected
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value of II. The switching of resistance, R into the circuit

permits higher currents at a given rheostat setting. The current,

II. was read with Singer-Metrics Sensitive Research ammeters that

were accurate to the nearest 0.04 amp or 0.25 amp.

The short rise time, which is in the range 4 to 10 4sec, was

achieved by using cables of low inductance. The cables, from the

batteries to the initiator, consisted of two flat copper conduc-

tors separated by a Teflon tape dielectric, as indicated schemat-

ically in Figure 6. These three components were held together by

a tight wrapping of Scotch No. 33 electrical *±jie. Cables to

switches and resistors were constructed in the same manner to

minimize inductive l4ups.

Instrumentation

The instrumentation included continuous monitoring of resis-

tance of tLe EED during firing, and measurement of overall func-

tion time.

The performance of the EED's during firing was monitored

by a Tektronix type 555 dual-beam oscilloscope equipped with a

Polaroid camera. The upper beam was chopped into two channels

by means of a type CA dual-trace plug-in unit. Channel A recorded

the voltage drop across the shunt resistor in Figure 5. Since the

shunt resistor was made from a heavy piece of resistance wire, its

rebistance changed very little during the few milliseconds re-

quired for EED functioning. Hence, this voltage drop is

proportional to the current. Channel B recorded the applied volt-

age drop across both the EMD (initiavor) and shunt resistor. In
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TEFLON INSULATOR

0.005 IN. THICK
COPPER CONDUCTOR
0.0i08 IN. THICK

I

I. via 3/,4 IN..-

Figure 6

SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF FLAT CABLE USED
IN CONSTANT CURRENT FIRING CIRCUIT

OF FIGURE 5
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this way, the simultaneous recording of current through and volt-

age drop across the EED provided a continuous picturc of EED re-

sistance during firing.

The lower beam of the oscilloscope was used in conjunction

with a condenser discharge type ion probe system to measure over-

.all function time, defined as the time from first application oi

firing pulse to emergence of the reaction wave from the end of

the pyrotechnic column. The ion probe, which consisted of a

two-prong Kovar-glass header, was positioned at the top of the

pressed pyrotechnic charge. Further details about the ion probe

system, including a circuit diagram, may be found in Reference 5.

Ignition at 15 amp

The constant-current ignitability studies on various combi-

nations of aluminum and metal oxide are summarized in Tables 3

through 6, and a typical record from which the data were obtained

13 shown in Figure 7. The data in each table are arranged in the

order ý%f decrea-sng current. Initidl currents were varied within

a range of 49.6 amp to 7.1 amp, with the majority of the tests

being conducted at or near 15 amp, which is the design all-fire

current for the 5-amp, 5-watt no-fire initiator previously shown

in Figure 2. The record in Figure 7 shows that the voltage trace

decreases slightly from its initial value. This pattern indicates

that the resistan,.e of thc initiator decreases during firing. At

37 msec the voltage trace becomes rather erratic, which as ex-

plained in Reference 5 was caused by the ignition of the metal-

metal oxide bed; this phenomenon permitted measurement of ignition

time of the pyrotechnic. The overall function time of the initiator

was 66 msec.
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Channel C--Function Time
Channel A--Current

Channel A Origin

Channel B OriB--Voltage
Channel C Origin

annel C--Function Time

- JFigure 7

OSCILWOSCOPE RECORD FROM FI RING
OF METAL-METAL OXIDE INITIATOR

(Shot No. 153 H-3 Al + TO-2 W03 .
Vertical Sensitivities: A, 0.2 volt/cmu

B, 2 volt/cm; C, 10 volt/cm.
Sweep Rate on all channels = 10 msec/cm.)
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The unit buning time in Tidles 3 through 6 was calculated

by subtracting the ignition time from the overall function time

and then dividing this difference by the column height. Overall

function time was not reported in the tables in order to conserve

space but can be calculated from the following:

Function time = ignition time + (5)

(column height) x (unit burning time)

The unit burning time data for two metal-metal oxide systems

are plotted in Figures 8 and 9. Unit burning time is the recipro-

cal of burning rate. Note how well the burning rate correlated

with density, particularly in the aluminum-tungstic oxide systems.

The scatter in the points for these systems is within the experi-

mental error of the measurements, that is +2 msec in burning time

and +0.002 in. in column height. The correlation for the alumi-
num-cupric oxide systems was not as good, possibly because the

pressed columns were inadvertently allowed to exceed one diameter

(0.222 in.) in length. This occurrence may have caused excessive

density gradients in the column.

Increasing the amount of aluminum caused the mixture to

burn more rapidly in all systems. Increasing the density slowed

the burning except for H-3 aluminum-Glidden cupric oxide system.

As shown in Figure 9, mixtures that contained a stoichiometric

quantity of aluminum or 30% excess aluminum exhibited more rapid

i burning as the density was increased.
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The data in Tables 3 through 6 show that ijad.-g density

had a observable effect on ignition time. Genera.Liy speakiig,

at a givdn current an increase in dean3ity caused an increase i"

ignition time. The implication, of course, is that accurate

control of overall fvnction time of the initiator requires con-

trol of metal-metal oxide loading density, particularly for a I

system such as Al-CuO where not only ignition time but also

burning rate varies significantly with density.

Ianition at 5 amy

The 5-amp ignition tests on the AI-KC1O 4 and Al-NH4 ClO4

systems are summarized in Tables 7 through 9. The principle

variant in these studies was the loading density, which was con-

trolled by varying loading pressure. The actuators shown in

Figure 3 were used for these ignitien studies. These actuators

have a 1-amp, 1-watt no-fire capability.

The majority of the studies were conducted using mixtures

formulatel from H-3 spherical grade aluminum powders. In the

initial tests, however, two flaked aluminum grades were evalu-

ated _- 28-XD and 40-XD, manufactured by the Reynolds Metals

Company, Louisville, Kentucky. Previous studies showed certain

pyrotechnic mixtures such as AI-KClO4 offer much improved resis-

tance to electrostatic discharges if the mixture were formulated

irom flaked aluminum, ao compared with spherical aluminum (ref. 4)t

however, in the current work severe tendency for the flaked

aluminum mixtures to fail to coMpact under pressure was encount-

ered, to the extent that misfires occurred. For this reason
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Table 7

IGNITION OF H-3 ALUMINUM + HUMMEL KC1O4 (BATCH 1) AT 5 AMP' S

Amount Resistance, ohms Ignition
of Shot Density, Type of after at Time,

Aluminum No. _/cc Bridae Loading Ignition msec

33.33% excess 115 1.98 Wire 0.835 2.3
112 2.01 Wire .81 0.78 6.4
116 2.01 Wire .82 6.2
114 2.08 Wire .825 Delay
119 2.10 Wire .825 .70 12.2
113 2.12 Wire .95 8.4
117 2.14 Wire .865 6.2
ill 2.16 Wire .86 .75. 9.1
118 2.16 Wire .815 2 sec

2/3 stoich. 107 1.95 Wire .94 1.06 1.3
104 1.97 Wire .83 .90 1.6
105 1.99 Wire .82 2.7
103 2.08 Wire .86 .99 1.6
106 2.12 Wire .82 2.7
108 2.12 Wire .83 .86 3.4
110 2.20 Wire .83 .86 3.4

Table 8

IGNITION OF H-3 ALUMINUM + HUMMEL KC1O 4 (BATCH 2) AT 5 AMP*

Amount Resistance, ohms Ignition
of Ehot Density, Type of after at Time,

Aluminum No. g/cc Bri_•dgqe- Loading Iqnition msoc

2/3 stoich. 191 .10 Wire 0.788 0.86 1.3
192 2.10 Wire 1.244 .96 1.2
193 2.10 Wire .892 .94 1.4
194 2.10 Wire .940 2.6
195 2.10 Wire .967 .94 1.1
19b 2.10 Wire 1.056 .90 2.7
208 2.11 Wire .936 1.5
197 2.13 Wire 0.939 0.96 2.7

*Actuator is shown in Figure 3.
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Table 9

IGNITION OF H-3 ALUMINUM + THIOKOL NH4 CIO4 AT 5 AMP*

Amount Resistance, ohms Ignition
of Shot Density, Type of after at Time,

Aluminum No. c__ Bride oadin Inition mec

33.33% excess 82 1.56 Ribbon 0.625 11
86 1.59 Ribbon .680 10
85 1.66 Ribbon .707 10
78 1.74 Ribbon .672 14
79 1.74 Ribbon .622 14
92 1.75 Ribbon .69 0.78 11
29 1.76 Ribbon .678 .76 14
30 1.73 Ribbon .687 .7i 16
80 1.78 Ribbon .622 12
83 1.84 Ribbon .650 12
84 1,87 Ribbon .664 12

2/3 stoich. 39 1.74 Ribbon .637 8.6

33.33% excess 94 1.75 Wire .87 .88 2.3
19 1.78 Wire .832 .84 3.3
18 1.83 Wire .843 3.3
17 1.84 Wire .850 3.1

2/3 stoich. 59 1.54 Wire .812 2.0
70 1.54 Wire .787 2.3
47 1.60 Wire .803 2.3
49 1.63 Wire .841 2.2

2/3 stoich. 73 1.70 Wire .795 2.3
74 1.71 Wire .795 2.0
11 1.80 Wire .817 .84 2.4
14 1.81 Wire .831 0.93 2ý4
13 1.87 Wire .802 No go
12 2.04 Wire 0.792 No go

Actuator is shown in Figure 3.
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further work with flaked aluminum mixtures was suspended and the

majority of the effort was diverted to evaluating spherical alu-

minum mixtures.

The resistance of the 2-mi) Tophet-C wire bridge during

firing at first increased and then decreased. The resistaimce

at ignition has been calculated "or some of the shots in Tables

7 through 9 to show this behavior. The Resistvar-II ribbon

bridge, on t:ie other hand, exhibited only a tendency to increase

in resistance.

No unit burning times have been reported in Tables 7 through

9. This omission is explained by the very high burning rate of

the Al-KCIO4 and AI-NH4 CIO4 systems. Pitts in Reference 6 ob-

tained values of 0.05 in/vsec for A1-KCIO4 , which would indicate

that the burning time or our pressing would be only 3 Psec.

Such a short time is not resolvable on an oscilloscope which is

being swept in the milliseconds-per-centimeter range. In the

tables, therefore, only the ignition time has been reported, and

the overall function time is understood to be only microseconds

greater.

The performance of the Al-KCIO4 mixtures with excess alumi-

num at 5-amp was erratic, judging from the wide variation in

ignition time as reported in Table 7. Noticeable delays were

* observed in some of the shots. The aluminum-deficient (2/3

stoichiometric) mixtures performed much more reproducibly, how-

ver. For Al-NH4 CIO4 mixtures in Table 9. it can be observed

that ignition times were longer for the ribbon bridges than for

the wire bridges. This was expected, since the greater surface
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area of the flat ribbon in contact with the surroundings causes

its heating rate at a given current to be lower. All A1-NH4 ClO4

systems performed reproducibly, however, with the exception that

the last two entries showed that too high a density caused mis-

fires.

5-Watt No-Fire Experiments

The ability of metal-metal oxide initiators bridged with a

5 -mil wire to dissipate a constant 5-amp. 5-watt pulse without

functioning or seriously degrading the performance is shown in

Table 10. Ten initiators illustrated in Ficure 2 were loaded

with 2/3 stoichiometric mixtures of either Al-WO3 or AI-CuO, in3L
the same manner as for the constant current ignition studies.

A current of 5 amp was then delivered to the initiator for a

period of 15 minutes. The input power st this cul~rent was

somewhat greater than 5-watts, except for the test where the

initiator resistance was less than 0.200 ohm. The initiators

became very hot; however none fired under these conditions.

After each initiator cooled to ambient temperature, an

attempt was made to fire it at the design all-fire current of

15 amp. The performance at 15 amp is summarized in columns 5

through 8 of Table 10. The ignition timee are essentially the

same as for initiators which have beer, tested only at 15 imp,

as previously reported in Tables 3 and 5. However, the unit

burning times (i.e., burning rate) of the metal-metal oxide was&|
affected somewhat by the 5-amp exposure. The AlIWO 3 system

burned more slowly than that studied in Table 3, while the
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Al-CuO burned more rapidly than that ia Table 5. However, the

burning rates under both sets of conditions are of the same

order of magnitude, so that the-observed differences are of no

major concern.

One-Watt No-Fire Experiments

The ability of pyrotechnic-loaded actuators bridged with

either a 2-mil wire or a 0.13-mrl thick ribbon to dissipate a

constant 1-amp, 1-watt pulse was determined in the experiments

that are summarized in Tables 12 through 44. The actuators were

lined with the stainless steel chage holders. Each actuator

(Figure 3) was loaded with the appropriate pyrotechnic in the

same manner as for the 5-amp ignition studies. A current of

appropriate value for dissipation of 1 watt was then delivered

to the actuator for a period of 5 minutes; the actual value for

each test is indicated in column 5 of the Tables. Column 6

shows that none of the actuators fired under these conditions.

After each actuator cooled to ambient temperature, an

attempt was made to fire it at the all-fire current of 5-amp.

The performance of the actuiators under these conditions is shown

in columns 7 through 10 of the Tables. The interesting results

are those for the Al-NH4 ClO4 system with excess aluminum in

Table 11. The advantages of the ribbon bridge versus the wire

bridge are demoiistrated. All of the ribbon-bridged actuators

that had been exposed to the 1-watt pulse fired at 5-amp? further-

more, the ignition times agreed very well with those for actuators

that were tested only at 5-.amp, as previously reported in Table 9.
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On the other hand, the wire-bridged actuators at 5-amp behaved

very erratically, and Table 11 shows that some misfires were

encountered. A logica 3'xp-anation of the above behavior is

that the greater surface area of the ribbon bridge in contact

with the surroundings permits it to dissipate its heat more

effectively than would the wire bridge. Hence the ribbon-bridge,

as well as the pyrotechnic adjacent to the bridge, stays cooler

during the 1-watt exposure. There is less .,hance for the pyro-

technic to be heated to temperatures at which phase chanpes

would alter its ignition characteristics or at which thermal

expansion would alter the physical contact between the hridge

and charge.

Tables 12 and 13 show that both aluminum-rich and aluminum-

deficient AI-KCIO4 mixtures could be ignited at 5-amp after the

1-watt test. The interesting aspect was that these results were

achieved with the wire bridges; hence the performance with rib-

bon bridges was not evaluated. The greater thermal stability

of KCIO4 as compared to that of NH4 CIO4 probably explains why

wire bridges were tore effective for Al-KC10 4 pressings than for

Al-NH 4CIO4 pressings.

Ou'Tpfr OF GASplqW_)CINQ PETW)7CM

The output characteristics of gas-producing pyrotechnic

mixtures such as aluminum-potassium perchlorate and aluminum-

ammonium perchlorate were studied with the goal of redesigning

a valve actuator that is electrically fired end actuated by a
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250-mg lead styphnate charge. The main objective of the output

studies was to design a pyrotechnic charge that would propel a

5.00-gram piston over a distanct. nf approximately 1/8 in. ac-

cording to the same displacement-time profile as proveded by the

lead styphnate charge. The principle variants in these studies

were the charge weight and the aluminunmoxidant ratio in the

pyrotechnic mixtures.

Theoretical Force Constant

A prime consideration in the selection of candidate compo-

sitions was the value of the force constant of the candidate as

compared with that for lead styphnate. The force constant cal-

culations are sunmarized in Table 14. In the calculations, it

was assumed that only the most stable products are formed. That

is, first, all the aluminum, when used, is permitted to react

with oxygen to form aluminum oxide (AI 2 03 ). Then, hydrogen coi-

bines with oxygen to form water. Finally, any oxygen left over

is permitted to react with the carbon, when present, to form

carbon monoxide. Typical reactions under these assumptions.are

as follows:

20/9 Al + I 4 C10 4  - o 10/9 Al 20 3 + 2/3 H20 (6)

+ IICl + 5/6 H2 + 1/2 N 2

PbC6 H3N3 09  - 3/2 H 2 0 + 6 CO + 3/2 M2 (7)

+ 3/4 02 +b

16/9 Al + KC1O4  - 8/9 AI203 + "C' (6)

+ 2/3 02
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The reaction temperature was calculated from an enthalpy balance

in which the heat released 298OX was permitted to heat the pro-

ducts to the final temperature. Heats of formation and heat

Scapacities were obtained from Glassner (ref. 7) and Perry (ref. 8).

In the case of the aluminum-perchlorate systems, a significant

portion of the product, Al 20 3 1 decomposes at 37706K according to

the reaction (ref. 9):

2 03(1) ------. 2 AlO(g) + 1/2 0 2 (g) (9)

The force constant is then calculated from the relationship:

F - MRT (10)

where

n w moles of gas produced

M = molecular weight of reactants

R = gas constant

T * reaction temperature.

These calculations confirmed most of the systems under con-

sideration showed potential promise as candidates to replace

lead styphnate in the actuator. The explosive nitroquanidine

was included to provide analternative system in the event that

reaction kinetics precluded the pyrotechnics from exhibiting a

performance equivalent to that of lead styphnatet in retrospect,

however, little or no experimental work was done with the explo-

sive system, because the performance of the pyrotechnics in ell

respects was satisfactory.
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Experimental fttbo

A photographic method based on the use of a Fastax smear

camera was employed to obtain piston displacement-time data.

The experimental arrangement and typical records are shown in

Figure 10. The charges were pressed into actuators previously

described and depicted in Figure 3. The 5.00-gram piston

was positioned initially in a breecbblock into which the loaded

actuator was screwed. When the charge was fired, the emerging

piston passed in front of an accurately machined slit through

which an intense light shined. The movement of the piston past

the slit blocked out a steadily increasing portion of the light,

which was then prevented from reaching the camera focused on the

slit. As can be seen from Figure 10, the method produced a clear,

very sharp trace of the displacement of the piston. Distance

reference on the records was obtained from the width of the

trace, which corresponded to a slit length of 0.500 in. Time

reference was obtained from the timing marks which occurred at

l-msec intervals. The brilliant flash visible on the fecord for

Shot No. 186 (Al-KCIO4 ) was observed with all pyrotechnic charges,

and was believed to be caused by the shifting A120 3 squilibrium

as described by Euation 9.

The piston was machined frora 0.39060-in. diameter drill rod

to a length of 0.557 in. Tie weight was controlled to the near-

est 0.05 g. The clearance betwea the piston and the hole from

which it was propelled was approximately 0.001 in.
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Figure 10 shows the presence of ashim which was held securely

between the charge and piston by the actuator and breechblock

hardware. The purpose of the shim, which was used on all pyro-

technic firings, was to provide a shot-start effect by delaying

the motion of the piston until the charge had reacted more corn-

pletely than would have been possible without a shim.

A brass shim was not used for the lead styphnate charges,

Decause these were supplied as loaded actuators. The tops of the

charge was sealed with a thin metal disc which provided the re-

quired shot-start effect.

Sunmmary of Pertinent Output Data

The output characteristics of lead styphnate and selected

pyrotechnic charges as measured by the piston displaceme..t-time

data are sununarized in Table 15.* The data show that the 280-mg

16/9 Al + KCIO4 system, which contains 2/3 of the stoichiometric

amount of aluminum, comes very close to duplicating the piston

motion produced by lead styphnate in the first 0.15 in. of travel.

This displacement is the region of most interest in valve actuator
design. The volumes occupied by the 280-mg Al-KCIO4 and 250-mg

lead styphnate charges were identical.

Systems containing a stoichiometric or excess amount of

aluminum, such as 8/3 Al + KCIO4 or 32/9 Al + XClO4 respectively,

did not duplicate the piston motion produced by styphnate nearly

The lead styphnate charges were fired at a current of approximately
0.67 amp d.c.: the pyrotechnic charges were fired at 7 amp d.c.

, ji il ii . . . ... ... i i i
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as well, unless the charge holder in the actuator housing was

removed to allow more charge to be loaded. Likewise, the

20/9 Al + NH4 CIO4 system did not perform as well, in spite of

its very high calculated force constant in Table 14.

The last entry in Table 15 shows the results of the very

little work which was done using explosives. The principle

drawback with the explosives was that they were not ignitable

with a hot bridge. Hence, a pyrotechnic ignition charge in

contact with the bridge was required; for Shot No. 151 this

charge was 50 ng of Al-NH CIO4 . The remaining volume in the
4 4

actuator was loaded with 160 mg of nitroguanidine in two equal

indrements at a pressure of 10,000 psi; the pressed density of

the nitroguanidine was 1.46 g/cc. Several other shots of a

similar nature were also attempted, but in these the nitro-

guanidine wafers were found lying on the table after the shots

were fired. Because of these problem•s and because the excellent

pezformance of the pyrotechnics had already been demonstrated,

further work with explosives was halted.

Experimental Determination of Force Constant from

van der WaalsTvve Equation of State

The van der Waals equation of state for real gases is

+ n) -( RT ,II)

where

a = a proportionality constant

= the covolume term

n = the number of moles of gas

K 87



F2
The term a/(V/n) 2 is a measure of the attractive force between

the molecules, and the covolume term is related to the volume

occupied by the molecules of the gas. The number of moles of

gas is proportional to the weight of propellant, m, hence

n =k m

Substitution of this expression into Equation 11 for n results

in

[ V/m b) =RT (12)

where a k2 a and b = kf. If it is assumed that equation 12 ap-

plies at the time the propellant has completely burned and that

the burning proceeds adiabatically, T is the adiabatic reaction

temperature and the right sideof equation 12 is the force constant.

Hence equation 12 reduces to

[P+ a - = F (13)
IM

Equation 13 provides a means of measuring the force constant,

as well as the van der Waals constants, from the piston displace-

ment-time data. For each propellant system, three shots were

selected and values of maximum pressure and tota'l volume, V,

at maximum pressure were substituted into Equation 13. The re-

sulting three equations were then solved simultaneously to

"yield values of F, a, and b.

The maximum pressure was calculated by graphically differ-

entiating the displacement-time data twice to obtain\the accel-

eration imparted to the piston, and then by applying lewtonls

Second Law: 88
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2
A A dt 2  (14)

Iwhere "

f = the force on the piston

A = The piston across-sectional area,

0.120 in 2 or 0.773 cm2

"mp = the mass of the piston, 5.00 g

d-s the acceleration
dt

2

s = the displacement of the piston

The volume at maximum pressure was calculated from the relation-

ship ."

V = Vo + Asmp (15)

where

Vo = the internal volume occupied by the charge
in the actuator

Sap = the piston displacement at maximum pressure

Typical graphical differentiations are shown for lead styphnate

and Al-KC1O4 firings in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. These

shots are the same two for which the original records were shown

in Figure 10. In all cases, the displacement-time data ware

plotted in straight line increments, and the average slope (the

velocity) of each increment was calculated. These velocities

in turn were plotted and likewise connected in straight line

increments, and now the dcceleration of each increment was obtained.
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The accelerations were plotted versuR time, and the maximu ac-

celeration and the displacement at this point permitted calcu-

lation of pressure and volume from Equations 14 and 15.

Table 16 shows the input data to the van der Waals equation

for determination of force constant for each propellant system.

The various quantities were calculated as outlined above, and

charge weights were obtained from Table 15. From these data,

the simulatneous solution of the three equations for each system

gives the results which are summarized in Table 17. The experi-

mental force constant so obtained is compared with the theoreti-

cal value whaich was calculated in Table 14 for an assumed

equilibrium reacting at adiabatic conditions. For lead styphnate

and 16/9 Al + KCl0O (2/3 stoichiometric), the agreement is very

good. This indicates, for example, that the equilibrium for the

pyrotechlnic reaction as suggested in Equation 8 actually occurs

experimentally. For lead styphnate, the dissociation of some

of the gaseous species as indicated in Equation 7 to produce

more moles of gas probably explains why the experimental force

constant is slightly higher than the theoretical one.

The agreement for the two aluminum-rich systems, 32/9 Al + KC104

and 20/9 Al + NH 4 CIo 4 ' is not as good. The possible explanation here

is that all of the aluminum does not react as predicted. This would

lower the reaction temperature, which in turn would decrease the

amount of gas produced by the reaction. Both effects would result

in a smaller force constant value.
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Table 17

RESULTS OF FORCE CONSTANT DETERMINATION AND COMPARISON WITH
THEORETICAL VALUE

van der Waals
Constants Force Constant, .
a, b, Theoretical

System Rsi-cc2/a 2  cc/a Experimental (Table 14)

Lead Styphnate 87,900 0.265 482 407

16/9 Al + KC1O4  70,300 0.321 294 332

32/9 Al + KC1O 4  34,800 0.350 164 327

20/9 Al + NH4 C10 4  66,900 0.329 362 563

The validity of the van der Waals analysis rests on the

assumption that adiabatic conditions prevail. In every case

complete burning as measured by the time to maximum pressure

occured JLn 50 PAsec or less. This length of time was short enough

to permit such an assumption.

gulajifttiv QbWervatton of ftrning Characteristics

The on* observation which became very apparent in the van

der Waals analysis was that the pyrotechnic mixtures consistently

took lorger to burn than the lead styphnate charges. This can

be readlly seen by glancing at Figures 11 and 12. Here, the

burning time of the AI-KCIO4 as measured by the time to peak

acc*1erattion was about 50 isec, whereas that for the lead

atyphnate was about 17 pec. Variations in burning characteristics

are bel;.eved partly responsible for the difference in times at var-

ious di|•placements in Table 15.
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One factor which influences burning characteristics is

the particle size distribution of the powders. It is recalled

that two lots of KClO4 were evaluated, and that Batch 2 was a

much coarser powder. Figure 13 shows a comparison of the per-

formance of two Al-KC1O4 mixtures at identical charge weights

and using identical shot-start shims, but formulated from dif-

ferent lots. The burning characteristics of the two mixtures

are appreciably different. The upper curves show that the

coarser Batch-2 mixture (Shot No. 210) took almost twice as

long to burn completely. The explanation is that the larger

KCIO4 particles require a longer time to react completely than

do the smaller ones.

Conclusions from Output Studies

The overall conclusion based on the output studies is that

the 2/3 stoichiometric mixture 16/9 Al + KC1O4 offers a satis-

factory solution to the problem of redesigning the actuator.

This mixture in the first i/0 In. uplicates the piston mtion

produced by the lead styphnate charge presently usd in the

actuator. This distance represents the displacement of mst

interest in actuator operation. Although the graphical double

differentiation required for evaluation of the data has definite

shortcomings, it did provide estimates of the pressure-time his-

tories of the various propellants. These histories nmde it pos-

sible to infer something about the burning characteristics of

the propellants under various experimental conditions, and to I
determine the force constant experimeetelly frou a van der Waal$
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equation of state. In future work, pressure-time will be measured

directly using a high response pressure transducer. This would

mean that a double integration would replace the double differen-

tiation with a corresponding increase in accuracy. The effects

of experimental veriants sucll as particle size. of the powders on

the performance of the propellant could in this way be measured

directly.
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An Introduction to Advanced ,elay Cord

(Abstract)

D. E. Olander

Explosive Technology has developed a series of standard gasless

delay cords with burning times ranging froz 0.1 to 35 seconds

per inch. ''Both aluminum and lead sheaths are available. Typi-

cally, a coefficient of variation of less than 3 percent for a

1-inch length of cord has been maintained.

Principal advantages of this new type of product are:

(1) Elimination of density discontinuities and the

resultant interface ignition problems.

(2) Availability of delays for use by ordnance-item

manufacturers who do not have delay capability.

(3) Capability of envelope shapes other than the

conventional small-diameter, long-length

envelope.

(4) Increased precision achieved through the statis-

tical improvement experienced by long delay col-

umns. The precision of a delay column improves

at least in accordance with the square root of

increase of column length.

(5) Decreased gaseousness achieved through the use

of smaller column diameters used for the faster

delay cords.

Seven standard cord configurations are now available, and custom

configurations are available upon special request.
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AN INU ODUCTION TO ADVANCED DELAY CORDS

D. E. Olawkr

Explosive Tenhnology, Inc.

Historically, mankind develops, Improves and redevelop# processes,

theories, and items in interwoven spirals of sophistication. A po-

tentlal answer to a problem or a step toward a new goal is discovered,

and development is carried out to the satisfaction of the interested

parties in relation to their time, place, and goal. Then at some later

date, the concept is rediscovered and redeveloped at a more sophisti-

cated level and perhaps in relation to a new, or at least more complex,

goal. My organization'e recent announcement of the availability of

pyrotechnic cords embodying precise time delays is an exceElent example

of this historical spiral trend. The delay cords I refer to meet today's

need for precise timing normally found, in pyrotechnic colmnar increments,

while re-imparting the longitudinal flexibility offered by the now-

unsophisticated fabric fuzes.

The first pyrotechnic time delay to be formally developed and manufactured

was undoubtedly the black-powder fuse. This early fuse was merely a piece

of string impregnated with black powder. Later development - a part of a

new spiral - brought about fabric-sheathed black-powder fuzes. Their 11lm-

tations, however, were great - so great that an incremental fuse was dove-

loped, consisting of a colum of black_ powder pressed into a sleeve. The

design controls and the widespread applications offered by the delay-cart-

ridge concept allowed - actually led to - a new realm of developmmnt. Re-

search and development brought about a whole new family of gas-less pyro-

technic delay compositions pressed into cartridges of various designs.

The pnst 20 years have seen lhe development of a large number of different

compositions in the gasless pyrotechnic realm. During th6 Korean war, this

type was produced in various compositions and columns with remrkably high

precision in large quantities, I.e., 2 to 3 million units of any given

design. Since that time, however, production of delays in significantly larger
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quantities has been relegated to a few isolated cases. In greater demand

today are pyrotetchnic time delays produced in small quantities, perhaps

no more than a few hundred, for highly specialized applications. These

delays are more reliable under environmental extremes, including much

* higher temperatures, and assure longer storage life than those pre-

viously manufactured.

Many of today's applications, however, do not lend themselves to the con-

ventional pressed column delay configuration. Often the spaces available

are short with allowance for a large diameter rather than for the long-

length, small-unit diameter that was so prevalent during the Korean war.

To meet this new demand, certain limited-edition delay cords have been

made in the industry. Such tentative approaches have invariably used lead

sheathing because that is the principal material used for explosive cords.

Always, the pyrotechnics manufacturer has assembled these cords into units

and, for t0eir applications, performance has been satisfactory. But the

nature of the compositions used has required a great deal of knowledge of

the exact performance phenomena and design parameters inherent to the cord

being used. As a consequence, these were not products that could be

disseminated to other manufacturers for incorporation into independent

units. We, therefore, decided to attempt development of a series of delay

cords that could be supplied as components to organizations wishing to

incorporate them into larger units of advanced design.

To be successful in this endeavor, we saw that we would have to develop

materials that were gasless, were not detonable, and that could be

handled under normal atmospheric conditions. In addition, the sheath

material would have to be one that would provide geometrical stability

and be easy to machine. It was also obvious that the precision of such

delay cords would have to be competitive with that of well-controlled pressed

delay production line products. We established quantitative design goals
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of 4 milliliter per gram at standard temperature and pressure as an

upper limit of gaseousness that would be permitted in a delay con-

position, and 3 percent coefficient of variation for burning rate

through a 1-inch length of delay cord.

This 1-inch length is very important to predictable reliability and

for specification of precision because of the increased accuracy that

is obtained in longer lengths. Statistically, the standard deviation

of a timed event will increase in proportion to the square root of

the number of events that are put in sequence. Therefore, if the

number of events are represented by '%" and the variation from the

mean is the square root of "n", precision is enhanced by the square

root of "n". From that, one can idealogically anticiiite that the

increase of precision of a delay can be no worse than the square root

of the increase in the column length itself. Of course, ignition and

end effects influence the burning time of a delay column, but these

occur only once each time. The longer the delay column, therefore,

the greater the potential accuracy.

Gas evolutions are determined in our laboratory by a simple method.

We burn a composition sample in a small bomb, which after burning

is placed in a bath at 145C, to assure complete vaporization of the

water generated during burning. The pressure Is read and, usiag ideal gas

laws, the gas evolution is ascertained at standard temperature and

pressure.

We have produced a variety of delay cords of dependable burning time"

ranging from 0.1 second per inch to 35 seconds per inch.

Typical gas evolution, coefficient of variation, and burning times at

various tomperatures of these cords are shown in Table 1. The data in

Table 1 indicates that our basic design objectives have, in the main,
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been achieved. The only coefficient of variation listed greater than 3

percent is at 165"F with the 0.2000 second/inch cord. In this burning rate

realm, maintaining a 3 percent coefficient of variation, in using pressed

delays at high temperature, is difficult.

All time ranges are at least as precise as normally expected, using high-

quality production techniques. The gas evolution for the 3-second cord,

however, is greater than the goal of 4 milliliters/grm. The gas evolution

for this range could be held at our goal if we used a cord containing either

a tungsten or a molybdenum composition. In fact, we could make satisfactory

lead-sheathed cords in such a range, using such compositions. The superior

temperature coefficient of delay materials containing chromium, however, is

so great that we have selected them instead of the tungsten or molybdenum

compositions. The temperature coefficient of most delay* is approximately

.08 percent per degree Fahrenheit, but the typical chromium delay exhibits

only about .04 percent per degree Fahrenhei t. The use of such gaseous meter-isl would seent questionable wore it not for the small diameter of the delay

column. Although it may be possible to press colums of very small diameter

and of significant length, It has not been the usual practice, and would ap-

pear to be quite difficult to achieve. As a result, the typical pressed

delay column would have about eight times as such material per unit length

(in comparison with cord delays). Therefore, on a unit/length basis, we hae

more than achieved the equivalent of our design goal of 4 milliliters/gran.

The coiling and bending of such cords have not significantly affected their

precision. Therefore, the small size allows the fuse designer to build bet-

ter precision into his unit by using, for example, a coiled plce of 3-secood

cord insteed of a pressed colum that is only I inch long.

Table 2 compares various delay time elements. Typical values for burning

S tIme and gas evolution are listed. A standard deviation consisting of

10S
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3-percent (for a 1-inch length), along with perfect ignition and actus-

tion are assumed. In addition. the effects at extremes in temperature

are shown because of the smaller change of burning time vith changes of

temperature of this delay material compared to slower burning delay

materials.

The ratios shown in Table 2 clearly indicate that a design using a coiled

cord has the capability of reducing the overall ranges of delays in this

realm by half. Of course, each range and each design must be evaluated

separately, but the trends in Table 2 should be generally valid.

Let us compare the vent space requirements using the smaller cord sizes

with those required for conventionally pressed delays that feature the

common 0.203-inch column diameter, using 750 psia, and 4.0 milliliters/

gream as the conventional column design parameters. The details of the

calculations are summarized in Table 3. Column 2 lists the typical

specific gas evolutions of the material used; Column 3 presents the

weights of material per inch in cord, and those of the conventional

(pressed) column. The gas evolutions of cord and of columns per inch of

length are shown in the fourth column. For these calculations, an aver-

age teimperature of 546 degrees Kelvin is assumed. Column 5 lists the

first-fire gas that must be added; Column 6 lists the recoinended ven:

space for cord and columns, and Column 7 gives the ratio of vent space of

cord to vent space of columns. The advantage of cord in this connection

is obvious. Of course, in the design of complete units, vent space must

be allocated for the gaseous products of the ignition source.

It can be seen that basic objectives have been achieved - that is to mAnu-

facture delay cords that compare in performance with pressed delays. Seven

standard cords are now in stock. These cord configurations are shown in

Table 4. The physical dimensions of the cords dictate the types of delay
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elements that can be designed. The 0.10inch and the 0.15-inch-

diametcr cords can ue bent very sharply as indicated. Specifically,

the figures given represent the limit of capability of the respective

covds to sustain a 180-degree bend around a mandrel.

In designing units, it is recommended that somewhat less sharp radii

be selected, especially in helical designs. The larger cords appear

to be impractical to bend, although they are easily machined

especially those with aluminum sheathing. They can be faced

off and counterbored on a production basis and given whatever external

configurations the designer requires. Naturally, cutting oil cannot

be used and care should be taken to prevent excessive quantities of

pyrotechnic waste. It is recommended that the machined pieces be

transferred to desiccated storage as soon as practical.

The chromium and tuvgsten delay cords require a first-fire. This

first-fire can be added to the cords by any of several means: For

instance an increment of first-fire cord can be pressed against the

surface of the pyrotechnic core exposed at th,. end of the delay cord.

The Explosive Technology first-fire is a proprietary product for

which a patent is pending. It has approximately 50 percent greater

output than the well-known AlA mixture and is much safer to handle.

Surprisingly, the autoignition temperature, determined by means of

differential thermal analysis, is 732*C. Its static sensitivity

is slightly less than onL joule, and it Is insensitive to standard

impact and friction tests.

Advantages of Delay Cords

A principal advantage is that no density discontinuity occurs in

contradistinction to pressed columns. One would therefore

expect a greater reliability than that experienced with pressed

columns oecause of freedom from interface ignition problems as well
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as the lack of relatively unconsolidated and therefore weaker center

sections of pressed increment.

In the realm of advanced design, standard delay cords afford several

advantages. The must important is the availability of shelf-stock

delays for application in small or large production quantities. and

also for the use by ordnance designers whose organizations do not

make their own delay formulations and components. Of special advan-

tage to aerospace and defense rocketry are the bends that can be

applied in fast-burning delay cords, thus permitting the optimum use

of space available. In many applications the cost of a unit that has

been designed with delay cord in mind can be considerably less than

that using a conventional multl-incre',ent, pressed delay column. The

longer the delay column used in the comparable pressed unit, the more

the economic advantage of del.iy cord is realized. Of course, the

basic, accurate dc ay, usinp cord, is obtained at lower cost because

it is inherently less costly to make a long cord usIng our manufacturing

techniques that it is to press multiple pyrotechnic increments.

Delay Cord Limitations

As is so often found in our discipline, no single development olfers a

panacea. We do not feel that delay cords in lengths the order of 1/4

inch are practical. One or two increments of delay material is usually

more economical to press and might prove slightly more accurate.

A1though lot-to-lot variation of the meav burning time is not greater

than 10 percent, good design practice should allow for lo:-to-lot

variations.

While 'Te hav'e made pressed delays that burn as fast as 60 milliseconds

per inch, we have been unsuccessful in our attempts to produce delay

cord that burns accurateiy if At is significantly faster than 100

milliseconds per inch.
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Delay Cord Application Desicjn

Delay cord affords additional flexibility for fuze train designers;

yet standard, good pyrotechnic design practices must prevail as always.

First, a proper vent space must be maintained in an internally vented

item. Normally, it is poor practice to pressurize this vent space to

over 750 psi.

As noted earlier, with all but the very fast delay cords, a first-fire

properly interfaced with the delay material, is still required.

The slower and large-diameter delay cords require provision for ash

retention, although fortunately this is not required in the smaller

diamueter, fast delays. Without a proper ash retainer, variability can

be expected. Generally, fast-burning pyrotechnic delays require some

sort of mechanical retention at each end of the column. The fact that

in delay cord it is not required is surprising, at first, but when one

considers the small cross-sectional area of the core of fast-burning

delay cord, the lack of a need for additional retention for signifi-

cantly long cord lengths can be at least intuitively understood.

If sensitive materials such as lead azide and lead styphnate are placed

on the output side of a delay cord, and a high-pressure internal vent

is being maintained, a gas stop is necessary to prevent complete gas

passage from the vent through the unburned column, which will initiate

the sensitive material. This is no different, of course, from any

standard pressed delay, but it has, in the past, been a problem in

some designs.

In summary, we in the pyrotechnics field now have an additional time de-

lay fv-e family available for a variety of applications. This new

family, in the form of linear, metal-sheathed deflagrating compositions,

is expected to find extensive application by the technological community.

It answers a broad spectrum of problems related to today's design require-

ments.
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SPECTRAL OBSEiRVATIONS IN ILU69NATING FIARES

Bernard E. 1kouda
U. S. Naval Auamition Depot

Crane, Indiana
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SPECRAL OBSERVATIONS IN ILWININATING FLN4ES*

Bernard E. Douda
U.S. Naval Ammunition Depot

Crane, Indiana

The purpose of this presentation is to describe saw of

the progress being made toward the interpretation of the spectral

features of an illuminating flame utilizing theories developed

to explain the shape and shift of spectral lines. The illumi-

nating flame being studied is that which is produced from

combustion of magnesium, sodium nitrate and some binder. Such

a flame produces an enormous mount of luminiois energy. To

study the distribution of that energy, we took spectra both

with a scanning spectrometer and a grating spectrograph.

The spectrum on the next page was taken with a Perkin-

Elmer Model 108 Scanning Spectrome ter operating at 30 scans

per second.() As you can see, the spectrum of the flame

shows a strong broad continuun distributed about the sodium

resonance line. This continuum is superimposed on a weaker

background continuum which extends throughout the visible

region. The sodium related continma, which may in fact be

the broadened sodium D lines, extends from about S500 angstroms

to 7000 angstroms.

*Presented at Pyrotechnits Seminar 12-16 August 1968,
lEstes Park Colorado sponsored by the Denver Research Institute,
Mechanics Division, University of Denver, Denver, Colorado,
80210, Mr. R.M. Blunt, General Chairman.
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Some absolute energy measurements have been made on

this flame. Of the total energy produced by the combustion

reaction, we find 11 percent in the visible region. Also,

there is 17 percent of the total radiated energy in the visible.

The effective emitting temperature of the flame is in the

neighborhood of 2900iKelvin. If we separate the

background region from the region about the sodium D lines,

we find that about 45 percent of the energy in the visible is

around the resonance lines, whereas the background is composed

of about S5 percent of the total energy in the visible. It

might therefore be said that sodium alone accounts for 45

percent of the energy in tie visible. If we correct this

information for the eye response, the sodium feature beccoes

even more important.

Next I will show you a different form of the sawe

spectrum which was taken with a 1.5 meter grating spectrograph

which has a dispersion of 15 angstrom per millimeter. The

slit opening is about 10 microns. All of these spectra may

be found in Blunt's report as Plates 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 of ref-

erence 2. one important feature to notice is the drestic

reduction in the background c€ntinum region as one goes

from pressures of 630 torr down to 20 torr. At the same
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time, a narrowing or lessening of the contimam region

around the sodium resonance lines is also observed. Further-

more at about 150 torr, one clearly sees the band head which

is formed near SSO0 angstroms.

The band head at 5500 is as yet unexplained, a shift of

the sodium D line towards the red region is predicted but

as yet has not been observed experimentally in these flames.

The reduction in the background intensity and the narrowing

of the continuum above the sodium resonance lines is attributed

to two conditionsr. First, at atmospheric pressures, the

flame is not optically thick or thin. It can be described

as being somewhere inbetween. As the pressure is reduced,

tie flawe changes from a tendency to be optically thick

toward an optically thin condition. This change, in theory,

should cause a lessening of the sodium line broadening. In

addition, one can speculate that a flawe temperature reduction

accompanies the change from an optically thick toward an

optically thin system. In accordance with Planck's function

a reduction in temperature will cause a reduction in the back-

ground continuum.

This concludes the description of the flme spectrum

itself. Next, I will review the theories of spectral line
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formtim which my help to explain why the sodium D line

region assumes the form that it does.

One of the objectives of this work is to determine the

nature of the interaction which causes the continuum about

the sodium resonance lines to be so strong and broad. Thus,

let us examine the processes which contribute to the

formation of a spectral line of a gas.

(1) Natural line broadening is due to the finite
lifetime of the excited state.

(2) Doppler broadening is due to the motions of
the atoms.

(3) Lorentz broadening is due to collisions with
foreign gases.

(4) Holtsmark broadening is due to collisions with
other atoms of the same kind.

(5) Stark broadening is due to collisions with
electrons and ions.

(6) Instrumentation broadening is that due to the
apparatus utilized in the experiment and measure-
sent of the spectral line.

Because of the low temperature involved and information

provided by Gaydon,( 3 ) the Stark effect will be neglected be-

cause of its mall contribution. Because the Lorentz and

Holtsmark broadening theories both deal with collision, no

further distinction will be made in the r inder of this

* paper and both will be included wider the term Lorentz

broadening.
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If for the moment we neglect the problem of instrtmtation

broadening, we can, at this point, say that our line is com-

posed of natural, Lorentz and Doppler components. These

individual profiles can be folded together through a convolution

integral to give the Voigt profile. I have listed the analytical

representations of each of these profiles in the appendix. For

further information one should coasult Mitchell and Zemansky(4)

and Breene.( 5 )

The important thing to know about these distributions

is that natural line broadening is a function only of the

lifetime of the atom in its excited state. The Doppler

profile is a Gaussian distribution which is a function of

only the temperature and molecular weight of the atoms. It is

not a function of the concentration, of the atoms in the gas.

The general analytical form of the Lorentz distribution is the

saw as that for the natural broadening coefficient. tlowever,

the Lorentz broadening profile is a function of temperature,

particle molecular weight, and concentrations of the colliding

particles. These variables are utilized to compute a Maxwellian

distribution of velocities along the lines of classical kinetic

theory. The Lorentz line width is derived from this distribution

and the effective velocity cross section. All these parameters

are needed to evaluate. the Voigt profile.
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If we review the literature concerning natural line,

Doppler, and Lorentz broadening, we find that at reasonably

low pressures and low concentrations, these effects often

total to less than one angstrom of line broadening. Further-

more, because each of these distributions is symmetrical, they

can not account for line shift or asymletry. ILet us for the moment neglect the possibility of line
shift or line asymmetry and consider only how we might explain

a 1000 angstrtm broadened sodium doublet whereas the theory

we just reviewed might at best account for a few angstroms

broadening. The reason for this, is that all of the theories

are developed for systems which approach the optically

thin condition. In contrast to this, we know that the flame

from an illuminating flare is neither optically thin nor

optically thick and that there is a gross temperature gradient

over the cross section of this flame. This means that the

theory developed for optically thin systems is not valid anu

also that since thervodynawic equilibrium does not exist

as evidemed by the non-Planckian spectral distribution, we

also cannot apply the radiation theory suitable for optically

thick equilibrium systems. Clearly then, there is a need

for a new function. Such a function mist play the swe role

in our non-equilibrium radiation transfer problem as does

the Planck functi,-n to equilibrium situatioas.
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Let Lp call this new function a source function and define

it as tihe ratio of emissivity to opacity. In this fashion,

wl include the notion of thinness to thickness ratio. The

0 source function therefore is the primary quantity in non-

" ~equilibrium theory. It is a function of position, the radiation

field and the atomic level population

Before we go further, let us consider what essential

physical mechan-ismns we must include in our model. First,

photons are fed into the line by collisional excitation to

the upper level X-d leave the line ultimately either by escaping

fromi the at'w-sjiere or by being rc-converted into kinetic energy

through clllislai *-J-excitation of the upper level.

Secondly, fr.o•: experience slight changes in frequency in

.. : _c:attering, se that photons created near the line center

cal diftfU'e into the line wings where the opacity is less and

- man free path is greater. Therefore, this so called

non-coherent scattering is ijqxortant since it sets the scale of

variations in the radiaticmi field t, controlling the distribution

of mean free laths. A numher .f mechnisms cause rrn-coherence. The

most importnat for our flames are associated with Woppler and

collision broadening.

The next step is to express the source function in terms

of the radiation field suc~h that in the limit of optical
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thickness, the source function becomes the Planck function.

Included in this function is a term which defines the

probability per scattering that a photon is lost from the

line, its energy going back into kinetic energy. In general,

this probability term will depend on depth in the flame and

represent the influence of the rest of the flame on the line

in question.

Finally, we need to express the source function in terms

of the rate that the intensity in the radiation field is

varying with the thickness of the flame. Once again the

intensity here is a function of frequency and the direction

of propagation of the photons. After it has been mathematically

manipulated into convenient form, it is this transfer equation

that we hope to use to interpret the broadening observed around

the sodium resonance line. I hasten to add that although the

solution of this problem is not simple, it is not hopeless.

Hummer(6) has already successfully used this radiative transfer

theory to solve problemns in stellar atmospheres. The notions

associated with the radiative transfer problem and the math-

ematical algorithm which I presented follow closely the approach

taken by Humer.

The graphs on the next page are included to illustrate how

the radiation transfer theory coupled with broadening theory
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might bW used to describe the spectral features in the flame.

The plots are line intensity, I, against frequency, X.

T is a measure of optical thickness and "a" is the ratio of

collision to Doppler broadening. All panels are plotted for

Sa 10-6 where4E is the probability per scattering that a

photon is lost from the line.

The left panel shows the line in the Doppler broadened

form only. Note the self-reversed emmission form at the line

center and the line broadening as a function of optical thick-

ness. As the ratio of collision to Doppler broadening

increases, we see in the second and third panels that the lines

become extremely broad, with a characteristic kink at the

frequency where the transition from Doppler to collision

broadening occurs. Saoe of these shapes are remarkably

similar to the line shape recorded in our flame.

In conclusion, it is important to understand that this

is not the end of a study but is only a meager beginning.

The approach is not one which involves the derivation of an

entirely new theory. Rather, for the first time, we are

attempting to adapt radiative transfer and line broadening

theory to explain the behavior of the broadened region around

A' the sodium D lines. The theory has potential for describing

line changes due to Doppler and Lorentz broadening as well
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as those due to the non-equilibrium nature of the flame.

Thus it appears quite probable that this approach will not

only allow us to describe the flaune features more completely

but also will allow us to learn more about the flame in

terms of its optical properties, temperature and spectral

distribution with position in the flame, particle concentration

and other parameters.
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APPENDIX
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THE SORCERY AND SCIENCE

OF AEROSPACE =XIUSIVE ORDMANCE

by S. A. Moses

Douglas Missile & Space Systems Division
McDonnell Doug!-ts Corporation

"We don't need ordnance engineers; we need sorcererr!" This was zq

greeting as I entered the office of the manager of a high-priority

aerospace progrm to discuss a recent problem. "Why can't explosive I
devices be engineered the way we engineer other mechanical devices?"

As an engineer, I was baffled by the manager' assertion that

aerospace ordnance devices couldn't be "engineered" the same as other

mechanical devices. Wa this because the manager wasn't aweare of

the engineering that goes into soe of these devices? Or could it

be boeause he and I had different definitions for engineering? To

this manager, "enginee: tng" is the ability to put forwAlas into a

computer and produce a series of pat answers for any specific problem.

This idea is intriguing and is worth examining. Can greater use be

made of the computer for the development of aerospace ordnance

devices?

While I lack the ability to develop the necessary computer formulas,
it is possible to take a good hard look at aerospace explosive ordnance

to indicate areas in which scientific principles might be applied and
those that are still vrappe in a cloak of •mytery.

Before proceedin further, perhap thberU "SAMoPSCe explosive

or4mnnce" should be defined and placed in its poper perspctive with

other explosive applicaticns. The military defines explosive o~ftawe

as: "a term used to denote military material vhich normally ctains

or consists of explosives as, for example, boms, missiles, projectiles,

and the lk-." In the aerospace industry, it is com practice to
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divide explosive ordnance into several categories such as axnawent

or weapons, propulsion, escape systems, destruct and/or separation

systems, pyrotechnics aad explosively operated devices - although

there is no hard and fast rule concerning this.

For the purpose of this discussion, aerospace explosive ordnance will

be defined as: "Devices on aircraft, missiles or space vehicles,

excluding armament and propulsive units, which contain deflagrating or

detonating explosives."

I have prepared a graph indicating the entire field of explosives and

the probable position of aerospace ordnance in this field. Along the

abscissa, I have plotted increasing degrees of knowledge. Along the

ordinate, I have plotted various explosive applications with the

diagonal 1Lne tying these epplications to knowledge.

The first application, blasting, leans heavily upon field experience.

Although there is a moderate background of theoretical work concerning

blasting, this has not yet progressed to the point where the

arrangement, size, and firing sequence of the explosive charges are

determined by a computer program. Rather, these are determined by a

field supervisor with years of practical experience but Little

knowledge of rock mechanics or 3hock kinetics.

At the top of the list of applications 1 have placed labcratory

research uAhich leads to a bette" urnderstanding of explosive phenomena.

In between these two iimits lie the areas of military applications and

aerospace ordnance.

Omitting military applications for the time being, the shaded area

encompasling aerospace ordiarce tncr-Daches on both practical experience

and advanced theories. It intfides on and is limited by the region of

proprietary information in one direction and on the region of millta.ry

security in the other. Whether these are actually tvo separte regions
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or whether this is one region, inhabite. Joiantly by both private

corporati.ons and government bureaucorps is open to question.

The shaded area is still further limited by the two amoebu-shaped

parasites, the N.I.H. (Not Invented -Here) Factor and the Don't Change

it Syndrome. The former has the ability to move anywhere along the

diagonal. It has the interesting property that the higher ud the

diagonal it moves, the larger it becomes. Remarkably, as it moves

down into the region of proprietary information, it occupies negative

area. In this region, it is typical to practice a reverse N.I.H.

technique, Llore commonly called piracy. Surprisingly, it groas out

of all propoa:tinns w'en it reaches the rarefied atmosphere found in

the advanced theoretical regions, as anyone can testify who has heard

two scientists Rrguing over minuscule details of their own paerticular

theories.

The Don't Chaa,. A. L yndrome is a malignant growth which characterizes

those -r*".s tlat ay in a rundown condition due to lack of green

stuff. TLh mcre rundowL vhe program, the more pronounced this

maltgnancy becomrs un' il, with some programs, it completely dominates

the entire f.Lild of aerospace ordnance. Interestingly, the best cure

Lu• th s condition is a malfunction resulting in a critical injury or

fe ality. Although this may seem like bitter medicine, the results

are almost miraculous. Green stuff is immediately pumped into the

program 3nd the necessary surgery to remove the parasite can then be

ý'erforred.

This then is the (black) magicul kingdom in which aerospace ordnance

must operate. With the help of ul scoffing manager I will attempt to

survey a few of the mazy byways of this land, suggesting possible

improvements which might lead to a computerized Utopia. Although this

Utopia may be many years in the future, it is hoped that some of the

paths suggested may be at least pointed in the right direction.
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Those Bewitchi -Names

"Why,'* asked the program manager, "do you have cuch cabalistic names

for explosives? You come in here one day chanting about TNT or PETN

which I understand are acronyms of chemical compwundes, and the next

time I hear some incantation about cyclotol or Composition A which

are neither acronyms nor chemical names. Why can't explosives be

neatly categorized in some simple system like the AISI numerical

code for metals?"

I must admit that ny first reaction was to tell him all the things

that I thought wrong with the AISI code. Then I remembered that this

coding system did have merit. Furthermore, the present system of

naming explosives certainly contributes to their being identified as

ingredients from the witches' cauldron.

Among the comnon high explosives, for example, there are several

different methods for naming new compounds and mixture•.

As indicated previously,, there is one group identified ýy acronyms

of chemical corpoiuds. TNT (triLitrutuluene), DDNP (diazodinitro-

phenol), and PETN (pentaerythrite tetranitrate) are goxd examples.

A smaller group is known by ch=1ASJ unsO v•kout the 0 of

acronyms. These include lead azide, lead styphnate, and mercury

fulminate, to list some common ones.

A group of castable explosives, the "tol" groun, coLOists of mixtures

of TNT and other materials in various percentages. Examples include

amatol, baratol, cyclotol, and tetrytol.

Then there arc tha .omr3s1t 4 onE whicL, &.e m2xturle oe cyclonits (RMX)

and other chemicals. I rather suspect that we inherited these frOm

* the British who coined the acronym,. BoxX from "Research Department

Explosive." These compositions appqr to have az order'4 &.ouplW
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with all the "A" coupositions being suitable for press loading, the

"B" compositions suitable for casting, and the "C" compositions being

hand moldable.

There are other explosives named for individuals (aleite named forI

Dr. Hale of Picatinny Arsenal is an example) or for a particular use

such as the Depth Bomb Explosive. DBX. Although several other

categories could be mentioned, I think these few examples will

indicate that there is no standard method for naning high explosives.

In the field of propellants where there is a wide variety of

proprietary materials, the names are even more confusing. The Army

gave the gun" propellants "N" numberi as they were standardized. As

a result, we have Ml, M3, M4, etc., which are single base powders and

M2, M5, M8, etc., which are double base powders. Those propellants

which did not reach the standardization stage were given consecutive

"T" numbers (for "Technical," which was the original name of the

Ordnance Corps, Research and Development Division). In addition, the

Army also uses a number of commercial pistol powders which ar known

by their trade names.

In the case of proprietary propellants, the situation is even more

confusing. Each manufacturer of propellants has its own systeam of

nomenclature but there is certainly no standardization between these

companies. Thus, the Solid Propellant Manual lists propellants such

as: ANP-2569ED and ANP-2•oOAF, made by Aerojet-General; AFU and CYR,

manufactured by Allegany Ballistics Laboratory; Arcite 251 and 362,

which are compositions of Atlantic Research; and JPL-131 an 601,

manufactured by Jet Propulsion Laboratory to name only a few.

Is it really too much to expect that, in this day of instant

information retrieval, a codified nomenclature system could be

achieved and put into use? In the far distant future it might even

be possible to pick up a telephone, dial a central information center
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and a code number and immediately receive a print-out containing

everything known about any given explosive.

Incantations, Spalls, aniExp.olve Testin

"I asm sure," said the program manager, "that the rifle bullet test for

explosives has some meaning for the Army, but it reeks of witchcraft

to me. I'm used to dealing with engineering units* Except for

propellant burn rate, impulse values, and explosive temperature, most

explosive tests don't help me in selecting the right explosive for a

given application. Can't explosive tests be designed to produce real

numbers that can be used for design rather than meaningless

comparisons to TIT?"

Let's examine a few of the test methods used for both high explosives

and propellants to determine which have any real meaning for solving

design problems.

Many of these are rather ingenious tests which were developed long

before modern electronic test equipment was available.- Speaking

quite broadly, these tests can be divided into those concerning the

sensitivity, power, and stability of the material along iith

measurements of the detonation or burn rate.

The Picatinny Arsenal and Bureau of Mines drop weight testers give

only quantitative data on the sensitivity of explosives. These data

would be much more meaningful if the drop height Vas defined

statistically rather than the present system of indicating the height

that will produce one explosion in ten trials. It is possible that

this statistical informtion converted into terms of kinetic energy

might be useful in designing initiating systems.

The recent work by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory goes a long way

toward placing sensitivity tests on a scientific basis. In their
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extensive experiments with gap tests, the sensitivity of a number of

explosives has been determined as a function of the shock strength

required for initiation. Sufficient data have been collected to

establish both "no fire" and "all fire" criteria on a statistical

basis.

For those not familiar with the small scale gap test, a standardized

donor explosive is separated from the test explosive (the acceptor)

by a plastic spacer or attenuator. Both donor and acceptor explosives

are pressed into brass sleeves. When the donor is detonated, a shock

is transmitted tlrough the plastic into the acceptor. High or4er or

low order detonation of this acceptor is indicated by the depth of

dent formed in a steel block. A low order is indicated by a dent

which is less than half the depth of one formed by high order

detonation. A determination is made of the thickness of spacer

through which initiation is achieved in 50% of the tests. The thicker

the spacer, the more sensitive the explosive. A relationship has been

established between the shock pressure ar, . the required gap such that:

Log pressure (kilobars) - 4.72 - 1.40 log gap (mils).

Tests which measure the power of various explosives are Just as

mystical as most of the sensitivity tests described previously. There

are tests which measure the number of grams of sand crushed by

detonation of a given explosive, the volume of a cavity formed in a

lead block, or the number and size of slivers into which an artilAe-Y

shell Is fragmnted. UnfortunatelyS, with the exception of the sand

test, the results are unually given as a ctaparison with TNT. Perhaps

this has some meaning to the military in the testing of new explosives

but has little use for the aerospace engineer. However, with some

modification, the dent test does provide extremely useful infomtion.

As previously mntioid,, the NOL umml scale gap test identifies

between stable and non-stable letonations by the differences in dents

formed in thick steel blocks. The tests would be even moe useful if
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the depth of dent could be calibrated in to7 4.1 the energy output of

the explosive and I predict that this vwil be ww some de'.

Tests of the stability of explosive materials are of extreme interest

to manufacturers and users of aerospace ordnance. Devices are

frequently required to be stored for long periods of time, or to be

exposed to high temperatures, and then function satisfactorily. There

are a number of different types of stability tests for explosives.

SEach of these gives some indication of the decomposition characteris-

tics at a given temperature when stored for a given tie., but no

single test or combination of tests gves any real Indication of the

storage life of an explosive device.

Without going into details - these older high explosive and propellant

tests include the following hodgepodge:

1. 75 C, 48 hour test

2. 1000 C, 8 and 96 hour tests

3. Vacuum stability tests at 100°C, JO°C, and 1500C (40 hours)

4. 65-.50C sureillance test (up to 20 days and longer)

5. ])0°C and 13-.50C heat tests (up to 5 hours)

6. Taliani test (1100C test for 100 minutes)

Of more recent origin are differential thermal analysis (ONA) and

thermal grametric analysis (TGA). The DTA test provides information

on the occurrence of exothermic and endothermic reactions a the

sample material is heated at a given rate. With TjA, the percentOe

of weight lost at any temperature =ky be determined.

There appear to be tvo major drawbacks to using any of the abo" tests

to estilate the stome life of an explosive device.
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1. The device usually contains not one but a combination of

materials vhich may be reactive or catalytic. This
indicates that the whole device, rather than individual

materials, should be subjected to the heat.

2. None of the above tests provide an indication of the

perforluce degradation of the material. This indicates

that the device should be given a performance test

folloving the heating cycle.

Although there is no standard test for estimating the shelf life of

an ordnance device, vith reasonable assurptions an accelerated shelf

life test aears entirely feasible and no xore difficult or time

consuming than the well-known temperature-humidity tests.

As a suggestion, this test my include the foloving:

1. DTA tests of the reaction components. These should

provide information on the maximum temperature to vhich

the device may be exposed without causing exothermic or

endothermic reactions. The highest temperature in the

folloving tests should be less than this maxim=

temperature.

2. Subjecting sample devices to three different storsge

conditiMs at elevated temperatures. When plotted on a
seml-log tine-temps graphj, these three camdition

su Use on a stair 1in vit the proected storms

Wle at ambient tempraur.

3. Toiloving the storege tests, smle devices shold be

examined for poewible degradation *aA other samplea should

be put through pef Mane tests.
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SUGGESTED ACCELERATED STORAGE TEST

-EXOTHERMIC OR ENDOTHERMIC REACTION- - -
AT THIS TEMPERATURE

(APPROXIMATELY 2&C( ABOVE, T1 )

LSZUVGSTED MI'NtM*JM -blý

____ _____AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

LOG TINE MORS)
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This type of testing is certainly not the t.timate but is a step

above the Mp#reAt crystal ba system of eatimating storage life,

Frrmla5 for Mgic and Jitbmtics

"Are mtlitary applications utilizing explosives conjured up by trial

and error libe most aerospace ordwce dAlceet?" a•kd the program

mnts, "Can't &e of the sum ruth models be uwd for bot.h

m~.i. t eary d urosue al;licatlonsi"

W~tkbt crossiug th bae wire bouadM into the region of military

security, I viU attAmpt Zo examim the explosive applications for

vlach tbere Is a large bckgromua of theorotical and practical

inforaation sui•etible to ccupt4trized analysis, In the broaA

tateicries --utliw.d, it vwll be pointed out that for military

aplicatios,, coa~tute analysis is available,. vwhre"~ this is
,-g e came vith sitilar aerospace explosiv' applications. The

tirut of these categories his to do with interior ballistics.

An artillery shell or rifle bullet is normally des~ed to have a

give UmLzle wolocity. This must be accaqyxiehe--i while maintaining~

the ;resrww in the gun V~belmq a cairtai.n critical level. The Pas

1W. -,% solving this problem are vell.-kzwn and it is safe to sW

'tht both aruieals 5U4 gsm iMaIfctmwwT bave the ability to

eampteriz& ttds protlem, thereby selecting the =oxct weight and

" of propellant reqared An opta p•rfornuct.

In the fi*el of aerospace ord.ace, interior ba.isrtI4 fo.'3MA an

Used for the 4". v ment of drogue m a item which fall wsder the

broad cotegry Of YrOPellant acuated devicas (PAD). *othetr these

are asiped by oeq".ter anlysis or the sorcerer's slip stick will

ppen largly on the quantities desired. If the mnafseturiM-

.ttlsl is siifficint•y large to interest omn of the giant• of the

rpl vsie I try, cc~up~ter wlyslis vii becall4d i2rto play to
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solve the associated interior ballistics problems. If, or Ule other

hand, only a limited number of devices are required, une contract will

usually go to one of the smaler exploz±-ve ordnance compnies and be

solved by an engineer working without the aid of a computer. Because

the engineer my be familiar with the burn characteristics of only a

few propellants and as he cannot rely on the huV memory bank of a

ccputer., the final design may not be "optimum" but, throughi trial

and error, can be made both workable and reliable.

The second explosive category I would like to discuss has to do with

the development of solid propellant rockets. Here it goes without

saying that the design of the propellant grain for a.l military

rockets and aerospace vehicles is subjected to computer analysis.

As I have eliminated propulsive units from my definition of aerospace

ordnance, this leaves only such items as spin rockets, retrorockets,

and, by stretching a point, gas generators to consider. Asuaing that

the designs of all rocket motor grains. whether large or sm2J, are

subjected to computer analysis, I will turn am attention to the design

of gas generator grains. These have a wide range of applications In

aerospace. To name a few: gas generators are often used to

pressurize hydraulic systems, to supply hot gas for control systems,

to inflato floatattion devices, and for mny other purposes.

Designing the propellant grain for a gas generator is in o cases

much simpler and in others more complex than designing a rocket

propellant grian. In the simplest case, a gas generator may be

desired in vhich an equal volume of gas per unit time is to be

delivered for a required period. For this, it is relatively easy to

design a cigarette burning grain vith Its neccssary controlling

orifice.

Greater difficulty is experieneed when the heat-sinking characteristics

of the system ust be taken into account. The size, Mhape, and material
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of' the propellant grain will depend, to a largt extent, on the vwste

heat lost to the system. Unfortunately, some of the coxpazdes

manufacturing gas eenerators do not have math models for complicatel

heat los1 equations and althxough good approximations can be nade,
final shaptng of the gas generator grain is usually made on a trial

and er.vr basis. This process will be largely eliminated in the

future as more and more small explosive companies make use of

ccmputeT pr'amming service organizations.

Anot±,•- application of explosiv-es has to do with the formation and

acceleration of met,* frements. A grenade, warhead, or other

fragmentatL. • munition is normally designed to be effective against

certain classes of targets. For optimum performance, the dssigner

should know the characteristics of the target as well as the mass,

velocity, and distribution of the fragments from the munition. These

can then be related back into the munition design to detrirmine such

factors as the size and shape of the munition, the type of explosive,

and the fuzing characteristics.

Utilizing such aids as the Gurney or Stern formulas for determining

fragment velocities, the Shapiro formula for fragm'nt direction and
DeMaro's empirical equation for target penetration, the design
engineer can make any number of computer runs simulating different

mmition and target chaxacteristics to obtain information on the

erpectl-d effectiveness prior to cohmiitting expensive hardware for

test purposes.

Unfortunately, this well-established technique finds little
application for aerospace devices because of the limited need for
high velocity fra•,_ents. With the exception of come destruct systems,
aImost the only requirement involving high velocity fragments comes

when it is necessary to initiate datonating fuse end fittings

separated by an air gap. 1ben the gap is 'ama.1, the donor fitting

inltLatea the acceptor by a combination of shock and fragment impact.
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An the gap is increased, the shock impacting on the acceptor is less

and may not result in reliable initiation. At this distance and

beyond, initiation of the acceptor may be achieved by fragment impact.

ThJs appears to be a situation that is amenable to computer analysis,

yet aS fta, Ls is known, this has not been done. When this analysis

is accomplished.. undoubtedly the aerospace industry will be benefited

by the development of more effective end fitting designs.

Again, in the area of shaped charge developmnt, there is good

evidence that military mlItions are designe~i utilizing well-

established formulae relating the pressure in the detonation front.,

the formation of the jet, and the penetration of tLe target by this

jet. In the field of aerospace ordnance, linear shaped charges

(LSC) are ge"erally used for skin cutting applications, while

conical shaped charges are used in some destruct systems.

As most companies manufacturing linear shaped charges supply

informatior regarding the thickness of various materials which can

be cut by their charges, the application of LSC is relatively

straightfirward. However. when it comes to the use of conical shaped

charges for the destruction of solid rocket motors, this is indeed a

"b•1ack art." As far as can be ascertained, no work has been

published on the penetration of the jet into propellants or the

mechanism whereby solid propellants may be initiated (destructively)

by a shaped charge jet. As a result, destruct charges of this nature

are normal],y overdesigned. The typical attitude Is that if a quarter

pound charge will suffice, a pound charge will do it better. This is

usually satisfactory to range safety personnel because this results

in a big "bang" when the destruct button is pushed. However, the

atditude is rather frustrating for an engineer attempting to

establish design criteria.

14
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Although only a few applications have been cited here, the picture is

rather clear. Knovledge exists of many of the basic fundamentals which

allow caputer analysis for the development of aerospace devices. In

fact, ny computer programs may now exist, hidden in the regions of

proprietary information or military security.

Whether the programs exist or not, the desire for this type of analysis

must be generated and funded by the using organization. This is, of

course, far different from the typical request in which the manu-

facturer is asked for a small number of already qualified "off the

shelf" items for immediate delivery.

Even should time and funds be made available for computer analy3is,

the requirement for this type of work must be clearly transmitted to

the manufacturer. I remember one development program for which a

proposal was sent to a number of manufacturers of ordnance devices.

The proposal work statement indicated that "in the selection of

materials, mathematical analysis was desired but not mandatory."

Of the nine proposals received, not one offered an analysis for the

selection of the explosive materials, although one manufacturer

did perform an analysis to determine the strength of the screw

threads.

As this paper has touched on magic and sorcery, I'd like to end it

by recalling a scene from that classic motion picture, "The Wizard

of Oz."

In that scene, the Great Oz grants sow longed-for wishes in an

interesting fashion.

The Scarecrow, who wanted a brain, receives a diploma, Megna CUm

Laude. Who would question his having a brain if he had such an

Imposing diploma?
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The Tin Woodman, whio wanted a heart, received. a testimoial praising

his benevolence for who can show benevolence without a heart?

Th. Cowardly Lion vas satisfied with his emdal for bravery. With

this an his chest, wio would. dare call his a coward?

I only wish that I could play the Great Oz and conjure up

computerized solutions for aerospace ordnance. Only then would

the prog manager be convinced. that explosive devices could be

engineered$.
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DESIGN FOR EDUCATION OF PYROTECHNICISTS

R. M. BLUNT

DENVER RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Some background information is necessary to an understanding of the
reasons for this discussion. On 29-30 November, 1967, the Military Pyro-
technics Section of the Artillery Division of the American Ordnance
Association met at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. I had been honored by a
Request to speak at that meeting and discussed "Education for Ordnance
Scientists & Engineers". That discussion was based upon a meeting that
had been held on August 17-18, 1967 at Hall Lodge, Grand Lake, to consider
the areas and depth of treatment that would be appropriate in a series of
formal courses aimed at the research people working in Ordnance. This
latter meeting was attended by Mr. William Cronk, of the Illumination
Branch, Targets and Missiles Division, Air Force Armament Laboratory,
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida; Mr. B. E. Douda, Research Branch, Concept
Development Division, Research & Development Department, U. S. Naval
Ammunition Depot, Crane, Indiana; Messrs. R. Fay, R. E. Williams, J.
Kottenstette, R. Blunt, Denver Research Institute, University of Denver.
Invitations also were extended to personnel of Picatinnr Arsenal and
Frankford Arsenal, but they were unable to attend. This Grand Lake
meeting in turn stemmed from one held on March 22, 1967 at which
Dr. R. Griskey of the Department of Chemical Engineering, Dr. A. Ezra,
Dr. R. Evans and Mr. R. Blunt of DRI, Mechanics Division and Mr. C.
Lundin of DRI, Metallurgy Division, discussed the concepts of an ordnance
engineering option and a summer course in ordnance engineering. It was
agreed that these ideas should be developed, beginning with the summer
course. This present seminar is not a formal course, but it does represent
the first step in the direction of a summer course and, hopefully, the
creation of a series of related courses that might be termed an ordnance
option in, say, mechanical engineering. In view of the current strong
feelings of some of the members of the University community in the United
States, it may be necessary to de-emphasize the association with military
terms such as ordnance. Several possible titles for an option have been
suggested, but no choice is really needed Just yet.

I hope that this bit of history will give you who are attending this

seminar a better perspective on it. Brigadier General Hiester, Colonel

Hinricks of the Army Office of Personnel Operations, Dr. Simecha of Eglin

Air Force Base, Dr. J. T. Thomas of the Army Materiel Command, Brigadier

General Ervin Graham, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Mr. Burton Calkins, U. S.
Nival Ammunition Depot, Crane, and many others have been kind enough to

write and encourage us to develop this idea. I hope that all of you will

express your opinions of this seminar, of what formal courses in ordnance

research should encompass and of the duration and content of a summer

course. Express your opinions in a letter, if you will, and be completely

frank.

At present there is no formal course in Ordnance Engineering or

Science available at any of the public or private U. S. universities so

far as is known. Those of us who are now working in ordnance problems
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have received our formal educatio., in diverse fields encompassing most of
those considered a part of the usual engineering or science curriculum.
This background has obviously been of value when one views the accomplish-
ments of ordnance research over the years. There is, however, an induction !
or learning period involved when someone first enters this field. To a
lesser extent, this is also true when a shift in work requires a person to
move from, say, smokes to flares. Consequently, a longer period is re-
quired for the ordnance scientist to progress on his own than is needed
in other fields. In addition, there is often an element of hazard associated
with this area of research that is absent or at a much lower level in the
work done in other fields. This hazard element further slows the progress
of the new worker for he must acquire reliable data on it before he can
proceed with his main task of research. The quality of the work that is
done may also suffer because of excessive caution on the part of the
inexperienced, or conversely because of its absence when experience would
dictate prudence.

With that bit of background as a basis, I would like to offer some
suggestions as to the material that would be useful to someone working in
the specific ordnance area of pyrotechnics. These suggestions are drown
from personal experience and from discussions. with a number of people. It
is my hope that by presenting them before this group, further helpful
comments and opinions will be expressed. Perhaps next summer it will be
possible to offer a useful course, in which the substance of these J
suggestions or requests can be incorporated.

As a starting point from which a design may be constructed for the
education of pyrotechnicists, I believe the basic areas of study should
be defined. To me, these would be General Chemistry, Physical Chemistry,
General Analytical Chemistry and Chemical Instrumentation from the general
field of chemistry. Optics, Spectroscopy, Radiometry and Photography
from the general area of Physics. From Mathematics, use of both the
digital and analog computers. Engineering should provide for Strength
of Materials, Properties of Materials, Machine Design, Statics and
Kinematics. An often neglected area that is very important is the use of
library and other reference facilities.

There can be a great deal of discussion on questions regarding ay
inclusion of photography, for example, under physics. I don't think such
points aie important, so long as the material itself is available. In
other words, I'd like to have criticisms based on the content or lack of
it instead of the classification I've used.

In each of the proposed areas a more detailed description can be
provided as a guide to the meaning intended by these rather general terms.

For that purpose the following outline in offered; I have assumed
that the individual taking these courses has a bachelor's degree in science

or engineering. In a group made up of such persons, some might find a

repetition in these courses of some they have already had. For that reason
and also because it is generally very ctimulatirng and vitalizing to a
class, it would be best if courses were taught by persons who hrve actual

experience and an active interest in pyrotechnics. This probably caxnsot
be arranged in every instance but should be considered a goal to achieve.
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Even repeated material, when presented from a fresh viewpoint directly

related to the students aims, can be interesting and productive of new

thoughts.

The outline is intended to be descriptive, more than definitive.

The following, colored by my own experience, is offered as a starting

point for discussion.

A. Physics

Assume a reasonable background for the individual; perhaps one full

year of University physics.

1. Optics.

a. General Geometrical Optics as a basis for simple instrument

design and operation. 8 hours.

b. Physical; enough to appreciate the need for physical optics

in design of precision equipment & lasers. 8 hours.

c. Photography - X-ray, still, high speed single and high speed

motion pictures. Present the fundamentals, expand to discuss

use of these specialized techniques. Demonstrate at ranges.

2. Spectroscopy - This is based on optics, but is really a distinct

specialty.

a. Fundamentals from optics plus atomic and molecular theory.
4 hours.

b. Visible and Ultraviolet Spectroscopy

1. Analysis - standard techniques of determining elements.

2 hours.

2. Spectrophotometry - to teach the methods and their

accuracy limitations in determining color and intensity

of radiation. 3 hours.

J. Spectral pyrometry by line reversal, one-two or three

"color", relative intensity; emissivity. 3 hours.

c. Infrared Spectroscopy

1. Pnalysis and Structure determination; general foundation

plus description of special requirements of transmission

and detection in the I to 15 micron region.

2. Determination of molecular species in rocket, Jet or

flare flames. Application to determination of emiss~vities

and to temperature from vibration-rotation bands. 14 hours.

3. Radiometry - Total and Spectral Radiometry. Basic
apparatus, applications to measurement of energy radiated

from source and to seeker syttem (l.e., Sidevinder).
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B. Chemistry

Assume a background of general inorganic, inorganic quantitative
analysis and general organic chemistry.

1. General Chemistry - good refresher on assumed basic courses. 4 hours.

2. Physical Chemistry

a. Reaction Kinetics, 8 hours, simple presentation; prediction
of rates, probable reactions.

b. Thermochemistry, 4 hours. D.T.A.: T.G.A., Flame Chemistry.

c. Chemistry of Propellants, 6 hours.

d. Chemistry of Flares, 6 hours.

e. Chemistry of Explosives, t hours.

f. Chemistry of Smokes, 3 hours.

C. Mathematics

Assume university algebra and integral/differential calculus,
differential equations.

1. Chemical calculations, refresher, 2 hours.

2. Use of computer, 6 hours.

a. Information storage and retrieval.

b. Modelling of propellant strand burning.

c. Thermochemical calculations.

d. Optical design.

e. Bali .tics, internal, external.

f. System analysais.

D. Library 4 hours.

1. Use of government documents.

2. Library of Congress catalugue system vs. Devey Decimal.

3. Bibliographie sources, "Citation Index", etc.

E. Engineering

1. Strength and Properties of materials; emhaais on exotica after
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covering the fundamentals, hours.

2. High Energy forming processes - magnetic, explosive, 8 hours.

3. Machine Design Principles, 4 hours, for those who design fuzes
for bombs, etc.

4. Mechanics, 4 hours, Dynamics and statics refresher.

5. Reliability

F. Ordnance Laboratory, 24 hours.

1. Safety practices.

2. Use of explosives.

a. Demolition.

b. Fragentation (grenades, etc.)

c. Separation, explosive bolts.

d. Metal forming.

3. Formulation, manufacture and burning of:

a. Illuminating flares.

b. Signal flares.

c. Smokes.

d. Flash bombs-

H. High Speed Photography

a. Single

b. Motion

G. Background Courses

1. Military Pyrotechnics.

a. History.

b. Requirements, current usage.

c. Summry of state-of-the art.

d. Future developmenta.

2. Military Propellants.
(aa in G-1 above)
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3. Military Explosives.
(as in rl above)

4. Underwater Ordnance.
(as in G-1 above)

5. Initiators and Fuzes
(as in G-1 above)

This is far too much material to cover in anything less than a year,
but a choice can be made from this material to be presented in a one-week
seminar, or in a concentrated six week course sequence with credit or in
various other ways.

As a beginning and with these considerations in mind, it appears that
enough can be accomplished toward improving the skills of both newcomers
and the worker who has some years of experience to Justify a one week

seminar. Note the difficulties presented by the diversity of backgrounds
anticipated of those who would attend. Those who agree to help present
this first seminar should be aware of this problem and present the material
accordingly.

Some attention shculd be given to the desirability of presenting
survey lectures that would be of most value to research managers, versus

the presentation of areas in depth for the benefit of the laboratory
worker. It appears that both needs exist and that a questionnaire may be

needed to aid in establishing the proper balance between them in the
seminar. Your comments in this area would be most helpful.

A certificate of attendance would be presented to those who attend

the entire seminar and text materials would be provided, cost included in
the fee.

Some assessment of the financial base to support such i saeminar was
made, a 0harge of the order of $200 - $300 was felt to be reasonable.
This might be reduced if anticipated attendance were of the order of 50 or
more. Your opinions on this figure are solicited.

Accommodations in either University dormitories or elsewhere can be
provided, vith the choice left up to the individual.

With a successful seminar or two of this kind, the development of
a formal engineering or science option should follow.

In closing, I must express my sincere and very deep appreciation
of the support and encouragement I have received from many people in
endeavoring to put ordnance and pyrotectxi.ý. on a plane of acceptance

which corresponds to that accorded to, say, chemistry, physics &M the vari-
our engineering disciplines. Many people in this room are much better
qualified than I am to do this; I hope tkhey will continue to help.
Particular thanks are due to Mr. Bill Cronk, who initiated this reaction,

and to Mr. Bernie Douda and the whole Research and Development Departient
of the Naaval Ammunition Depot at Crane who have been outstanding in their

support of this seminar. Thank you.
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MMIPUTE2 SOLUTION OF PYMOTECITNIC

Edward J. Davis
Thiool. Chemical Corporctilon
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While most high speed di 4I computer programs
dealing with high temperature che cally reacting mix-
tures have been primarily concarn;*d with the calculation
of theoretical rocket performance if chemical propellants,
almost the entire work involved ts ýn the determination
of Ie equilibrium composition and' temperature. of the
reaction products. Hence, with guitable,, and usually
minor modification, almost any of the commonly used pro-
grams can be adapted to efficiently so~lve the general
problem of computing chemical equilibrium compositions.
Successful application in areas remote from that of rocket
performance prediction include hazards evaluation, op-
timization of chemical synthesis processes, and, of course,
the theoretical evaluation of pyrotechnic flares.

The equilibrium composition for a reacting mixture
at a given temperature is computed by finding that compo-
sition which satisfies the mass balance and total pressure
constraints as well as satisfying all of the simultaneous
equilibria involved. The classical solution has been to
list the possible reactions and set up a series of simul-
taneous nonlinear equations involving element mass bal-
ances, equilibrium constants, (for each of the individual
equilibria), and total pressure. Obviously, for complex
systems, the resulting set of equations becomes unwieldy.
Ultimate solution is quite sensitive to initial guesses;
convergence is dependent on the selection of major and
minor products, and important products tend to be over-
looked if the reactants or reaction conditions are un-
familiar.

The free energy minimifi ion method, introduced
by White, 'Johnson and Danzig and extended to include
condensed phases by Kubert and Stephanov(2), overcame
these difficulties, and is widely used today. Basically
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the free energy minimization method differs from the
classical procedure in that the mathematics are perfectly
general with respect to system chemistry. Rather than
considering individual equilibria, the distribution of
all possible species is established through the mathe-
matical technique of minimizing the system free energy.
By including all species which could possibly form. a
solution can be achieved which is indepennent of stoi-
chiometry or pressure and temperature level. Theoretical
accuracy is limited only by the completeness and precision
of the thermodynamic data. Insensitive to system com-
plexity, the free energy minimization method is ideally
adaptable to modern digital computers.

The general mathematical procedure can be outlined
quite briefly. By starting with an expression for the
free energy of a mixture of assumed composition, the free
energy of the unknown equilibrium mixture can be expres-
sed in terms of the, assumed mixture and of unknown changes
which represent the difference between the assumed initial
composition and the final equilibrium composition. This
expression, a quadratic approximation, involves the first
two terms of a Taylor series. The quadratic approxima-
tion to the minimum free energy is then minimized by using
the tecLnique of Lagrange multipliers, which enables the
simultaneous satisfaction of the mass balance constraint.
These manipulations yield a set of linear simultaneous
equations equal in number to one more than the total num-
Lbr of elements plus the total number of condensed species.
The solution of this set of equations results in a cor-
rected composition which is approaching minimum free
energy. By iterating through this procedure until the
difference between successive compositions is negligible,
a minimum free energy composition is found. When the meth-
"od is applied to combustion processes and programmed for
a high speed digital computer, the addition of a "con-
servation of enthalpy" constraint enables the automatic
convergence to the adiabatic flame temperature.

The classical method has also been modified for use
with high speed digital computers. By using a linear set
of correction equations to approximate the nonlinear
equations definin$ the problem, a completely general sol-
ution can be obtained. While the conditions for equil-
ibrium are given in terms of free energy changes across
reactions (equilibrium constants), rather than specifying
equilibrium as the minimum of the total free energy of the
mixture, the methods have become computationally equiva-
lent. No real advantage can be claimed for either.
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To date, by far the greatest success in predicting
the combustion properties of pyrotechnic f e composi-
tions has been with the NASA-Lewis programW -. This com-
puter program, selected by the Interagency Chemical Rocket
Propulsion Group-Working Group on Performance Standardiza-
tion as the industry standard, was designed to compute
equilibrium compositions for any chemical system for which
thermodynamic data exist. However, before relying too
heavily on any computer program which is being used out-
side its intended area of primary application, several
questions should be resolved. First, will the program
always, or even usually, yield an answer? That is, will
the mathematics of the program handle the systems of in-
terest, or is it likely to "hang-up", failing to converge
to a solution? Of course, a certain failure rate is ex-
pected of any program. The more complex .it is, the more
ways it cau fail. Thernochemistry program failure rates
increase sharply as the mass fraction oi condensed species
in the combustion product miicture increases, and the NASA-
Lewis program is no exception. Flare compositions typi-
cally produce large quantities of condensed species as
combustion products. As a very rough rule of thl-%b, the
percentage of cases which fail can be expected to approx-
imately equal the percentage of tot-at system mass which
is present in the condensed phase.

In the event a case does fail, all is not lost.
There are several techniques which can be employed to
force convergence of failed caies. Convergence criteria
can be rela-ced, offending species can he removed from con-
sideration, reactant proportions can be changed slightly,

-* etc. Unfortunately, each of these techniques introduces
a potential source of error in the results of the calcu-
lation. The easiest solution to accomplish, that of
omitting offending species, produces the greatest un-
certainty in the validity of results. Loosening of con-
vergence criteria will admittedly yield imprecise re-
sults, but the magnitude of possible error is at least
ascertainable and can often be kept within tolerable
limits. ;Jhen slight changis in ingredient proportions
will allow successful program operation, the desired
data points can be bracketed, affording an opportunity
to gain the requisite information through interpolation.

A second important consideration in program appli-
cabilityr is that of data availability. Are sufficient
ther nodynamic data available, in a form suitable for use
with the program, to accurately describe the systems of
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interest? For pyrotechnic flares, the answer is a qual-
ified yes. In the case of ingreeient heat of formation
data, there is no real problem. Thote data which are
not available in one of the many published compilations
can readily be estimated qT.ite ulosely. When it comes
to thermodynamic data for comb6st6on products, gaps do
occur. While the renowned' JANAF Thermochemical T~bles( 4 )
are reasonably comprehensive, they, like earlier compil-ations, concentrate on th-ose species which are important

in hydrocarbon fuel or solid and liquid rocket propellant
combustion. Complete jets of data for species not nor-
mally encountered in rocket propellant flames are some-
times hard to find. ibr example, barium and strontiiwi
combustion product d;:a- are available, but not in a form
which is immediately compatible and consistent with the
balance of the standard program input data. While it
is possible to comr-ite the thermal functions of required
combustion species from spectroscopic data or from empirical
heat capacity equations- this adds a new dimension of
complexity to the task of calculating equilibrium composi-
tion. Many compitter programs have been developed to pro-
vide functional thermal data. Probably thtbest and most
flexible of thase is by McBride and Gordon• ).

The i.prt'.ne of using complete thermodynamic
data files cannot be ovecemphasled. One of the most
grievous er-. ar'- that can be committed when performing
thermcchemnica31 calculations is to inadvertently omit even
one mxderate'l abundant species. The consequences can
be ott of proportion to the crime, with dramatic changes
in fianx tem[,erature and product composition not uncommon.
Thir can be particularly important in evaluating flares,
when a minority of t'ie chemical species may be responsible
fo the *ii:alo-ity of useful radiation emitted. 17ppily,
with some prior knowledge of system characteristics, a
simple ch.c'. for plausibility of results will usually
reveal the error.

Still another question needs to be resolved before
accepting the program for general use in computing flare
properties. Are the limiting assumptions on which the
program is based still valid for the types of sytems to
bi evaluated? In general, the basic assumptions are still
necessary and correct, but in some instances they are
sli-htly less correct for flores than for rocket engines
or othe!r combustion devices. This is so only because flare
combusstion fases often tend to be heavily laden with
condensates. Liquid fuels and rocket propellants normally
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nroduce little or nothing in the way of condensed species,
while solid propellants rarely produce as much as twenty
five mole percent condensates. On the other hand, flare
formulations can yield almost any amount of condensed-
phase reaction products when burned.

The computer program assumes that Daltons law of
partial pressures applies to all systems considered. It
also assumes: that condensates occupy a negligible volume,
which holds true until you produce a really overwhelming
proportion of condensed species -- and then the case will
probably fail for other reasons anyway; that molar
enthalpies, entropies and vapor pressures of condensates
are independent of pressure -- no problem here at any
reasonable pressure; that condensates are immiscible and
gases are insoluble in them, which is just one of those
things to keep in the back of your mind when interpreting
the results; that particles are thermodynamically macro-
scopic, which is true within the range.of interest of
flare properties; that homogeneous mixin, is attained,
which is a function of the flare, not the computer program;
and of course the most basic assumption is that complete
thermal and chemical equilibrium is attained, which is bydefinition the ideal theoretical condition a thermochemicalequilibrium program is designed to find.

In light of the above assumnptions, just how accurate .
can the resm.lts generally be e-:pected to be? If the initial
conditions and flare composition have been accurately
described, if no important combustion species have been
neglected, zad if the flare doesn't pro'luce more condensate
than gases, thermochemical calculations should be able to
reliably predict -iaximan reaction temperature and species
concentrations to within a few percent.

Once the com;puter program thermal data files have
been set up to include all relevant combustion species,
the only input data required to run a thermochemical cal-
culation are ingredient elemental empirical formulas and
heats of formation, ingreuient proportions, and reaction
pressure. Any number of ingredients may be input, in any
proportions. Ingredient heat of formation should be at
the ambient feed temperature, nominally 298.15 degrees
Kelvin. Any reaction Pres3ure can be assigned, with one
important exception. In a system with condensed products,
the assigned pressure munt be greater than the sum of the
vapor pressures of the condensed species. If the
assigned pressure does not exceed the sun of the vapor
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pressures by an amount equal to the partial pressures of
other species in the gaseous phase, convergence would re-
quire negative partial pressures for some species, an im-
possible condition. The program has a low temperature
limit of three hundred degrees Kelvin, and a high limit
of six thousand degrees Kelvin, certainly adequate for
most purposes.

Typically, between twenty and thirty of the hun-
dreds of candidate combustion species considered will
exist in sufficient quantity to appear within the fifth
decimal place of the converged composition. For example,
a 351 14g/51 Laminac/60% Sodium Nitrate flare run at sea
level pressure and room temnperature yielded the following
thermochemical data:

Flame temperature, degrees F 5152.

Specific heat, calories/gram degree Xelvin 4.545

Isentropic exponent, gamma 1.088

Average molecular weight I1. 763

llole Percents of Products

CO 5. 734 00,7 2
1.0i.' 12 H2 0.3,0

H20 1.505 14g (gas) 5.682
0.gll O.010 Hgo,0 0.009

m,0 (gas) 1.730 NkgO (solid) .8.433
Na (gas) It.7731a 0.007
N~all U.016 NaOH 2.)16
li-1 0.61• N 0.001
N2 10.737 A) 0.921
0 2.605 on 4.0411,
oH 1.585
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In a recent study, theoretical thermochemical
calculations were made, and experimental temperatures
were measured in magnesium-Laminac-sodium nitrate flare
plumes. A modified version of the NASA-Lewis programr
produced the theoretical calculations. The results in-
dicated that for those formulations having few eq',ili-
brium flame temperatures, there would be no difficulty
in using thermocouples to measure temperatures in the
plumes. Accordingly, after a method was devised to keep
the burning face a constant distance from the thermo-
couple, when necessary to insure sufficient instrum•cnt
response time, measurements were taken throughout the

plumes of burning flares and maximum temperatures were
noted. Pressed flares one inch in diameter by two and
one-fourth inches long were burned in the upright posi-
tion in an inert atmosphere at ambient pressures.

The flare formulations contained 68, 60, and 55
percent magnesium, Laminac was held constant at 5 percent,
and the remaiznder was sodium nitrate. '•ach of the exper-
iments was repeated several times. For the 68 percent
magnesium flares, computed equilibrium temperature wc-s
2306 degrees F and the average maximum plume temperature
was 2250 degrces F. Computed eq, ilibrium flame tem-er-
ature for the 60 percent mngnesiun flare was 3296 degrees
F, while the average maw:imum plume temperature was 3200
degrees F. For both of these formulations, theoretical
and experimental temperatures agree within three percent.

The 55 percent magnesium flare has a theoretical
flame temperature of 4668 degrees F, but the average
measured temperatures were about 24 percent below this.
This large difference between theoretical and experimental
data is believed to be a verification of the previous
observation (6) that combustion temperature and luminous
efficiency for flares of this type drops sharply when
flare diameter decreases below three inches at magnesium
loodins below abo;it 62 nercent.

s wo r. I ,;as conducted for the United States Air
Force, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, by the Aero-
space :tesearch Corporation, Roanoke, Virginia, under
"contract FO 8635-67-C-0161. The Air Force project
engineer in charge of the program was Mr. Larry Moran.
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Once experimental data are available, several
subvidiary mathematical models whicla have been devel-
oped to extend the utility of the thermochemistry pro-
gram may be employed. Mhen combined with a reduced
enthalpy model, the program will predict the effects
of incomplete energy release (combustion). This, in
conjunction with a stream tube model, enables the eval-
uation of variable combustion zones or inhomogeneities.
By using a plume mixing model, the effects of burning in
air can be studied.

Agreement beti-een experimental data and theoret-
ical p.:edictions is by no means fortuitous. Computerized
thermochemical calculations provide the most rapid and
efficient means of determining temperature and product
composition in the plume of an illuminating flare.

1
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MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION MODELS

1. INTRODOCTION

The purpose of this paper is to emphasize the need for determining

requirements for sub-systems by evaluating the effect that sub-system

have on total system performance and the need for using computer

simulation models for this evaluation.

While reading throug the reference material, I was impressed

by the expression of the concepts of simulation by Hillier and

Liebermen in their book "Introduction to Operations Research"

Holden-Day, Inc. 1967. By way of introduction, I would like to quote

a few brief paragraphs from the introduction to their chapter on

simulation, page 439.

I quote,
•'The technique of simulation has long been an Important tool

of the designer, whether he be simulating airplane flight ia, a wind

tunnel, simulating plant layouts with scale models of machines, or

simulating lines of comunication with on organization chart. With

the advent of the high-speed digital computer with which to conduct

simulated experiments, this technique also has become Increasingly

Important to the operations researchir. Thus, simulation has become

an experimental arm of operations research.

The emphasis in the preceding chapters was on formulating and

solving mathematical models which represent real systems. One of

the main strengths of this approach is that it abstrat:ts the essence

of the problam and reveals its underlying structure, thereby providing
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insight into the cause-and-effect relationships within the system.

Therefore, if it is possible to construct a mathematical model that

is both d reasonable idealization of the problem and amenable to

solution, this analytical approach usually is superior to simulation.

However, many problems are so complex that they cannot be solved

analytically. Thus, even though it tends to be a relatively expen-

sive procedure, simulation often provides the only practical approach

to a problem.

Within operations research, simulation typically also involves

the sconstruction of a model which is largely mathematical in nature.

Rither than directly describing the over-all behavior of the system,

the simulation model describes the operation of the system in terms

of individual events of the individual components of the system. In

particular, the system is divided into elements whose behavior can

be predicted, at least in terms of probability distributions, for

each of the various possible states of the system and its inputs.

The interrelationships between the elements also are built into the

model. Thus, simulation provides a means of dividing the model-

building job into smaller component parts (where it may be possible

to formulate each of these parts by methods described in other

chapters), and then combining these parts in their natural order and

allowing the computer to present the effect of their interaction

on each other. After constructing the model, it is then activated

(by generating input data) in order to simulate the actual operation

of the system and record its aggregate behavior. By repeating this
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for the various alternative design configurations and comparing their

performances, one can identify the most promising configurations.

Because of statistical error, it is impossible to guarantee that

the configuration yielding the best simulated performance is indeed

the optimal one, but it should be at least near-optimal if the

simulated experiment was designed properly.

Thus, simulation typically is nothing more or less than the

technique of performing sampling experimentc on the model of the

system. The experiments are done on the model rather than on the

real system itself only because the latter would be too inconvenient,

expensive, and time-consuming. Otherwise, simulated experiments

should be viewed as virtually indistinguishable from ordinary statis-

tical experiments, so that they also should be based upon sound

statistical theory. Even though sinmlated experiments usually are

executed on a digital computer, this is only beccuse of the vast

amount of calculating required, rather than any inherent relationship."

I1. SUB-SYSTEM VS TOTAL SYSTEM

In this discussion, there are two words that I intend to refer to

frequently, sub-system and total system. By my definition, a sub-

system is equipment (conceptual or real) that performs some function.

The total system may contain many sub-systems and involves man,

man-machine interfaces and interactions, tactics and operational

environment. For example, our fighters and attack aircraft employ
:I

decoy flares to countermeasure certain enemy threats. The sub-system,

that we would be primarily concerned with, is the decoy flare and
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the total system is the frýendly aircraft (including the decoy flare),

the enemy threat, the tactics of each and the operational environm1-t.

III. SUB-SYSTEMS

Many technical studies are concerned with relating the sub-system

performance as a function of parameter changes within the sub-system.

For example, such a study might try to relate the change in flare

intensity as a function of changes in particle size of an ingredient

of the flare. This is an "inside look" at the sub-system. Another

example of an "inside look" would be an investigation to determine

the effect of atmospheric pressure on flare intensity.

HAD Crane has developed several computer programs in this category,

of which, four of them may be of interest to this conference. These

four are as follows:

A. Two dimensional fliqht-drag proportional to the square of

velocity, uses a numericaT integration technique. We use this program

for simulation of canister and parachute flights.

B. Optimum ignition altitude-determines the ignition altitude

for a single parachute flare so as to maximize the integral of area

that is illuminated to some specified minimum level over the burning

time of the flare.

C. Illumination contours-multiple flares-computes lumens/ft 2

for grid points on the around.

0. Parachute deployment program-computes snatch force, filling

time, force during filling time, maximum opening shock, time of

maximum opening shock, and total deployment time of a parachute-flare
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system for various input parameters of the system. Also, for fixed

fall distance and fixed burning rate of the flare system, the size of

a particular chute is determined that maximizes the length of the

candle that can be placed with the chute in a given size container.

These "inside look" studies, which might be called systems

engineering or systems analysis, are essential and their importance

cannot be overemphasized.

IV. TOTAL SYSTEMS

However, the area that needs more technical effort is relating

sub-system performance to the effectiveness of the total system.

Using the decoy flare example, this outside look would examine the

effect of flare intensity upon the friendly aircraft's ability to

successfully decoy the enemy threat.

Another example of the total system's evaluation would be to

determine the relationship of an illuminating flare's intensity and

the probability of detecting a target. A better objective might be

to relate flare intensity and the probability of destroying a target.

Some people call this approach operations research or operations

analysti. Regardless of the name of the game, t!'e elements of the

game are sub-systems, men, tactics, environmental factors, their

interfaces and interaction; and the purpos4 of the game is to

objectively establish sub-system requirements.

Some examples of current work in total systems are as follows:

A. Decoy flare-Naval Research Laboratory has developed this

computer program and conducted analysis using the computer results.
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B. Enemy Ground Fire Detector-Locator for Helicopters-this cuipu-

ter program has beer. developed by Systems Research Corporation of

SWa s h i n g t o n , D . C . i n c o n j u n c t i o n w i t h N a v a l R e s e a r c h L a b o r a t o r y a n d

HAD Crane. This problem concerns helicopter troop transport opera-

tions. Usually the transports are lightly armed and must depend on

escort helicopter gunships to defeat the enemy threat. The transports

must detect and locate the enemy threat then transmit this information

to the gunship. The total systems simulation will establish equip-

ment requirements in the form of probability of detection, location

accuracy, and response time.

NAD Crane first became involved in this problem while

examining the accuracy requirements for placement by the troop trans-

port of a smoke marker which would assist the gunship in locating

the target.

C. Illuminating Flare Mathematical Model--NAD Crane is beginning

work in this area. The elements of this problem are as follows:

1. Source-illuminatinq flare, intensity versus wavelenqth

2. Transmission medium

3. Target size and reflectance

4. Sensor

5. Relative positions in space versus time

6. Environmental effects

The measure of effectiveness of this total system will be the

probability of detecting a ground target. Various combinations of

sources and sensors could be evaluated by this model. The model
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would also allow changes in tactics to be evaluated.

V. GENERAL COMMENTS ON SIMULATION MODELS

A. They require quantitative expression-omit philosophy.

B. The cost of programing is sometimes high-this will be

off-set by obtaining itexpensive computer experimental runs over many

environmental conditions and parameter values.

C. Wide ranges of environmental conditions are difficult to

obtain for real world experiments. Compresses time.

D. Avoid or at least minimize reprogramming costs by putting

model in parametric form. For example, in the illuminating flare

mathematical model the target size and reflectance would not be fixed

within the program but could be assigned parameter values which would

be input data to the computer.
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MEASUREMENT OF ILLUMINATION-SOURCE-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE CYANOGEN-OXYGEN-BORON TRICHLORIDE FLAME SYSTEM

Robert L. Tischer and Karl Scheller

Chemistry Research Laboratory

Aerospace Research Laboratories, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Abstract

The luminous efficiency for the premixed flame of the

cyanogen-oxygen-boron trichloride system is reported over a range

of compositions and burner sizes. The maximum efficiency

measured was 33,668 cd-sec/gm. This exceeds the value of 24,366

cd-sec/gm previously determined by the authors for the diffusion

flame of this system. The composition yielding the maximum
efficiency was found to be nearly the same for both types of

flames. The efficiency is found to increase with burner diameter,

rapidly at first, then more slowly. Results of computations of

the theoretical adiabatic flame temperature and equilibrium com-

position are also reported over the entire range of compositions

and their relation to be experimental data is discussed. Spectra

for selected flame compositions are presented.

Introduction

As previously reported by the authorsi the diffusion flame

of cyanogen-oxygen-boron trichloride is among the most efficient

luminous sources. The study of this system was extended to in-

clude premixed flames in the hope of rcalizing higher efficiencies

and of gaining a better understanding of the mechanism. In the

following we present the results to date of this effort.

Experimental

The cyanogen gas was obtained in cylinders from two sup-

pliers, the Matheson Co., Inc. and Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc., and was used as received. The oxygen was aviator grade,

dried by passing through a column of D~ieite (anhydrous calcium

sulfate). The boron trichloride, technical grade, was obtained

from the Matheson Co., Inc. and it too was used as received.

The gases were metered using rotameters and fed to the

burner, a National high intensity hand torch. The boron tri-

chloride was combined with the oxygen flow prior to admission to

the torch. In this way the mixing of the boron trichloride with

the cyanogen was delayed urwtil the last possible moment. Previous

tests had indicated that these two gases react upon mixing, pro-

ducing a white powder on the walls of the containing equipment.
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This observation is supported by the work of Apple and Wartik.2

Nozzle tips having various diameter orifices were made by
drilling the standard OX-3 nozzle supplied with the torch. Five
diameters were tested: 1.68 mm, 2.38 mm, 4.76 mm, 6.35 m., and
7.94 mm.

The luminous intensities were measured using an Edgerton,
Germeshausen and Grier 580 Radiometer. The spectral response of
this instrument is filter-corrected to confora with the standard
luminosity response and calibrated at the factory. A flat-black
vee-shaped light trap was placed behind the flame to minimize
reflection into the meter. The experimental intensity values
were divided by the mass flow rate to obtain the luminous
efficiencies reported herein.

Theoretical adiabatic flame temperatures and equilibrium
compositions were calculated on an IBM 7094 digital computer
using a program made available to us by NASA.3, 4 Mixture com-
positions were specified in terms of the following parameters:

C2N2  1
R = lo0 1 c 2 N2 + 02]

and

D = 100
DC2N2 + 02 + BC13]

Spectro of the various flames were taken using a Jarrell-Ash
Model 82-000 grating monochromator, Ebert mounting, 0.5 a focal
length. The 1180 grooves per mm grating, blazed for 5000 A, had
a 52 ma by 52 ma ruled area. The detector was an EMI 62568 13-
stage photowultiplier-tube, end-on, S-13 response. The wavelength
scale of the spectrometer was checked using a mercury penlight and
was found to :e accurate within 2 A.

The optical system between the flame and the entrance slit
consisted of an f/2.8 achromat, focal length 7.8 cm, .--d QI /,i .
quartz plano-convex lens with a focal le-;th o! ' cm. This coa-
bination was arranged such that an entarged image of the test
section of the flame was focused on -he collimating mirror, which
also served as the limiting aperture. The achromat was placed as
close as physically possible to the entrance slit. As pointed
out in Harrison, Lord, and Loofbourow5 this arrangement fills the
collimator with light and provides even illumination of the slit
over its entire area insofar as is practicable. The test section
at the flame position was less than 1 mm by 1 mm. This provided
for a good local sample of radiation.
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The calibration of the spectrometer in terms of spectral
steradiancy was performed in the following manner. With the
detector removed, the mercury penlight waL nlaced at the exit
slit of the monochror-atcy. Pi tIMugsten ribbon filament lamp,
General Electric Company type 0A,/,ýV/T24, calibrated by the
National Rureau of Srandards foiý bxighhtn1tss temperature at 653 U$4.

as a function of ':,p current, was positioned at the test section
such that the image of the exit slit was focused on the lamp
filament at the .Iotnn. For a more complete 6escription of the
lamp, proper usage, and its calibration by N95. the interested
reader is refr:i.:ed to the paper by Kostowsky.e

The power supply for the calhbrated lamp consisted of a bank
of automobile batteries wired in parallel to produce a 12-volt
output. Since the current required to operate the lamp wa-s high
(data were tzhken at 26, 33, and 39 amperes) current regulation
was obtained by dropping the potential across two 1-ohm resistors
rated for 31.6 amperes each. These dropping resistors were wixed
in parallel. The remainder of the circuit cornsistk- of the
tungsten lamp, a knife switch, and a precisic•r LO..W ohm shunt
all wired in series with the batteries anc. irovpirg ,,esstors.
The current was determined by measuring tbe pnten-,ial drop acrc.ss
the 0.001 ohm shimnt. With the potentiou-ter a~ai.• -, 'he

voltage, and hence the current, could be measured to two decimal
places.

Calibration data were obtained by scanning th• spectru- at

500 A per min and simultaneously measuring the poten-r>ial across
the shunt. The slit width, slit hiýiAght and the potential ac-ross

the photomultiplier were all held constalt throughout calibzaticn
und use.

These data were then p:. c-essed to obtain the cllbxation
constant, CX, as follows. Wv can wirite

where RX the response o" th-e instrumenv., i.e. recorder output,
volts;

N = spectral steradkancy of a blackbody at wavelength ) and
temperature r, w-attsicms'-ster-ol;

,T -emissivity of t,.Insten at wavelength \ and tesperatuxe.
S~T;

= solid angle subtended by the system, steradiars;
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h = slit height, m'm;

S = slit width, micron-;

T = transmissivity of the optical system;

K = instrument response function, volts/watt;

R = instrument background (dark current, etc.).

We define

, = K h-:.-2)

In order to obtain values for No at wavelengths other thanx

653 mti, use was made of the relation

CtX-6 exp(C 2 /XTB) - = ET'rx•

exp(C/AT) 1 (3)
LJ

where C1 = first radiation constant, 1.19O9xlO1 watts/ster-cm2 ;

C2 = second radiation constant, 1.43879x10" ma>-deg K;

TB = brightness temperature, OK

tungsten filament temperature, OK

taismissivity of tungsten envelope

wavelength, n.

The emisaivitv of tungften is given by Larrabee1 as

0.6075 - 3.3000\ - 0.3265xlO-T + 0.590I0-4010T,

= 0.465S + 0.0155W\ 0.2675xlO-4T - 0 73V-xI0-4XT,

(O.45sol -z: X 0.a 6840; (5)

z 0.6552 - 0.2633X - 0.7333xlO-'T + 0.7417x10 -\T,

(0.68q; ~oo) 6

Equations 3 and 5 were used in an iteration routine to determine
the value of T. The transmissivity of the lamp ?nvelope was
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assumed to be O092.

The iteration proceeded as follows. First a value for
brightness temperature was calculated from the potentiometer
measuxrment. Then, since the filament temperature is always con-
siderably higher than the brightness temperature, an initial
estimate of the filament temperature was obtained by adding a
constant to the brightness temperature. This estimate of the
filament temperature was inserted into (5) together with the pro-
per value of X (653 ) L) to obtain a value for esm Te This cas
piserted into (3) to calculate T. if the estimted and calculated
values of T did not agree to within 10 the calculated value was
inserted into (5) and the process repeated.

The calibration cinstant, CX, is given by

R- R
- A bgcx = x (7)

S] N" P_ dXX•,T X,T

The wavelength limits indicated in (7) were taken to be X dX/2.

The plate factor and the slit width were used to determine dX,

dX = plate factor x slit width. (8)

The int gral was evaluated by calculating values at X3 and '&,

obtaining their arithmetic average, and multiplying by dX. The
calibration results are shown in Figure I.

This procedure was necessary since the brightness temperature
is a function of wavelength. It is also worth pointing out that
it would have been preferable to extend the calibration to 250 m%,
the reason being the possibility of overlapping of the first and
second orders of the grating. This was not done for two reasons.

First, the emissivity data of Larrabee do not extend to these
lower wavelengths. Secondly, the transmissivity of the glass
envelope begins falling off rapidly below 350 m%. Since a cut-
off filter was not available, the only recourse was to take the

spectra down to 2500 A and locate possible overlaps in the region
of interest by inspection. None were found.

All spectra were taken 1.5 inches above the burner nozzle,
well within the mantle area of the flames. The 2.38 mm nozzle

size was zelected to give well-behaved laminar flames. The slit

height used was 7 mm and the slit width 40 microns. The spectral
steradiancies cbtained represent average values over a wavelength

interval of 0.67 A.
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Results and Discussion

To furnish a basis for comparison, initially an examination
was made of the cyanogen-oxygen flame on the 1.68 mm nozzle. In

Figure 2 the luminous efficiency of this system is shown as a
\function of the percentage of cyanogen in the mixture. The curve
is similar to that reported by Stokes, et al. 8 with the exception
f the appearance of the second peak which apparently was not
bserved by them. Some understanding of this rather unusual

*lationship between luminosity and composition may be gained by
nsideration of Figures 3 and 4.

In Figure 3, the computed equilibrium mole fractions for the
va ious species have been plotted as & function of the percentage
cy nogen in the original gases. The NASA program used lists all
th chemical species considered and prints out the mole fractions
for those whose value exceeds 5 x 10-. In the interests of
cla ity, the graph was restricted to species with a maximum mole
fra ion greater than 10-4. The most important minor species
omit ed under this constraint was C20(g) which attained a maximum
valu of 9.3 x 0-s at R = 56. It is of interest to note the
high oncentrations of the free radicals, particularly the oxygen
atom, and the large changes taking place as a function of com-
positi n at the stoichiometric and near-stoichiometric com-
positi ns. In particular one should observe the rise in the mole
fracti n of CN followed closely by that of the C2 free radical.
Both o these reach a maximum at a composition of 55% cyanogen,
then fa I in a linear fashion that is related to the rise in the
mole fra tion of solid carbon, which does not begin to appear
until af r R = 56. Molecular radiation from CN and C2 molecules
as well a continuum radiation was observed in the spectrum of
the cyanog n-oxygen diffusion flame. Cyanogen is seen to appear
in the pro ct distribution on the rich side.

In Figur 4 the theoretical adiabatic flame temperature has
been plotted as a function of composition. It is interesting to
note the close correspondence between this curve and the graph
for the mole fraction of nitrogen atom in Figure 3. The tempera-
ture plot indicates that the extremely high value generally
quoted for the cyanogen-oxygen flame is quite sensitive to com-
position. The rapid rise in temperature is seen to be brought
about by the fall in the mole fraction of oxygen atoms which is
only partially offset by the increase in the L~umbers of nitrogen
atoms. The formation of the free radicals, C1 , CN, and C2 causes
the temperature to fall as rapidly as it rose until the con-
densation of carbon begins to act as a stabilizing factor.

An explanation may now be advanced for the trend of luminous
efficiencies depicted in Figure 2. As the CN and C2 free radicals
begin to build up the amount of light produced by the flame
increases. The presence r> CN in the product gases is indicated
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by a pink region just outside the reaction zone for flames a
little on the lean side. These free radicals continue to increase
in concentration as the flame becomes rich, apparently at a rate

great enough to offset the effect of the declining temperature,
until they reach their peak values at 55% cyanogen. At still
richer compositions the light output falls due to declining
numbers of emitters and decreasing temperature until offset by

the increasing quantity of solid carbon which reverses the trend.
Again an increase in luminous output is observed until the cooling
caused by the radiative transport balances the increasing con-
centration leading to a second peak.

The foregoing supposition is supported in part by the experi-
mentally determined temperatures of Conway, et al. 9 plotted as

circles in Figure 4. It is seen that the temperatures are declin-
ing rapidly on the rich side (R>50). This may be attributed to
the loss of energy by radiative transport which, of course, re-
sults in reduced actual flame temperatures as is well known. As
regards the anomalously high values reported on the lean side, we
note that these occur in a region of very high oxygen atom con-
centration as shown in Figure 3. Their experimental determination
involved the use of lithium in a modified line-reversal technique.
Hence, these values may be indicative of the formation of excited
lithium via the reaction

Li + 0 + 0 -* Li* + 02.

The formation of carbon as a product was detected when
operating on the rich side. The first indication was the change
in color of the mantle top to orange. Conway and Grossel° also
noted the orange tipped plume and the sensitive nature of the
flame in the stoichiometric region. At concentrations of 62%
and greater of cyanogen, the formation of long soft black strings
of carbon which floated about slowly in the air was observed.

This seems to contradict the statement by Gaydon and Wolfhard13

that "cyanogen will not give any carbon formation at all in either

diffusion or premixed flames of normal size", but the discrepancy
may very well only be apparent since we do not know whether they

have looked at these richer mixtures.

Further credence for the foregoing interpretation is

furnished by spectra obtained for selected flame compositions.
in Figure 5 is shown the spectrum for the flame containing 63.5%
of cyanogen. The major feature in this case is the continuum as

would be expected for a flame producing copious quantities of

carbon. Also in evidence are bands corresponding to transitions

in the violet system of CN at 421.6 Wi (0,1), 388.3 wi (0,0), and
• ~359.0 W• (1,O).

The spectrum of the flame containing 55% cyanogen is pre-

sented in Figure 6. Prominent bands corresponding to transitions
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in the Swan system of C2 are observed at 619.1 aL (0,2),
563.6 m± (0,1), 536.5 met (0,0), and 473.7 w (1,0). Bands
corresponding to the (0,1), (0,0), and (1,0) transitions in the
violet system of CN are quite evident. This particular com-
position was selected in order to determine if the C3 bands
could be detected. If they are present, they do not constitute
a major feature.

Contrasted to the previous two compositions the flame con-
taining 43% cyanogen is a very weak radiator. This is borne out
by the spectrum of this flame, shown in Figure 7. It should be
noted that the ordinate in this case is smaller by a factor of
10- than those of the two preceding figures.

A sample of the black solid material presumed to be carbon
was collected and sent for analysis. The results showed 85.17%
carbon, 0.98% nitrogen, 12,11% ,xygen, and 2.05% hydrogen. Since
hydrogen was not a reactant, this is taken to indicate the
presence of adsorbed water. The low value for nitrogen indicates
that, while the solid material may contain some CN, the polymer
is definitely primarily one of carbon and not paracyanogen.

Turning now to the cyanogen-oxygen-boron trichloride system,
Figure 8 presents all the luminous efficiencies that could be
measured on the 1.68 -m nozzle for constant volumetric flow rates.
It is important to take the data at constant volumetric flow
rates for a given nozzle since the efficiency is a function of
this parameter as shown in Figure 9. The change in efficiency
with volumetric flow rate is considered to be due primarily to
the influence of the latter on the resulting plume geometry.
While air entrainment certainly must occur, its effect for the
55% composition shown in Figure 9 would be to decrease the
luminous efficiency at small D-values as shown by the data of
Figure 10. Because of their geometry, air entrainment was not
thought to be a problem in the diffusion flames studied earlier
by the authors.

Returning to Figure 8, flashback and blowoff considerations

limited the compositions that could be studied on this burner
size at a constant volumetric flow rate. However, it is seen
that the efficiency is increasing as the percentage of cyanogen
in the base flame is reduced.

In Figure 10 are shown the efficiencies measured on a 2.38 a
nozzle as a function of cyanogen-content for various fixed amounts
of boron trichloride. One observes that as the amount of boron

trichloride is increased, the peak at 53 cyanogen gradually

disappears. A reason for this behavior is offered by Figure 11

in which the variation of the concentration of some of the signi-
ficant flame species with cyanogen-content is illustrated for the

case D = 7.50, which is taken as typical. Upon examination of
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Figure 9
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these plots, one will note that the CN and C2 free radicals and
solid carbon all appear in mixtures of lower cyanogen-content
than was the case for the flame without additive. Indeed,
examination of the computed results shows that as the amount of
boron trichloride is increased, all three of these products make
their appearance in flames of progressively lower cyanogen-
content. Stated in another way---as D increases, the curves of
mole fraction vs. R for CN, C2, and solid carbon all shift to the
left. This simply reflects the fact that the boron is competing
for the oxygen.

The mole fractions of the major products of combustion, as
well as many minor ones, are not plotted in Figure 11 in an
attempt (albeit unsuccessful) to reduce clutter. The graphs of
oxygen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen all have
the same form as in Figure 3. The mole fraction of nitrogen atom
is reduced about two orders of magnitude at its peak value.
Boron nitride forms only to a small extent (of the order 1.5 x
10-4) on the rich side.

Of those species appearing in Figure 11 one notices a decrease
in the mole fraction of oxygen atom relative to that in the
parent cyanogen-oxygen flame; the appearance of a BD curve similar
in shape to that of nitrogen atom; the relationship of the curves
for BO2 , B20 3 (g), BODCl, and Cl; and the fact that the mole fraction
of NO is about the same as in the flame without boron trichloride.

Figure 11 also shows that the concentration of B02 in these
flames can reach values commensurate with those attained by CN and
Ca in the cases previously considered. However, as the spectrum
in Figure 12 indicates, while the spectral steradiancy is of the
same order of magnitude it is much more broad-band than that of
CN or C2 and hence is a much more effective luminous radiator.
It should also be borne in mind that the adiabatic flame tempera-
tures associated with the CN and C2 radiation is considerably
higher.

The temperature curve corresponding to the particular coa-
position under discussion is shown in Figure 13. The most
noticeable feature is the disappearance of the large temperature

spike at the R = 50 poirt, The peak temperature occurs at lower
R-values as D is increased. This can be seen by examining Table 1.

The data of Figure 10 still did not permit us to determine

the maximum efficiency. However, by lowering the volumetric flow

rate for the 2.38 am nozzle to 45 cc/sec the data of Figure 14

were obtained. Plotting the data in this manner permits the deter-

mination of trends for R and D simultaneously and independently of

each other.

The presence of a maximum in the luminous efficiency as the
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Figure 11
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Figure 12
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Figure 13
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Figure 14
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boron trichloride content is increased for constant R is expected

on theoretical grounds. In Table 2 are listed calculated values

for the mole fraction of BO2 in the product gases. Data from this

table are plotted in Figure 15. Similarly, data from Table 1 are

plotted in Figure 16. We see that as D increases at constant R
the temperature decreases monotonically. The increase in the
mole fraction of B02 occurring simultaneously can thus be expected
to lead to a maximum in the light emitted by this molecular
species since the light emission is a function of temperature,
concentration, and geometry and the geometry remains essentially
constant.

The study was extended to various larger-sized burners with
the results shown in Figure 17. In this figure the maximum value
of the efficiency measured for each burner size is displayed.
Insofar as was practical the attempt was made to keep the bulk
average velocity constant. However, as the burner diameter was
increased it was found necessary to increase the velocity to pre-
vent flashback. Thus the velocity for the 2.38 mm nozzle was

1077 cm/sec while the value for the 7.94 mm nozzle was 1326 cm/sec.
Nevertheless one can still arrive at the general conclusion that
the efficiency will not be improved much by any further increase
in burner diameter. This is doubtle sly related to the increase
of optical density with burner diameter.

It was also observed that as the burner diameter incieased,
the value of R at the maximum decreased, finally appearing to
stabilize at R = 38 for the large burners. The explanation for
this phenomenon probably lies in the effect of air entrainment.
As the burner diameter increases, the entrained air represents a
smaller fraction of the total gas and its effect naturally becomes
less important.

The effect of hydrogen on the results was investigated by

studying the effect of hydrogen gas and hydrogen cyanide gas on

the computed values for the R = 40, 0 = 7.50 flame. It was found

that the addition of ither of thesc materials resulted in bcth
lower adiabatic flame temperature and lower mole fraction B02.
However, for the amounts which might be present in the reactant

materials, the effect would be small indeed. If aoything, the

efficiencies studied would be a little higher and the burning
velocities lower.

The present results for the premixed flame show that, at

least for the particular cases studied,the luminous efficiency

of the premixed flame is higher than that of the diffusion flame.

It ii a curious fact thouoh, that both types of Ilame3 yielded
their meximum efficiencies at approximately ita same composition.

It is tempting to speculate whether variation of the gomatry

and/or flow rates could camse the diffusion flame to becore more

efficient t.san the premixed one due to its ability to supetpose
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the 802, CN, C2, and continuum radiation into one effective
source.

Conclusions

1. The flame of cyanogen and oxygen appears to have three
distinct compositional regimes with respect to its luminosity.
There is an essentially non-luminous flame on the lean side. This
is followed by a luminous region having its peak output for the
flame containing 55% cyanogen, which appears to involve otly
banded radiation from the CN and C 2 free radicals. As the cyanogen-
content is increased further a second luminous regime is
encountered characterized by continuum radiation produced by solid
carbon.

2. Premixed cyanogen-oxygen flames produce solid carbon for
compositions containing more than 60% cyanogen. This result is
of interest with respect to theories concerred with carbon for-
mation in flames.

3. The maximum luminous efficiency for the cyanogen-oxygen-
boron trichloride flame system measured during this work is
33,668 cd-sec/gm at 5.85% boron trichloride in a base flame of
38% cyanogen. (R = 38, D = 5.85.)

4. Luminous efficiency increased with increaring bur-er
diameter, rapidly at first, then more slowly.

5. The composition yielding the maximum efficiencv is fc.md
to be nearly the same for the premixed flames studied here as forthe diffusion flames studied previously.
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ULTRASONIC ENHANCEMENT OF PYROTECHNIC PROCESSING:
PRESSIM, EXTRUSION, CASTING

Richard Pheasant and C. Dana McKinney
(Technidyne Incorporated, West Chester, Pennsylvania)

Presentation at Denver Pyrotechnics Seminar
Estes Park, Colorado. August 12-16, 1968

Perhaps many of you are familiar with the slippery feel of metal
surfaces that are excited to ultrasonic frequencies. This "lubri-
cating" effect of ultrasonic vibration on solid surfaces has been
known for some time, and is often used to advantage in assembly
operations such as bolt-tightening and interference-fitting.

Less well known is the friction-reducing effect of ultrasonic
energy on finely divided solids. MaIy of the problems in powder com-
paction are due to particle-to-particle friction, bridging of
particles, and friction between particles and container or die walls.
Some years ago Technidyne undertook investigations in the application
of ultrasonics to powder forming processes -- ceramics and powder
metallurgy -- finding in all instances that the force required to
obtain a given degree of compaction is significantly reduced, and the
compacted powder is more uniform and free from residual stresses.
When the powders are wetted, as in extrusion, casting and some types
of pressing, the effects of ultrasonics may be even more pronounced,
and it hai been possible to substantially reduce the amounts of
additive liquids, lubricants and binders from normal values with
resulting process economies.

Generally, the application of ultrasonics has resulted in improve-
ments as follows:

1. Greater uniformity of compact.
2. Higher density.
3. Improved structural integrity.
4. Fewer increments needed, in incremental loading.
5. Reduced compressiva force, or temperature.
6. Increased processing rates.
7. Formula modification to eliminate or reduce additives which

are non-functional after processing or costly in processing.
8. Improved case-bondlng.
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There have also been other improvements, such as improved fill of
mold or die, reduction of elastic rebound, reduced processing tempera-
ture, more rapid cure, improved bonding, increase in content of most
desirable ingredient, and lack of need to process further for size or
finish.

These investigations have been extended into the processing of
pyrotechnics, propellants and explosives. Initially there was concern
that ultrasonics would initiate combustion or detonation, but a very
substantial amount of experience, without incident, argues strongly
that there is little such risk (though we continue to run sensitivity
tests, for safety, on each new composition).

I will not go into theory supporting these obserirations; it is
covered in some detail in the reports in the bibliography. And I
shall mention only briefly the considerations necessary for the effi-
cient coupling of ultrasonic energy into particulAte systems that aia
being subjected to pressure, heat, or other processing conditions.

In order to deliver effective levels of ultrasonic energy to an
area where it does useful work it is necessary to design the over-all
waveguide system, from transducer to working hardware, according to
acoustic principles and in such a manner as to provide for natural
resonance (as in a tuning fork). It is also necessary to isolate the
acoustic system from the mass of the rest of the equipment. With
specially designed, force-insensitive waveguide mounting syetems,
punches and dies loaded to 80 tons have been ultrasonically activated
without significant power loss or frequency shift.

Recent improvements in energy-converting equipment -- the use of
solid-state electronic frequency converters instead of electron-tube
circuits, and ceramic piezoelectric transducers to replace magneto-
strictive nickel types -- have resulted in a several-fold efficiency
increase in the generation of ultranonic power. Hence, the equipment
for applying ultrasonics is much more compact and much less costly
than it was only a few years ago.

T have a few slides which illustrate typical effects and data
from several of the ultrasonic investigations.
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Slide 1

The first ic from our ceramic extrusion work and shows the extent
to which the liquid (water) content can be reduced to give com-
parable extrusion under ultrasonic energy,
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Slide 2

Thse ahowv the stiffness of a ceramic paste which can be slip-cast
with ultrasonic ernrgy, though not othorwise.
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Slile 3

This shovs, on the right, the complete mold filling of the slip
from the previous slide, when cast with ultrasonics. In the
middle is the aame siip, ca6'u with low-frequency (sonic) vibra-
tion. On the left is the amount that will flow in by itself.

Slide 4&

This is the ultrasonic array used to press pyrotechnic smoke mix.
In this prL~ram two modes of ultrasonic activation were evaluated:
Die act.-ation, shown here, and ram activation, shown in the next
slide.
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With the L/D ratio of the M-18 canister (about 2:1), elther mode
of ultrasonic activation was erfective in improvirg uniformity
ard density. With ultrasonic ram activation, it was possible to
load In one increment, rather than three without ultrasonics.
Higher L/D ratios favor die activation, which can be ewteded
indefinitely in constant cross-section geomtry.

We havre recently finial' ~d the first stage of an investigation in
the extrusion of a fluorocarbon-base solid propellant, under Navy
sponsorship.

The n' timate objectives are improvements in production,, such as
increased extrus ion rate., higher and more uniform density,, anad dimen-
sional control of sB-extruded material,•ito eliminate machining to
size.
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Slide 6

This slide shows extrusion conditions. Ultrasonic power was at
different levels to 1500 watts input, at 15 kHz.

CONDITIONS

-- Extrusion Ratio 7.1

-- Temperature 195-205OF

-- Pressure 2270-3180 psig

-- Ultrasonic Power 0-1500 Watts

Slide 7

This shows the effect of ultrasonics on extrusion rate at three
different pressures, with an inert propellant.

EXTRUSION RATE
INERT PROFPEILANT

Ultrasonic Extrusion Pressure (psig)
Power

(Watts) 2725 2950 3175

0 5.2* 13.* 11.6*
1.00 1.00 1.00

1000 7.6* 7.6* 16.8*
1.46 0.58 1.45

1500 7.8* 13.4* 18.I*
1.50 1.03 1.59

* irmin. The other number in each box is the ratio
between the first number and the corresponding
zero-power control.
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Slide 8

The same conditions-with live propellant show an even greater
ultrasonic effect.

EIT ION RATE
LIVE PL-6301

Ultre.soric Etrio Pressure
Power

(Watts) 2500 2725 2950

0 3.6* 5.9* 13.0
1.00 1.00 1.00

1000 10.1* 15.2* 25.8*
2.81 2.58 1.98

1500 13 .oN 20.2* 23.5"
3.61 3.42 1.81

* in/muin. The other number in each box is the ratio
between the first number and the corresponding
zero-power control.
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Slide 9

In tbo Snort propellant extrusions, blocks of two colors were
alternated so that interface phenomena could be observed. Note
that the non-ultrasonic control was incompletely bonded. The
ultrasuonic interfaces were .perfectly bonded and more symmetrical
in gemstric shape.

Slide 10

Tbese are the benefits demonstrated in the first stage. In the
second, now underway, we expect to demonstrate acceptable as-
extruded shape, and to work out design parameters for production
equipent.

SIGNIFICANT SULTS

-- 20 to 300 Percent Increase in Rate

-- Lem Density Variation

-- Better Interface Between Propellant Blocks
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We are also investigating the benefits to be obtained by ultra-
sonica in the pressing of delay trains. The principal objective here
is to reduce variance in burn time, but we also are lookirg at
Increased density, reduced pressure with equal density. and reduced
mmber of increments.

Slide 11

This ahows the ultrasonically activated pneumatic press (28 kHs
axial punch) and the aluminm delay housing. AU pressings were
made with 100 watts power input to the angnetostrict1ve transdu-
c.r.
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Slide 12

This is some very preliminary data, with a boron/barium chromate
mix. It covers only one ultrasonic power level and does not go
into reduced increments. It clearly Indicates, however, increased
compaction with ultrasonics under normal pressure, and the possi-
ble pressure reduction with ultrasonics for the same degree of
compaction. The number of replicates is, unfortunately, not
sufficient to show any conclusions about burning time. Additional
data is being obtained and will be available at some time in the
future.

ULTRASONIC PRESSMI OF DELAr COLUMJ

Composition: Boron 3.5 parts
Barium Chromate 96.5 parts
Super Floss 5.0 parts

Column diameter: 0.24 inch
Five-increment loading, total 1.5 g.
No. of replicates: 5

Ultrasonic Power, watts 0 100 100

Pressure, 1000 psi 45 45 39.5

Delq Column Length Ave. 0.666 0.624 0.660
. Inches Range 0.036 0.096 0.014

Burning Time Ave. 2.54 2.62 2.46
Seconds Range 0.25" 0.30 0.25

•range of 4 only -- one was missed.

Other projects currently started, but which have not yet produced
data uihich may be included here, are

1. Pressing long-burning delay trains (Navy).
2. Pressing illuminating flares (Arrq and Navy).
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Additional early applications are

1. Casting and curing of double-base propellant.
2. Casting of flares and amoe mixes.
3. Extrusion of flares and smoke mixes.
4. Casting or pressing of red phosphorus with explosive.

A preliminary investigation has also been carried out in melt-

casting of an explosive (octol).

In smomary, the application of ultrasonic energy to pyrotechnic
compaction and forming processes offers a general easing of the
necessary pbysical conditions, an extension of the range of com-
position variables, faster processing, more uniform and better
bonded ccupacts, higher densities, and greater product reliability.
Not all of these can be obtained simultaneously in most cases, but
conditions can be directed toward the most desirable combination of
effects.
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CHARACIRIZATION AND CIMMICAL REACTVITY

by
William Ripley

1. Although ohemioale used in pyrotechnic oompobitions are

purchased under appropr3iate military specifications, which are supposed

to control the chemical and physical properties so that a degree of

consistency can be expected in zhe performianca of the composition,

many pria;tioal pyroteohnioians are convinced from experience that

unpredictable variations oocassionally appear in the performance

characteristics of these chemical components. These variations are

difficult to document foz several reasons. For one thing, militaryI specifioations do not usually require a performance test to determine

the reactivity of the components, but instead assume that if the

ohemiGal and particle size zequirements are met, then the reaction

characteristics will be acceptable. Se•rondly, variationG are often

subtle and may only ocossionally become pronounced eiuough to cause

serious performance cha-nges. Since there are usually no laboratory

control tests available to measure reactivity, except the quality

oontrol tests that are run en the finished units, it is difficult to

determine whether the process, the chemical components, or the hardware

is the source of the failure. If the chemical components are suspected,

chemical analysis and particle size determination may be rerun oA

each component. However, the materials may very veil pass the tests,

although one of the materials is actually the source of trouble,

since the speoifications tests do not neoessarily reveal reactivity

variations.
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2. Military specifications for chemical components used in

pyroteohnio compositions are necessarily oompromises between a set

of ideal properties and the practical limitations of comercial

manufacturing processes. Certainly, the more rigorous the require-

ments the more expensive is the prociss needed to meet them, Furthermore,

the "ideal properties" of a material depend upon its use and indeed

may not always be understood. The April 1968 edition of Metal Proress

was devoted to a special report entitled: "Characterization -

Industry's Most Urgent Materials Problem ..... " It is the thesis

of this special report that most materials are so poorly characterized

that consumers cannot tell manufacturers precisely what propertleoc

they require. What are the ideal properties of lead dioxide when

it is nsed as a component in one of the starter compositions? Thoy

are not reelly known. Consequently, certain "reasonable" or minimum

requirements are ostablished for purity, contaminants, and particle

size that are a compromiss between what the pyrotechnioian thinks

he needs to make a compositicit with predictable performance and what

'he manufacturer can make at an wceptable price. There is, of

course, a good deal of loseneass in this ew-rngement. Variations

in the ohemioal components inevitably aprzar Ar, consequently, so

do variations In the performance of the fine- pyrntohni3 item.

The variationr in the components may at times be so groau that tho

component fails to meet the specification requirewents. On 'the other

herd the component may meet tho speoctioation requirement aud still

intruauce an undesirable variation in the nerformanos of the oompmitiom.

At best, formula ohanges ,vust be mude to oompensate for the veriation;
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at worse, the material may be unusable.

3. One way out of this situation is to prescribe additional

requirements for the material over and above the general specification

requirements. Besides incroasing the cost of the material, or,

running into procurement problem at any cost, the "additional re-

quirements" needed again may not be known.

4. Another approach could be the development of a performance

test for the material. In such a test the reactivity of the material

would be evaluated. Since the reactivity of the material - that is,

the ease and rapidity with which the material interacts with other

materials - depends upon the totality oLf all pqhyical and chemical

properties, the effect of variations in the material could be seen

even if the causes were not known.

5. This is the approach that has been used in the study of

various chemical materials which are used in current pyrotechnic

compositions. Variations in the behavior of such materials as lead

dioxide, red phosphorus, magnesium, and sodium nitrate have been

suspected from time to time, but no hard data are available to

support this suspicion. Consequently, an investigation of the

reactivity, as well as some of the chemical and physical properties,

of these materials has been undertaken. This paper is concerned

with the study of lead dioxide.

OBJgCTIMS

1. The present investigation has had six princoipal objectives:

a. To find laboratory methods of measuring the reactivity,

or the reaction rate, of lead dioxide and ultimately of other

228
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pyrotechnic chemicals.

b. To ompare mnd correlate when poesible rtactivity revults

obtained from different methods of determining reactivity.

o. To investigate a quantitative relationzhip betwen the

average particle size, the surface area, and the reactivity of lead

dioxide.

d. To determine which method of measuring the particle sixe

is more valid in predicting the reactivity of lead dioxide.

e. To determine if other factors besides the average

particle size or surface ares affect the reactivity of lead dioxide.

f. To determine the variations in reactivity that exist

in lead dioxide currently used in production, and in lead dioxide

from different sources.

RKPERIMINTAL RMSULTS

1. Determiration of the reactivity of lead dioxide

A. A laboratory test method for determining the reactivity,

or the reaction rate, of a solid material like 1ead dioxide must

necessarily be a destructive test. The lea9 dioxide in attacked by

some chemical agent, and in the process of the eoauing reaction, the

lead dioxide is destroyed. The rate at which the lead dioxide is

destroyed is somehow measured and recorded, and this rate is as-

sumed to be related to the reactivity of the lead d4oxice.

b. Since the lead dioxide must react with another substance,

three general modes of reaction are possible: the lead dioxide can

react with a gas, with a liquid, or with a solid. While all three

of theme modes are currently undor study, this report is mainly

concerned with a study of the reaction of solid leoad dioxide with a

229
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F>
liquid reoctant, and with the burning characteristics of certain

solid-solid systems.

'. Load dioxide is dissolved by many liquid chemical

reagents. If we obtain a temperature-time curve of the reaction

* between lead dioxide and some liquid reactant under isothermal con-

ditions, two requirements must be satisfied in choosing a reactant:

suffluient heat must be generated and the reaction must not proceed

either too rapidly or too slowly. Reactions with hydrogen peroxide

and hydrochloric acid proved to be too rapid, while the reaction with

oxalic acid was slow and developed little heat. A reagent was finally

developed, based on an alcoholic solution of oxalic and hydrochloric

acids, which gave a satisfactory time-temperature curve. The apparatus

used, v .on is basically a rate calorimeter, is shown in Figure 1.

d. Comeroial lead dioxide specimens were obtained from five

different manufacturers. In order to study the relationship between

the particle size and the reactivity, the five specimens were

fractionated by sedimentation and liquid elutriation. Separation

using distilled water was relatively easy on the large particle

specimens, but on the small particle specimens separation was dif-

fioult at best. This difficulty in obtaining relatively coarse and

fine fractions indicates a limited particle size distribution as well

* as the limits of the fractionating technique itself.

e. All of these ourves reveal the rate at which heat is

generated when lead dioxide reacts with on escess of alcoholic oxalis

acid-hydroohlorio &aid reagent. Temperature is indicated on the T

coordinate and time on the I coordinate. Figure 2 shows the reaction

rate curves of the five lead dioxide specimens plotted on the 81

scale. 230
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rmOUi 1 &tte Calorimetry Apparatus for
the Determination of the
Reaotivity of lead Dioxide
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f. The temperature-time curves obtained from exothermic

reaction of lead dioxide with alo.holic oxalio aold-hydroohlorio

acid solution &re sigmoid type ourvtL. This type curve is oharao-

teristlo of autooatalytio reactions, although it has not been

definitely demonstrated that the reaction is in fact autooatalytio.

The inflection point of csoh ourve has been oho•en to oharnaterize

'the reactiou rate of the individual sample, sinoe at this point the

rates of the two competing processes - autooatalyais whioh increases

the rate process versus depletion of lead dioxide which slows the

rate process - are at eqaiilibrium. The rate of reaction at the

inflection point is expressed as the value of the slope at that

point. When the values obtained for the slope at the infleotion

point are plotted against the reciprocal particle diameter for each

of the lead dioxide parent speoimens and its fractions, linear

relationship. are obtained. The individual slopes for each of the

five lead dioxide speoimens obtained from U. S. Manufaoturers are

shown in Figure 3. The wide range of values for the different slopes

is an indication of the variations in the reactivity of the different

lead dioxide specimens. For example, lead dioxide samples furnished

by Manufaoturer L and Msnufaoturer P have comparable particle sizes

(although different surface areas) and yet they stand at the oppoeite

extremes in teors of reactivity. The reaction rate of the specimen

from Manufacturer P is in the rane of 19 times as fast as that of

Manufacturer L. Moreover, the heat energy released from the different

specimens Is not the sem. The temperature rise shown by the peak

height of the curve is about 50% greater for specimens M. N, WWn P than

for specimens L and 0. necessitating that they be recorded on a
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FICURIL 3

Plot of Inflection Point of Temperature-Tine
30 r Curves Versus Reciprocal Particle Size for

I Lead Dioxide Samples from Five Domestic
Manufacturers
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higher millivolt range ad at a fester ohart speed. A higher hoeat of

reaction indioates & dIferent intaral enery and therefore a

different composition or structure. The linear plots shown for eaoh

of the load dioxide speoimens in ?igure 3 osn be represented by the

equation:

dT K

dt d

Where ti equals the laps-ýd time at the point of inflection, dT
dt

equals the rate of temperature increase, d equals the avorea

particle diameter, and K equals a proportionality constant. Values

for K are shown in Table I.

2. Partiale also

a. The average partiale sise of the five parent lead dioxide

samples vw. determined by th. air permeability method uing Mhe

Fishor Sub Steve Sier. Values are shown in Table II.

b. The surfaoe area of the load dioxide samplesoree studied

by the nitrogen adsorption method. A um1inoo-Orr 3urface Area -

Pore Volume Analysez, Model MIC-103, shown in Figure 4, usa uotd.

a. A conparison of the speoiflo surfac area, 3g, and tho

average particle diater for five parent ample. of lead dioxide

eand four freatimoo of on of the parent samples (Sample 0) is sbowu

in Table 1X. Iaomnsistoncies betreen values for the APS ad valeso

for the surface arcu are evident: e.g., Ue kPI of $ample L is

2.15 u vith a surface area of .69 m8/%, vhile the Ape of SUmple P is

8.l10 md the surface are, Is 3.72 01S. Also it m be seeoft is

2 35
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TABLE 2

Values for the Reaction Rate Constant K

in the Equation A7T tut /d"
it- t-ti

Manufacturer K

L 1.10 x 10- "C-z./min.

-6.
iM 7.75 X 13- "Cmimic.

N 7.70 X 10 C-.m/min, S0 2.10 X 10" *C-m/min.

p A26.90 x io- 6 *C•/

Q 0.45 X 10-6 -C-I/min.
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FD•URE 4 Numinoo--Orr Pore Volume--
Surfaoe Area Analyzer for
the Determination of Speoifiv
Surface Area
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TAB*,; III

A'cDZ ?;ACTIV-'ITY 01 LEAD DIOXA' 771-" DC.•Tl,.,

Samplc Averagee c i %
Particle Surfac' .r..c... vns0tctI Diameter. Area, .. a-:ta /; •"

Microns Sg. S= V, 1 0-,Qrn /9 ./ __ _

Acuftic turor 2.15 0. 59- .30 -.

--L '. 60 I

S.L...uf no turo. 0.60 4.94 .7 7.75'
SZ 4,9ý4' i A

M Manaufcturer .31.5 ' 7.10

N-3Lcu~o 0.60 4.33

SManufacturer ,

C

0.96
Parent 1.85 0.97 .36 .0

Fraction 1 2.55 0,67

Frmction P 1.7 1.00

Traction 3 1.55 1.09

1.52 US.... . o 41.20 1.49

Žanuf...turer 2.38 . .32 26.9
3.73,

2 aI.

I ! .

* " .239!
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Fýgure 2 that the two groups of lead dioxide samples are determined

by their surfaue areas and not their average particle diameters.

Obviously, this is an instance in which tVe average particle diameter

is not a function of surface area and where the surffos area is the

true -:ooperty that relates to the reaotivity.

3. Burning characteristics exhibited by pressure-time curves

a. Sdnoe late 1963 the performance of the 21P.3C-5S starter

- icomposition used in the Uk 25 and Mk 58 Marine Location Markers has

been evaluated on the basis of its pressure-time curve. This

pressure-time curve is obtained by combusting 12 grams of the

starter composition In a closed vessel which is equipped with a

transducer and a recorder. The apparatus and the procedure have been

described in RDTR No, 41. Based on this study an acceptable range of

burning characteristics for the Mk 25 Mod 2 starter composition was

determined. Figure 5 shows the pressure-time curve for a typical

starter composition obtained during that study. Three properties of

the curve were used to characterize the burning performance of the

composition. The burning rate, G, is obtained by finding the angle of

the slope of the curve at tjPmax, that is, the time at which one-half

of the maximum pressure is attained. The accepted range Zor the

angle 0 was chosen on the basis of experience to be 55* to 68.

The maximum pressure, Pmax, was assigned a value of 6.75-9.65 psi.

The time required for the pressure to reach its maximum value,

t wmax, was assigned a range of 6.1-7.9 seconds. Aain, there was

no inner necessity about these performance requirements. They were

seleotad as reasonable values based on the performance of a great

number of production batches tested over several months. While this

I240
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FIGURE 5 A Pressure-Time Curve of

A Typical Mk 25 Mod 2
Starter Composition

20% PbO2 , 2.23 ui

30% CuO , 3.4 u

SOi Si 8.0 U -10

P a -375 cal/g

Pl

t i

Ima

II

tcItP~axtPl 1

12 10 8 TimeSocs 4

ti P• 2.75 sacs- the t:'me at which one half of the maximum

pressure is attained.
a & 64* a the slope of the curve at tIP~x.

tP 1  w 5 secs a time to the first peak, in th- event there is

more than one peak.

tpmax a 7.38 sacs a time to the maximum pressure peak.

P max 8.5 psi a maximum pressure in psi.

71 w 7.2 psi a pressure at which the normal cooling curve of
'c the system is established.

A •P w 1.3 psi w the difference between Pax and PC.

Al w 375 cal/g a the heat of reaction. This value is not
derived from the pressure-time curve, but

from calorimetric determinations. It is

included with the other data for convenient
reference,

t 1 0. secs - time until normal cooling curve is established.
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method was useful in evaluating the burning oharacteristios of the

starter composition, no rigorous analysis of the significance of the

pressure-time curve was performed at that time, or has been performed

since. And although various factors which affect the pressure-time

ourve--omposition, particle size, moisture, contaminants, crystalline

modifioations--were investigated, undesirable variations that eluded

explanation have continued to appear from time to time.

b. Although the problem of a standard oxidizer and a

standard fuel has not yet been solved to the satisfaction of everyone,

some reproducible variations can be found among starter compositions

med. with the same silicon and oupria oxide but with different

specimens of lead dioxide. Table II shows the values for the burning

characteristics of a total of 13 specimens from six manufaoturers

along with other physical and ohemioal characteristics.

a. Altogether, this data presents a baffling picture of

contradictions and inconsistencies. While the prossure-time curves

obtained on a single specimen are fairly reproducible, there are still

some individual runs that are far beyond the norm, indicating thst

variations do exist in the procedure itself. However, any atteapt

to rnlate the physical and chemical properties of lead dirzide that

were investigated during the course of this work to the burning

characteristics shown by the pressure-time curves ap;wars to be futile.

Take particle size, for example: there is no discernible correlation

between the tangent of 0 and the reciprocal of the average particle

diameter. Inspection of Table I1 will show that specimens with small

average particle diameters are sometimes relatively fast burning and

sometimes relatively slow burning. The smallest specimen with an APB
242
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of 0.39u is oomparable in burning rate with specimens having APB

values of 0.5lu and 1.65u. This lack of pattern or trend is all

too clearly shown by the scatter of points in Figure 6, where tan

0 is plotted versus the reciproual of the average particle diameter.

Nor Is there any disoernable oorrelation between the absolute

density or the apparent density and the burning rate. Speoimen L-1

with the highest absolute density has the high value for the eagle

Q of 61"; but specimen Q with the second highest absolute density

has one of the lowest values for the angle 0, 420. This same lack

of oorrelation alto exists between the apparent density and the

burning rate. Nor is their any obvious relationship between the

purity and the burning rate. Sample X-2 assayed 79.5% PbO2 , which

is about 15% below the miniaunm speoification requirement of 95%.

Yet it burns relatively fast - 9 Is 64* and the maximum pressure is

8.6 psi L- while the two slowest burning samples have purities above

96%. All this indioates that mom other factor or group of factors

outside those oonsidered In this investigation determine the burning

rate. This data also suggests that the military specifioation re-

quirements of lead dioxide have little or no correlation with the

burning oharaoteristios of the starter omnposition of which the lead

dioxide in en important component.

4. Burning rate of delay bodies

a. The inconclusiveness of the pressure-tim ourve study

made it desirable to investigate further the burning rate of solid-

solid lead dioxide compositions. Consequently, It was deoided that

the burning time of delaq bodies whioh normally utilise a lead

243



FIGUREU 6 Pressure-Time Curve Slope of
2L-3C-5S Starter Composition
Versus the Reciprocal Particle
Size for 13 Lead Dioxide Samples
from Six Domestic Manufacturers
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dioxide composition should be investiated.

b. The bwalag rate In gz per second of tea lead dioxide

speoimens from five U. S. manufacturers is shown in Table IV. Also

the weight of oomposition that oould be pressed into the 1" r 1/4"

L. D. aluminum delay body in shown, as well as the burning time per

irish. It oan be seen that the burning rate varies from 8.97 g/sne

for specimen P to 5.19 g/seo for speomen N-4. It Is of passing

interest to note that this specimen with the fastest burning rate in

a delay ocmposition exhibited the slowest burning rate on the pressure-

time ourve. Furthermore, it san be seen that the weight of the

delay onposition which oould be pressed into the body varies from

3.850 gram for Specimen L to 3.000 gria for specimen V-1. Thus,

it would appear that there is a correlation between the average

particle diameter, the apparent density, and tVie absolute density of

the lead dioxide speoimens, and the loaded density of the omnpovition.

c. Figure 7 shows the plot of the burning rate in g/seo

versus the reoiprooal of the product of the absolute density and the

average particle dimeter. figure 8 shows the plot of the burning

rate in &/see versus the reciprocal of the product of the apparent

density aid the average particle diameter. Figure 9 shows the plot

of the burning rate in g/eae versus the reciprocal of the average

particle diameter multiplied by the m of the reciprooals of the

apparent density and the absolute densi1y. The fact that the wide

differenoes shown in Figure 7 became muoh less pronounod In Figure 9

indioates that the differenoo in burning rates of the various lead

dioxide-boron dlelay ompoeitions depends almost entirely upon the
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FIGURE 7 Plot of Boron - Lead Dioxide Delay
Burning Rate Versus Reciprocal
Particle Size Multiplied by Absolute
Density for Five Lead Dioxide Sources
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FIGCqI - Plot of Boron - Lead Ociox•do Vclay
Burring Rate Versus Reciprocal
Particle Size Nulti,'K .cd 1'Y Ap..-prcnr.
Density for 71.vz i.iaI ji'vide Sources
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average partlole dia etw:r, the •ppar•,nt dencity, and the absolute

denvity of Uhe lead diox.de stie~in used ia tha delay compeoition.

5 Calori-metry

a. Calorific v.slues for the heats of mrction of 2L-3C-5S

starter compositions made from the variou3 lead dioxda samples

obtaine6 from the six domestic manufacturers are shown in Table II.

It -jan be saen that values range from 372.44 oal/g for sample 0 to

353.34 oal/q for sample N-2. It can be seen from the results given

in Table II that large variations in the purity of the lead dioxide

used in the startro compositions do not show correspondingly large

variations in the calorifio value ef the compositions. Sample N-2

assays at 79.5% PbO2 - 15.5% below the minimum speoifioatioia re-

quirement - and yet it shows barely a 2t decrease in calorific

output from other samples (N-4 and P-1) that assay about 96% PbO2 .

Moreover, this low purity does not particularly affect the )ther

performance tests in an adverse way: the pressure-time curve is fast

and the delay burning rate avbrags. Thus the relation between the

performance and the purity is anything but clear. Indications are

that factors more important than the PbO2 assay dominate the performance

of the oompositions.

b. Calol ific values for the heats of reaction of different

ratios of lead dioxide and silicon are shown in Table V. From this

table Figure 10 was obtained in whioh the enthalpy is plotted as

a function of the percent of the cilicon fuel. The enthalpy, q, is

equal to the heat per mole of available oxidizer; or

SH X molecular weight of oxidizer
' • weight of composition X peroent of oxidizer

250I• s
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where d H is the calorific value of the fuel-oxidizer combinations

shown in Table V. Figure 10 indicates still another way of demonstrating

inherent differences in the lead dioxide samples. At the stoiohiomtrio

point of about 18% silicon, the enthalpy varies from approximately

13.5 K-otl/mol for sample N to 15.0 K-cal/mol for sample P, a variation

of almost 10%.

cOMcS zN

1. The study of materials is ultimately the study of the complex

interrelationship between properties, composition, structure, and

energy state. These are all merely aspects of a larger whole. A

substance has certain properties because of its composition, structure,

and energy state.

2. Traditionally, substances have been characterized by their

chemical composition (based on a partial rather than an ultimate

analysis) and by their physical particulate state. In the course of

this work we have adopted an alternate approach to the characterization

of substances. Substances have been characterized by their behavior

under a given set of conditions. If they behave differently, it has

been assumed that they are different; if they are different, then

some of their measurable properties must be different.

3. Lead dioxide was among the substances chosen for this study

because reports on its structure and properties vary and because

its behavior an a pyrotsohnio component has more than once come under

suspicion. Variations in its density from 7.0 to 9.4 g/ol have been

reported in the literature and similar variations have been found in

this study. The color of oommercial lead dioxide varies from red-brown

to almost black while its particle size varies from approximately 0.3u
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to approximately 2 .4u. The particle size distribution, as evidenced

by the diffioulties encountered 4 n fractionating the powdered material,

also varies from sample to sample, with some materials such as sample

0 showing a considerable range of particle size, while others such as

sample N-3 showing almost no range at all. Based on x-ray diffraction

patterns, two types of lead dioxide -c.-PbO2 and, - PbO2 - have been

reported, although all of the samples studied during this investigation

were fundamentally/ -PbO 2 . Differential thermal analysis indioates

that there are two distinct types of decomposition mechanism shown

by the various lead dioxide samples, one characterized by three

endothermic peaks (Figure 11) and the other characterized by four

endothermio peaks (Figure 12). The heat of reaction of 2-3-5 starter

composition made from the various lead dioxide samples varies from

372.4 oal/g to 353.3 cal/g. Chemical analysis utilizing the hydrogen

peroxide - lead dioxide reaction indicates that the purity of the

samples varies from 7F,.o% PbO2 to 95.9 Pbo02 . Similarly, the per-

formanoe and reactivity tests indicate significant differences in the

behavior of the various lead dioxide samples.

4. These measurements of properties and performances rmise two

iediate questions: first, is there any correlation between the

various performance tests, e.g., is the same material always the

fastest reacting in all of the tests; and secondly, is there any

correlation between the properties of the lead dioxide samples and

their performance?

5. Figure 2 shows that the temperature-time curves of the lead

dioxide samples fall into two distinct groups. The data on specific

surface area in Table III shows that these two groups depend upon

a, 254



FICURE 21 Typical DTA Thermogram of
Lead Dioxide from NLnufacturer L
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FIGURE 12 Typical DTA Thermogram of Lead
Dioxide from Manufacturer P
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the surface area of the lead dioxide samples. For exsmple, samples

L and 0 which make up the slow reacting group have surface areas of

0.6 oPg and 0.96 , 2/g respectively, while sampisa P, U, and N which

ake up the fast reaoting group have surface areas of 3.72 m2/9,

4.35 m2/g, and 4,94 m2 /g respectively. For four of these samples the

reaction rate constant is a linear function of the surface area, as

shown in Figure 13. However, sample P does not fit into this linear

relationship, indicating that its reaotiou rate constant is influenced

by som other factor in addition to the specific surface area. Moreover,

the value of the average partiole diameter of sample P, -. 38u, is

very poorly related to the surface area, 3.72 m2/g. and to the rumaction

rate of the sample In a liquid medium. This is an important "nstanoe

where the apd is entirely misleading as a factor in determining the

reactivity, which is in fact related to the surface area. One can

only speculate concerning the reason for the larN discrepancy between

the value given by the Fisher Sub Sieve Sizer and the value given by

the Surfaos Area Meter. The particles apparently have a large internal

area and may resemble porous bells.

6. If we turn now to the reaction rates of these five specimens

in solid-solid reactions - in this case an components in a delay

omposition - we find little re~sablenooe between the burning rates

and the reactivity rates shown in Table II. In the delay burning

rates, sample P is the slowest, and samples M, N, and 0 are the

fastest. Not muoh resemblanoo to the clear out division of groups

shown in Figure 2. The slopes of the lints in Figure 6 indioate the

order of increasing rate of reaction to be V, 0, P, L, M with a loose

grouping of N and 0 as Uw slowest end M, L, and P as the fastest.
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In Figure 7 where the burning rate in a delay body is plotted against

lhe reoiproaal of the average particle size times the apparent density

(instead of the absolute density as in Figure 6) the lines draw

together somewhat ard the groupings change. Now the order of in-

oreasing reaction rates are P, L, 0, M, and M, with N and N forming

one group and 0, L, and P another. However, in Figure 8 where the

1

effects of particle size ( ), absolute density ( and

apparent density ) are all taken into account, the lines

draw even closer togvther and the slopes of the lines fall once again

into two distirtt group., M, P, and N forming the slower group and 0

and L the faster group. Two things are remarkable about this. The

first is that the samples fall into the same groupings that were

shown in the liquid reaction in Figure 2: L and 0 in one group and

N. P, wad U in the other. In other words, when the effsets of the

average particle size, apparent density, and absolute density are

normalized - effects that dominate the burning characteristics in a

delay - the original groupings based on resotivity in the liquid

reagent are restored. The second remarkable thing is that the order

of increasing reactivity is almost exactly reversed. Sample L, the

slowest in Figure 2, becomes the fastest in Figure 8. In the liquid

reaction the order of inoreaui reaction rates was L. 0. 4. M, and

P; in the delay burning rate the order of deoreasIng reaction rates is

L, 0. N. P. and M.

7. If this is indeed true, as It oertaInly reem to be, it

suggests a number of interesting possibilities. It Indicates dif-

ferenoes of "reactivity" exist over and above differences in purity,
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partiale size, or surface area. It indicates that the reactivity

differences may be covered over and obsourmd because one test is

responsive to one set of factors while a second test may be responsive

to a second set of factors. And it indicates that differences in

reactivity oan be seen in different types of tests in which the reaction

rate of a series of samples may be reversed.

8. The reactivity results shown in Figure 2, in which powder-d

lead dioxide reacts with a liquid reagent in which it is suspended,

are almost exactly reversed in Figure 8, in which lead dioxide is

mixed with boron (and a viton binder) and pressed into a delay composition.

And furthermore, the order and magnitude of the reactivities of the

five lead dioxide samples undergo changes from Figure 6 to Figure 7

and finally to Figure 8. We have already suggested an explanation for

this second phenomenon. The delay burning rate is largely dependent

on properties that affect the packing density--the particle size, the

absolute density, and the apparent density. On the other hand, the

reaction rate of lead dioxide in acid solution is largely dependent

on the surface area and little affected by the pooking density. So

we Bee that factors that way heavily affect the rate of reaction in

one set of conditions may have little effect on the rate of reaotion

in another set of conditions. And indeed the properties that cause

lead dioxide to react rapidly 'n solution--that is, the particle sise

and more directly the surface area--oause it to react more slowly in

a delay composition. This is because large partioles with a small

particle size range do not peak closely in a delay composition, and

the increased porosity that results causes the composition to

propagate the flomw front through it more rapidly.
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PresSurf-Time curves are routinely obtained on starter

compositions used in the IMk 25 and the M~k 28 Marine Location~ Markers.

The -'6arter composition contains lead dioxide in varying proportions--

u•,ually 20% by weight--and the lead dioxide is a key component since

it largely controls the ignitability and burning rate of the composition.

The effect of formula changes on the pressure-time curves has aJ ready

been studied in RDTR No. 41. However, continued variations in the

same formula have not been satisfactorily expliined. In the present

study, it has been shown that lead dioxide specimens from differait

manufacturers, used in otherwise identical formulas, give a wide

range of pressure-time performance curvnn This only confirms what

was already suspected. Thie problem will no doubt continue. moreover.

it must be said that the significanoe of the pressure-time curve is

not well ,nrW-%L. This difficulty is compounded by the fact that

-- ears to bn no corralation between the form of the pressure-

time curv, the physical and chemical properties of lead dioxide

.tiUdied in this investigation. Considerable differenoes in purity

and averae particle size, upon which the military specification is

based, appear to have no directly disoernabie relationship with the

form of the pressure-time curve. Thia problem is currently under

study.

10. Beiidos the poor correlation between PtO., purity and the

pressure-time curve--Table II indicates that sample X-2 has a purity

of only 79.51 PbO2 and yet it has a fast pressure-time ourve--there

is generally also a poor correlation between PbtO purity and the heat

of reaction of the starter ocompoeitions. For example, sample N-3

has a purity of 8,.1% PbO2 end a alorlific value of 357.4 oal/g:;

-2



sample N-4 has a purity of 96.-3 PbO2 and a calorific value of 360.4

osl/g. This would not appear to be consistent and would indioate

that the evaluation of the chemioal purity has little relation with

the actual oxidizing power of the lead dioxide in a pyrotechnic

composition.
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NOVEL PYROTECHNIC COMPOSITIONS FOR SCREENING SMOKES

George A. Lane, W. Arthur Sfidthland Erwin M. Jankowiak

The Dow Chemical Company
Midland, Michigan

ABSTRACT

Exploratory studies have been conducted on pyrotechnic
screening smokes. A chamber has been constructed for eval-
uating screening smokes by both a visual target technique
and a light attenuation technique. Using &iCl4 (FM) smoke
agent, these methods have been studied and standardized.
Nearly exact agreement in total obscuring power (TOP) values
between the two techniques has been obtained.

Chemical smokes, consisting of boron oxide, boron
nitride, silicon dioxide, and pyrotechnic oil fogs, were
studied. Relative humidity was found to have a pronounced
effect on the obscuring power of nearly all the smoke agents
investigated.

Boron oxide smokes generated from boron - lithium per-
chlorate mixtures are superior in TOP to the FM standard.
A satisfactory boron nitride smoke could not he generated
from the mixtures investigated. The best silicon dioxide
smoke was generated from a silicon-lithium perchlorate
composition. A major part of the obscuring power is due
to the presence of lithium chloride in the smoke. Good
obscuration can be attained only if good combustion is
achieved. To do this, it is necessary to use fine par-
ticle silicon. Pyrotechnic oil fogs are superior in TOP
to FM below 50% relative humidity, but inferior under
more humid conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this research was to study a number of
promising smoke-generating formulations designed to produce
a non-toxic, non-corrosive smoke of maximum obscuration and
maximum persistence. J

This work was supported by The Air Force Armament Labora-
tory (ATCC), Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.
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The ideal screening smoke will have the following pro-
perties:

a Non toxic
b Non-corrosive
c Great persistence of smoke
d High cloud reflectivity
e Particle diameter about 0.6-O.74
fý Low index of refraction
g Ability to react with or absorb moisture

from the air:

Since oil smokes are kiaown to meet the requirements of
a non-toxic, non-corrosive,, and persistent smoke, research
was performed to improve t eir application and overcome their
shortcomings. An exploratcry program to develop new types of
smoke based on boron oxide, boron nitride, and silicon dioxide
was carried out. Optimization and evaluation of' totai obscur-
ing power (TOP) for the various formulations were carried out
in a specially designed smoke chamber. Studies of safety,
compatibility, and stability were performed on promising
smoke formulations.

II. STAhDARD SMOKES AND MEASURINU TECHNI&TUES

A. TECHNIQUE

A horizontal cylindrical steel tank, eight feet in dia-
meter and twenty-eight feet long, was equipped as a smoke
chamber. Three mixing fans are located at equn1 dstances
apart along one side of the chamber. Two rows of lights
(16 lights in all, 60 watts each) are mounted running the
length of the chamber. A visual target, installed on a
track, is positioned to move the length of the smoke cham-
ber. The tank is fitted with an airtight door and ports
for visual and optica2 measurements. A floodlight is mounted
inside the chamber in line with a collimator and external
photocell assembly. Ventilation is accomplished by two
overhead ports and an external exhaust fan. The inside of
the tank is painted black.

Experimentally, the smoke unit is functioned at about
the center of the tank. The fans are then turned on to
stir the smoke in the chamber to uniformity, and left on
through the balance of the test. Three minutes after opera-
tion of the smoke unit, light attenuation measurements are
started, and a minute later visual obscuration tests are
begun. Measijrements are taken at five-minuite intervals.
The data at the point of minimum light transmission and
maximum target obscuration are taken as representative for
the smoke unit.
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Titanium tetrachlo:'The (FM!) smioke was selected as a

standard for this research, since it is convenient to use
and less corrosive to the chamber and associated equipment
than a standard smoke such as FS. This material is readily
hydrolyzed by atmospheric moisture to a dense white smoke.
Problems in disseminating were encountered initially. Eva-
porative techniques reported in previous literature were
found inefficient; TiCI 4 gums at the surface of the liquid
preventing further evaporation. Work with atomizers was
hindered by gumming at the tip of the nozzle. Finally, a
DeVilbiss paint sprayer operated by dry nitrogen gave re-
producible results with a minimal amount of difficulty.

In order to determine the efficiency and smoke yield
of experimental, formulations, an aerosol sampling technique
was employed. Smoke particles were collected on membrane
filter pads by means of vacuum air-sampling; 9.5-liter air
samples were taken at one-minute intervals.

Titanium, boron, boron oxide, and boron nitride were
analyzed photometrically. Chlorine determinations were made
by the Volhard titration technique, and by coulometric titra-
tion. Silicon analyses were performed by X-ray fluorescence.
Lithium was determined by flame photometry.

B. THEORY

Evaluation of the screening ability of smokes is based
on a figure of merit, the total obscuring power (TOP). TOP
is The a.res in •qulro fect that can be obscured by a pound

of smoke formulation.

By using the light attenuation apparatus and the tar-
get device, two independent methods of obtaining TOP are
available. In the target method, a known smoke agent concen-

tration is introducted in the tank, and the obscuration dis-
"tance is measured by varying the distance from the target

to observer. In the light transmission method, the distance
is held constant, the amount of smoke agent is varied, and
the concentration required for obscuration is determined,
usually by an extrapolation technique. Thus, by utilizing

the photocell system, movable visual target, and overhead
ligiits, a pr9cedure was developed whereby all smoke cloudb
could be evaluated.

'Use of the light transmission method of evaluating ob-

scuring power is based on the Beer-Lambert relationship:

I = Io e-ecl (i)

where I is the observed light intensity, I0 is the initial
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intensity without smoke, c is the concentration of smoke,
1 is the path length, and e is the scattering or extinction
coefficient.

TOP is defined as:

TOP (2)

where 1* is the fixed distance to the photolamp and C* is
the concentration of smoke agent required for obscuration.
The asterisk refers to obscuration conditions.

At this point it should be noted that c in Equation
(1) refers to the actual concentration of smoke in the cham-
ber, while C in the TOP Equation (2) is the weight of the
smoke-producing agent or formulation used, divided by t he
chamber volume. These two concentrations are proportional
to each other,

c = yC (3)

where y is the yield of the smoke agent or smoke formulation
(weight of aerosol produced per unit weight of smoke genera-
ting composition). Yield is supposedly a constant for a
liquid agent such as FM, but can vary with munition size
for solid formulations.

Combining Equations (1), (2), and (3), we obtain the
total obscuring power:

TOP (4)

where I* is the transmitted. light intensity under obscura-
tion conditions. Researchers at Denver Research Institute
(1) adopted a value of 0.0125 for 1*/Io at the obscuration
point, based on physiological studies concerned with the
discrimination capability of the human eye.

Introducing this criterion into Equation (4) gives:

ln I

TOP in 0.01025 01* (5)

For a ten-gram smoke munition in the Dow chamber, this
becomes

TOP = -6620 log (6)
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be taker, that rreas,±'emen r e pe r •n fed , r a d 1.ute smco
cloud for whic:h parti':le 'oieaen e is mli:rfiai, since
Equlation (6) is only val.id fr), su',h a smoku.

C. RESULTS

1. Effect o2 1ieltiýe Humiditj

It was expected that h1umidity has an influence on TOP
(2). Using TiC1 4 , a pronounced humidity effect was imme-
diately observed. It also soon became apparent that the
measured TOP is a function of relative humidity (R.H.),
rather than absolute hlmnidity.

The values found are exceptionally high, in comparison
with previously reported 7OP values for TIC1 4 . Severai ex-
planations are offered. Atomization of TiC! 4 is a more
reproducible and efficient method of dissemination than the
evaporative techniques used in some studies. Secondly, few
reported TOP values for TiC1 4 are accompanied by relative
humidity data. Denver Research Instfiute (1) reports a
value of 3900 for TiCl 4 (FM) at 6o0 relative htunidity, in
good agreement with the data reported in Figure .. A lower
TOP value of 2050 (humidity not specified) reported by DRI
for TiCI 4 smoke is consistent with a relative humidity be-
low 30%, more characteristic of the climate in Denver than
the 30-90% h,midity range of Dow.'s tests at Midland.

2. Smoke Concentration Effects

In order to determine the range of sampLe size neces-
sary to give a dilute enough smoke for accurate TOP deter-
mination by the light transmission method., measarementi
were taken for five-, ten-, and fifteen-gram samples of
TiCl 4 .

I
Plots of log T- as a f;.mction of the weight of TiCl 4

disseminated showed a good linear relationship for five-
and ten-gram samples, but deviations for the fi.fteen-gram
charge s.

As a result the cen-grwm- sample size was selected for
subsequent use in determining TOP ty the 3ight transmission
method.
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3. TOP Values

The agreement between TOP vqlues obtained by th1_ isial
target and light transmission approaches is excellent, as
shown in Figure 1. Some of the scatter of data is due to
poor relative humidity measurements taken at the onset of
this work. The technique used has been upgraded to obtain
more accurate readings in subsequent wrk. Nevertheless,
the agreement between the two independent measuring techni-
ques is unexpectedly good, and results in a high level of
confidence in the data renerated.

4. Specific Obscuration

Up to this point TOP has served as a practical measure-
ment to evaluate the obscuring potential of a smoke material.
However, it must also be taken into account that, when ten
grams of smoke agent material is used in the various experi-
ments, ten grams of smoke is not necessarily generated.
Analyses of the titanium and chlorine in the smoke cloud
from TiCl 4 agent indi'ate less than 100% conversion of
TiCl 4 to the smoke cloud. From a practical standpoint,
the weight of material needed to produce a smoke cloud
of a certain density is important. However, a true evalua-
tion of the obscuring ability of the actual aerosol smoke
species is not revealed in the TOP value.

Therefore, a new value, desi,;nated as specific obscura-
tion (Os), is proposed. It is obtained by using the actual
weight of material in the smoke cloud, obtained through ana-
lysis of ma,'erial collected from the cloud. This value
should give an Indication of the ability of the chemical
specles involved to obscure. Os is defined as:

Volume of Tank ýft. 3 )
Os U Wt. of-Aerosol Smoke 1lb.) x Obscuring DIstan ce

(ft.)

TOP may be obtained from Cs by multiplying by the yield of

the munition:

TOP = yOq

Os must be determined for various relative humidities,
since the same weight of material disseminated has been shown
to have varying obscuring capability over a range of re>ltive
humidities. It should be noted that the weight of aeros0l-
ized smoke does not include the weight cf any unrea,'ted water
vapor taken up by the smoke. Therefore, os will have a higher
value for hygroscopic smokes.
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TiC1 4 presents a certain amount of difficulty in this

calculation, since the identity. of the smok1- species is not

definitely known and there are probably mqr• than one hind.

Utilizing the titanium and chlorine analyses, the weight of

the smoke species was calculated by assuming that the smoke
ccnsists of a mixture of compounds with titanium bonded to

oxide, chloride,and oxychloride groups. For convenience,
the chlorine content in the smoke was calculated on the
basis of TiC1 4 , and the excess titanhium not bonded to chlo-
rine was calculated as Ti02 . Table I shows the titanium

and chlori2e analyses, the calculated weight of the nominal

smoke species, and the 0s at various relative humidities.
Significantly greater obscuration is attained at elevated
relative humidities. The major value of Os is that it may

be used to indicate the obscuring power of a smoke species
even though the yield of the munition is low and TOP values
are low.

Table I

Specific Obscuration for 10-Gram Samples of TiC14
at Various Relative Hu5idities

Relative

Ti Cl Ti02  TiC14 Humidity 0s
ft. 2 1b.

2.345 1.399 3.12 1.892 34 6,460

2.43 0.734 3.64 0.982 41 6,140

1.475 0.955 1.92 1.278 59 12,610

1.735 1.303 2.16 1.743 71 11,340

1.56 0.912 2.08 1.-220 79 17,340

1.845 1.±c 2.445 1.512 92 24,,250

III. DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF

EXPERIMENTAL SMOKE AGENTS

A. BORON OXIDE SMOKES

Table II shows the relative smoke-producing capabilities
of several boron-containing fuels assuming 100% conversion tc

boron oxide.
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Table II

Relative Smoke Producing Potential of
Boron-Containing Fuels

Theoretical Yield of B203
Boron-Containing Fuel g/g. fuel

Boron 3.23

Decaborane, BioH1 4  2.85

Boron Carbide, B4 C 2.51

Trimethoxyboroxine (TMB) 0.60

Methyl Borate 0.33

Triethylbo rane 0.36

Since the highest potential of boron oxide is available
from elemental boron, decaborane, and boron carbide, the
greatest research emphasis was placed on these boron-rich
fuels. -Experiments were also conducted on the organic boron
compounds, however.

1. Decaborane Fuel

To generate an obscuring cloud of boron oxide smoke,
study of decaborane-fueled formulations was undertaken.
Sodium, potassium, and ammonium nitrate oxidizers formulated
with varying percentages of decaborane generated moderate

smoke clouds. The best cloud generated from a decaborane
system resulted from a 65:35 mix of decaborane and guanidine

nitrate. Analysis of the smoke showed the major constituent
to be boron oxide with minor amounts of elemental boron and

boron nitride. Ten-gram formulations consisting of 65% de-

caborane and 35% guanidine nitrate have an average conversion

of decaborane to boron oxide of 60%; this corresponds to a

yield of 108% of boron oxide on the total. weight of the

fo rmulation.

Visual and optical measurements were conducted in the

smoke chamber to evaluate boron oxide smoke. The data are

presented in Figure 2 which shows the variation with rela-
tive humidity for a ten-gram munition~composed of 65% de-

caborane - 35% guanidine nitrate. There is excellent
agreement between the light transmission and visual target

data. Relative humidity has a strong influence on the ob-

scuring ability of this smoke. Below about 80% R.H. it is

superior to TiCl 4 in obscuration.
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2. Organic Boron Fuels

Since decabbrane is too expensive to be considered for
an operational system, alternate fuel sources were sought.
Alkyl borates, boroxines, and alkyl boranes were studied.
Trimethoxyboroxine (TMB) and methyl borate were chosen for
evaluation because of their availability and lower cost.
TMB and methyl borate were atomized in the same apparatus
used to disseminate TiC1 4 . Neither of these liquids was
readily hydrolyzed by atmospheric moisture to generate
smoke clouds.

Triethylborane, a pyrophoric liquid, was disseminated
using the DeVilbiss paint sprayer and a chamber designed to
contain the liquid under nitrogen, The liquid f:armed in
air generating a thin cloud. TOP values of 1326 and 1820
ft.ý/lb. were obtained at 58% and 93% relative humidity.
The reaction gave 58% efficiency and 21% yield. Triethyl-
borane, containing only 11% boron, has limited potential
for generating boron oxide smoke when compared to boron
and boron carbide fueled formulations.

3. Elemental Boron Fuel

Studies -.ere initiated on smoke compositions based on
powdered boron as the fuel. A mix of 6'0% boron - 40%
lithium perchlorate gave outstanding performance, exceeding
the decaborane composition in obscuring power.

The effect of relative humidity for ten-gram munitions
composed of 60% boron and 40% lithium perchlorat'e is shown
in Figure 3. TOP data for the visual target rqas-remenýs
agree with those obtained using light transmission data.

Since it is possible in this system for lithium -hloride
smoke to be generated, work was undertaken to determine the
amount of this compound present in the smoke evolvea from
the 60% boron - 40% lithJum perchlorQte -ornulatlon. Analyses

indicated the presence of approximately 8% by weiýght lithium
chloride in the smoke, based on the lithium content. Chloride

analyses were lower than expected, indicating that species
such as lithium oxide or lithium hydroxide may be present.

Ten grams of the 60% boron - 40% litbium per!hlorate
formulation theoretically can yield 1.59 g. of lithium

chloride. Thus, approximately half of the potenciaily
availabl.e salt is accounted for in the smoke cloud.
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It was assumed, as an approximation, that B203 has the

same obscuring properties, whether produced from the boron -

lithium perchLrate formulation or the decaborane - guani-
diniiLm nit~eate mix. Specific obscuration values were then
calculated for lithium chloride smoke itself. At 100%
relative humidity, a value of 24,000 fto2/lb. was derived,
comparable to that of FM smoke.

4. Boron Carbide Fue1

A 30:70 mix of boron carbide and lithium perchlorate
generated a good cloud of smoke. Figure 4 shows TOP (using
light transmission data) as a function of relative humidity
for ten-gram munitions of this composition. No attempt was
made to analyze this smoke for LiC1.

3R. BORON NITRIDE SMOKES

Attempts were made to disseminate boron nitride. Hy-
drazine bisborane (HBB), a white powder, was studied initi-
ally. On ignition of neat HBB pressed into a munition can,
little smoke was produced, but there was much light, flame,

and ash.

HHI !

BH 3 .N-N.BH, - > 2 BN + 5 H2

H

Combination of nitrogen-rich and boron-rich compounds

was next investigated. Polytaz, the pseudoplastic pyroly-

sis product of triaminoguanidinium azide, and dekazene

[BloHl 2 (NH3)2] were mixed to form a tough waxy composition.
On ignition, it gave little smoke and negligible obscuration.

Similar results were obtained for a solution of bis-hydra-

zinium perhydrodecaborate (H2 D), BloHl 2 (N2H4)2, in hydrazine.

From the results obtained on boron nitride smokes, it

would appear that BN formation occurs in the solid phase,

rather than after boron-containing and nitrogen-containing

moieties are vaporized. This is supported by the observation

that nearly all the BN product remains in the munition can or

is scattered on the floor of the tank beneath the can.

C. SILICON DIOXIDE SMOKES

Research was initiated on producing Si02 smoke from

pyrotechnics. Table III shows the theoretical yield of

Sio2 available from various fuels.
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...able -II

Relative Smoke Producing Potential of
Sili,'.on-Containing Fuels

Theoretical Yield of S102
Silicon-Containing Fuel .. fuel . .

Silicon 2,14

Silicon carbide, SiC 1.50

Hexamethyldisilane,
( CH3 ) 6 i 2  . 82

Hexamethyldisiloxane,
(CH3 ) 6 Si 2 O 0.74

Most of the research effort has involved silicon exid sili-
con carbide fuels, but some work was done on organic silicon
compounds.

1. Organic Silicon Fuels

Hexamethyldisilane (HMDS) was prepared and distilled to
a pure product. It was absorbed on a !,ynthetic silicate
powder (Micro-Cel E), formulated with a solid oxidizer such
as sodium, potassium, or ammonium nit-'ate, and pressed into
a munition. On ignition there was some smoke but mostly a
bright flame.

Because of the poor results obtained with alkylsilane
composition, other silicon-containing fuels were investiga-
ted.

2. Elemental Silicon Fuels

Formulation development efforts were concentrated on
silicon compositions, using various oxidizers. The most
encouraging results were shown by smoke munitions consis-
ting of elemental silicon and lithium perchlorate. A pyro-
technic mix consisting of the stoichiometric ratio, 351

elemental silicon and 65% lithium perchlorate, is the best
composition developed to date for the production of sili-
con dioxide smoke. The pressed grain ignites without the

use of a first-fire and a substantial cloud is generated.
As detailed later, analysis of the smoke shows consideratle
lithium chloride along with the silicon dioxide. Lithiun
chloride is a hydroscopic salt which contributes signifl-
cantly to the obscuration of the cloud.
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Figure 5 shows TOP data as a function of reix.,c i -cmi-
dity for 10-gram munitions composed of 35% Si - 65% lithium
perchlorate. The low TOP values obtained are due to the very
low efficiency of combustion of the elemental silicon, 14%.
A sample of the residual slag from this composition was ana-
lyzed by X-ray fluorescence and found to consist of 44% by
weight of silicon. This is consistent with the low effi-
ciency of the 35% silicon - 65% lithium perchlorate formula-
tion.

a. Fine Particle Size Silicon

The most encouraging results were obtained when a series
o4 munitions was fired using varying particle size silicon
powder. Mesh sizes of 200 (74 p) and 400 (37 4) were used.
Significantly less light transmission was found when smaller
particle size silicon was used.

An attempt was made to prepare a finer particle size
silicon powder. "As received" silicon powder, which is ap-
proximately 200-300 mesh, was agitated with ceramic balls
for two hours on a paint shaker. By inspection with a
microscope most of the treated material appeared tc be a
few microns in size. The treated silicon powder was free
flowing and easily passed a 400 mesh screen.

The fine powder was formulated and fired in a metal
canister. It burned twice. as fast as the untreated powder
and analysis of the smoke showed a substantial increase in
efficiency of combustion. The efficiency and yield were 47%
and 35%, respectively. At 100% relative humidity, a TOP
value of approximately 6600 ft. 2 /lb. was attained.

b. Fiberglass Canister

A continuing problem was the combustion and melting of
the one-ounce steel munition can which is used with the ten-
gram 35% silicon - 65% lithium perchlorate fornulation.
Upon functioning of the munition,the can becomes cherry red
and the side and bottom burn out. Uneven burning and a loss
of pressure are consequences. An epoxy-reinforced fiberglass
canister was tried, and considerable improvement in the smoke
cloud was noted.

Using the 55% silicon - 65% lithium perchlorate formula-
tion a series of firings employing both fiberglass and metal
canisters was made over a range of relative humidLties. The
size of the fiberglass cani-ster approximated the dimensions
of the metal -anister. Upon combustion the fiberglass canis-
tfir showed remarkably little deterioration except for char
of the organic consultutents. Metal canisters nearly always
disintegrated.
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Munitions fired in fiberglass considtently gave higher
TOP values than the identical formulation fired in metal
canisters. AnalytIcal data confirm an increase in effici-
ency and yield. Using the fiberglass canister an average
efficiency of 27% was obtained. This is marked improvement
over 14% efficiency for metal canisters. Figure 6 shows
the variation of TOP with relative humidity for munitions
fired in fiberglass canisters.

The metal canister appears -cesponsible for a loss in
the efficiency of combustion. It is believed that when
the metal munition can is used, some of the oxidizer reacts
with the container, and is not available to oxidize silicon.
The resultant loss in efficiency leads to a lower TOP, com-
pared with the fiberglass munitions. Some of the increase
in TOP for fiberglass containers also may result from vola-
tilization of components of the bonding resin in the case.
A sample of the smoke obtained using the fiberglass canister
was gray in color, indicating the preser-e of carbcn, where-
as smoke samples taken when the metal canister was used
were white. It is believed, however, that the carbon pro-
duced contributes little to the obscuration.

A limited amount of work was done with fine particle
size silicon prepared by grinding in a paint shaker. For-
mulations based on the fine powder were fired in a fiber-
glass canister at 100% relative humidity. An efficiency
and yield of 43% and 52%, respectively, and a TOP value
of approximately 7900 ft. 2 /lb, were obtained.

Thus, by using fine particle size silicon powder and
employing a fiberglass canister, significant increases both
in combustion efficiency and TOP have been achieved for
silicon dioxide smoke compositions. They have been shown
superior to FM smoke at ordinary hlumidity levels by the
most recent test results.

c. Lithium Chloride as a Smoke Constituent

As previously mentioned, analytical investigation of
the smoke frcm silicon-lithliun perchlorate compositions
revealed substantial ameounts of, lithiun chloride. As much
as 75% (,f the total lithium chloride available from the
lithiur perchlorate oxidizer was accounted for in the smoke
cloud. Lithium chloride is hygroscopic, has a low index of
refra-tion, and should be a very effective smoke screening
material.
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Table IV shows the data obtained for the diff-rent
particle sizes of silicon and the different nan stcr
materials. The yield of Si02, as previouqly discussed,
changes dramatically. The LiCI yield, however, is nearly
constant.

Table IV

Effect of Silicon Particle Size and Canister
Material on Combustion and Smoke Obscuration I

Si02  LiCl
Eff., Yield Eff., Yield a

"As Received" Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave, TOPa
Silicon Powder % % % % ft.2 lb. ft. 2 /lb.

Metal canister 13.8 10.4 69.3 17.5 5,000 17,950

Fiberg±'ss 27.0 20.2 72.1 18.7 6 0o0 16,700
canister ".0

Fine Silicon
powder

Metal canister 4 6.8 35.0 75.5 19.6 6-, oo 12,000

Fiberglass 42.8 32.1 68.7 17.8 7,S80 15, 750
canister

aRelative humidity, 10,0%

Since t1: data in Table IV show a wide range of yields
Uf SlOe,, it Is possible to c-alculate epproximat1e Os valizes

for the separate species. At 100% relative h_'Lnidity a value
of 13,o00 ft. 2 /lb. was obtained, for Si02_ and 21,000 ft4. 2 /lb.
for TLCI. The latter figure is'"in agreement with the value
of 24,000 ft. 2 /lb. obtqined for 11C1 in b¢,ron-fýeled mix-
tures.

irom these data it appears that at 100% R.H. LiCI is
supericr to S102 as an obs,!Airing smokc species. Io th Li C!
%nd S10e have higher 0s values than 10:3. For Si-J~iC10 4
composition, only abolit 25* of the obscuration --an be attri-
buted to SiO2 and the balance to LiCI, if ,oarse Si and a
mets.l canister is used. This increases to about 40% for a
fiberglass canister, and to about 50% for fine particle Si
.Ai a fiberglass :ýase.
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. Silicon Carbide Fuel

Silicon carbide was studied as a potential fuel for the
genarsit,1cin of Si.02 smoke, Various systems were investigated
involving nitrate and chlorate oxidizers, but poor results
were obtained, Progress was made in systems containing
lithium perchloicatE as oxidizer. The best SIC-containing
formulation developed to date consists of 55% SiC and 45%
LJCI0 4 . Thiq system hFs demonstrated 9% efficiency and
1..4% yield, A typical TOP value at 50% relative hu~midity
was 14'ro /lb.

A sample cof 1.0 4 silicon carbide powder was obtahied
and investigated as a smoke fuel. This fine size material
was formula±?d into the optimized formulation of 55% silicon
carbide - 4t) lithium pcrchlorate. A small improvement in
combustion ove.r that of ;he roarser material was evident.
The burning rate cf the fine material was markedly faster
than that of the oarse material.

D. PYROTECHNIC DISSEMINATION OF OIL SMOKES

Pyrotechnic dissemination techniques for producing an
oil fog involve the development of heat from the reaction
of a pyrotechnic mix, which causes the vaporization of a
relatively low boiling fog oil, followed by condensation
to fog particles capable of obscuration. Experiments have
involved the use of an intimate mix of oil and pyrotechnic
components. The hign efficiency pyrotechnic dissemination
system utilized in this work is based on a nitrogen-rich
fuel, thiourea, formulated with KClO3 oxidizer to obtain
combustion rates and temperatures conducive to the produc-
Stion of effective obscuring smokes.

Initial studies revealed several difficulties: (i)
phyrýtcal instability of the grain, (ii) flaming during
comiustion, and (iii) poor performance reproducibility.
Formulations containing low viscosity oils tended to under-
go segregation and separation of the solids (KClO3 and
tiniourea), ieading to improper combustion and low obscur-
ation. To overcome this, gelation of lov viscosity oils
end the use of high temperature greases were investigated.

KF.airing during combustion destroys the smoke agent and
gives diminished obscuration. It was found that proper
exhaust vent dimensici,, correct oxidizer-fuel ratios, and
j.oper oil concentrations control flaming and flashing.

Poor .'eproducibility in the pErformanc6 of identical
formulations was evident in wide variations of combustion
times and obscuration of the fog generated. This difficulty
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was attributed to agglomeration of the oxidizer. ThL addi-
tion of 3% by weight o0 MgC0 3 as an anti-caking agent to the
KCiO3 alleviated the problem.

1. Fog Oil Gelation

To overcome solids separation in formulations with low
viscosity oils, a polyethylene (PE) of melt index 28, Dow
experimental product QX-3936.l, was employed as a gellant.
Several grades aiid types of oils were studied for gel for-
mulation. Utilizing identical formulation methods of
preparation, and a constant oil to PE ratio, the relative
obscuration of varying molecular weight oils was studied.
The data indicate an inverse relationship between obscur-
ing power and molecular weight of the oil. Increased cloud
persistence parallels the improved obscuration. Table V
gives the characteristics of one of the better obscuring
formulation containing PE-gelled Neutral No. 75.

The polyethylene gelling agent QX-3936.1 appears to
possess the required properties of chemical compatibility
with the fog-oil,effic.Iency in gelation, non-toxicity, and
non-corrosiveness. Pending extended surveillance testing,
the gelled formulatiob appears physically stable in proces-
sing, as well as in ambient and elevated temperature storage.

The gelation procedure involves premixing of the paraf-
finic oil (Neutral No. 75) with QX-3936.1 in a ratio of
6.63:1, heating to 200-210'C. with vigorous stirring, and
cooling to room temperature with continued stirring. The
softening point of this self-supporting gel is approximately
85-950C.

2. High Temperature Grease

The are as a fog oil aCent of a high viscosity, high
temperature grease, Darina A-X, was investigated. One ad-
vantage would be the simplification of processing through
elimina.tion of the gelation step. The maximum obscuration
attained was 3700 ft. 2 /lb. (visual target) for 30-gram
munitions of the formulation shown in Table VI. Three-
week surveillance data also indicated favorable stability.

5. Curable Polyper-Based Systems

The grease and gelled oil systems previously described
have the physical consistency of petrolatum. For many smoke
applications more rigid or rubbery properties would be de-
sirable. Therefore, work was initiated on compositions con-
taining a curable polymeric fuel :based on the epoxy resin
glycerin diglycidyl ether (GDGE).
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Table 11

Characteristics of an Obscuring Formulation

Containing PE-Gelled Neutral No. 75 Oil

Formulation

Ingredients, % No. 97

Thiourea 10.3

KC10 3  34.1

NaHCO 3  10.3

Neutral 75 Oil 43.4

QX-3936. 1 6.6

Properties

Consistency Petrolatum-like

Weight, g. 30.0

Height, in. 1.25

Diameter, in. 1.25

Ignition Immediate

Combustion

Time, sec. 102

Rate, in./sec. 0.012

Flaming None

Cloud

Light trans. 0 0.80

TOP, ft.'/ib. 3,900
(visual target)

Abbr. Surveillance Self-supporting
48 hrs. § 720C.

Initial attempts to prepare solid cured grains were
hindered by incompatibility of the oil with the cured poly-
meric binder. Darina A-X grease and PE-gelled No. 75 oil,
however, were found to improve markedly the physical com-

patibility of the fog agent with the polymeric binder. The

maximum gelled oil loading is limited to 40-43%. Above this

level, incompati'bility of the oil with the binder system is

i. evident.
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Table VI

Prop~erte of Obscizring Formulation Containing
Darina A-X Grease

Formulation
Ingredients,._% 

Y_____ U_____

Thiourea 9.3
KC103  30.7

NaHC03
Darina A-X 60.0

KC103/thio urea 3.30:1

Grain Size, grams 30.0

Exhaust Hole

Diazn., in. 151/6 4

Combustion,

Time, sec. 62

Rate, in./sec. 0.020

*Flamn None

Cloud

Light trans., %1.0
Top, -t.2/l

(Visual -target) 3,700'

Although only a brief study was made of polymer-based
white smoke compositions, promising results were obtained.
No TOP measurements were performed, but visual observations
were favorable.

IV. SUMMARY

Figure 7 shows the measured TOP as a function of rela-
tive humidity for the smoke agents studied in this program.
of the novel smoke formulations developed, the 60% boron
4~0% lithium perchlorate mix has given the highest TOP values
over a wide range of humidity conditions. Decaborane-fueled
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compositions are next in effectiveness, followed by the sili-
con-fueled and the boron carbide-based formulations. The
data given for silicon formulations were obtained using as
received Si powder and fiberglass munition cases. Higher
TOP Values are obtained when fine ground Si is employed.
Pyrotechnic fog oil compositions are intermediate between
decaborane and silicon formulations at 50% R.H. However,
very little change in TOP is expecutd with relative humidity
for these smoke compositions. The standard FM smoke is ap-
proximately equivalent to the boron carbide composition in
the 30-60% R.H. range, and superior above 60% R.H.

On the basis of specific obscuration, which ranks smoke
agents in the order of extrapolated potential rather than
demonstrated effectiveness, there is a different outlook,
as shown in Figure 8. Lithium chloride ranks highest in
obscuration, followed by FM smoke, S10 2 , and then B2 03

smoke. Using these data, it is possible to predict the
TOP of the various experimental formulations, assuming
100% conversion of ingredients to smoke species. At 100%
R.H., one would predict:

11,200 ft. 2 /lb. for 30% B4 C-70% LiCl0 4 ,

13,000 ft. 2 /lb. for 65% BioH1 4 - 35% GuNO3 ,

15,500 ft. 2 /lb. for 60% B-40% LiC10 4 ,

14,500 ft. 2 /lb. for 55% SiC-45% LiClO4 , and

15,200 ft. 2 /lb. for 35% Si-65% LiCl0 4 .

The safety and surveillance aspects of these composi-
tions must also be considered. The 60% boron - 40% lithium
perchlorate system is the only one found to be sensitive to

spark. The impact sensitivity is not prohibitive. Its fast

burning rate and the tendency of the smoke to pillar would
limit its use, and all attempts to overcome this have de-

graded the smoke. This system has shown stability over a

twelve-week surveillance period at both ambient and elevated

temperatures.

The 30% boron carbide - 70% lithium perchlorate formu-

lation is not sensitive to spark, and its impact sensitivity

is not troublesome. The silicon formulation is not stable

in extended surveillance testing, probably because of reac-

tion of the oxidizer with moisture.
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The gelled Neutral 75 oil formulated with KC1O3 - thio-
urea pyromix is the most promising fig-oil generator. It
is not sensitive to electrostatic spark below 18.75 Joules
(which is the limit of the instrument capacity). The for-
mulation has an acceptable sensitivity to impact. The
system also exhibits advantages over the other compositions
studied in its burning time. Munitions could be designed
to produce a continuous fog over a long time period. No
surveillance work has been done on this system.
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HEATS OF REACTION PWTS AS DESIGN CRITERIA FMR

PYROTECHNIC REACTIONS

DR. JOSEPH H. MC LAIN

The self propagating exothermic reaction between solids has not
bee, widely studied and in some respects this is surprising from a
theoretical as weli as practical point of view. It wuld seem to
offer unique opportunities to study accurately the propagation of
combustion because the reactions (at least some of them) are rela-
tively slow and reproducible inasmuch as lona ange diffusion and
convection effects are generally negligible. As a practical matter
the study is important in the design of delay mixes, flare mixes,
propellant and igniter mixes.

Even the recent burgeoning of interest in solid state chemistry
contipuesV t omit and neglect this interesting area of solid reacti-
vity.f2 P3)Q ossibly this is because there has been very little in
the open literature about these reactions. Some noticeas.l and im-
portant exceptions are Spice and Staveley, 5Hill et al.' a

In fact this article owes a great deal to these contributions
particularly those of Spice and Staveley, and it is hoped that the
ideas put forward by them and extended by this work will increase
the interest in the theory of these reactions.

Experimental

PbO2 - Si System

boO2 was "Baker Analyzed" Reagent grade with an assay of 994.2

Silicon was Belmont Smelting and Refining Co. of approximately
5^ average particle size.

Mixing was done in dis'1lled water by means of a Waring Blender.
The mixture was sucked dry on a Buchner and the oven dried filter cake
was screened through a 50 mesh screen six times.

A Parr Dumb calorimeter preyiously calibrated was used for the

heats of reaction by the hot wire nethod.

In accordance more or less with the treatment by Spice and
Staveley it is possible to oe experimental beats of reaction to

Ichoose between possible reactions.

Their method was 1o calculate Q (the amunt of heat given off

by that weight of a mixture that contains one mule of oxidizer. A

plot of Q versus the reductant was then made for a given binary
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system. Eleven of their systems were found to be Class I systems,* i.e.
where q continues to increase as the reducing agent content is increased
up to that composition where the reducing agent uses up all the oxidizing
agent. This point should correspond to the stoichiometric composition.
Also it is at this point that 4H, the heat evolved per gram of mixture
should be a maximupn.

From these plots and calculation of Q for postulated reactions
certain conclusions were obtained as fo the chemical nature of the
products and what the reaction was on which stoichiometry should be
based.

Another method of differentiation between possible reactions is
the use of 4H versus % reductant.

An example of this is the PbO 2 - Si System, and can best be
explained by Figure 1 in which heats of reaction calculated from heats
of formation data for various candidate reactions corresponding to a
given percentage of silicon is shown by the solid line. The experi-
-+ol heats of reaction from calorimetric measurements are shown by

the dotted line.

As can be seen the maxlmurA H (experimental) which should cor-
respond to the stoichiometric reaction occurs at approximately O1%
silicon as does the theoretical H calculated for the expected reac-
tion FoO2 + Si Pb + SiO2 .

The other equations postulated and used for the calculation of
the theoretical H curve were:

Si * 4 Pbo____> Pb4 SiO6 + 02

Si + 3 Pbc_ S i + 3 PbO + 3/2 0,{

S i + WPD 2 _ Pb2 S104

Si + Fol_ Pb SI03 + Pb

j Si + 2 PbO0_ S jO + 2 SiO + 2 Pý;

2 Si 4 PU0_ Pt + 2 Si0

3 Si + 1b0. F lb + Si + 2 Si0

It is interesting to n'jte that in this particular sy&tem Q
plotted versus I silicon does not reach a constant value as ashwn
by Figure 2 and therefore does nct conform to the Spice & Staveley
criterion for Class I systems or there may be more than one reaction
operat-Ave over the burning range. Fkut in the 3 to 30$ silicon range
the iý plot howws thn.t there 's probably only one -.eaction but at a
slightly nigher (approximately I•% silicon).

*C]ass T syste"1 are those in which Q rises to a constant value
with increasing Iropcrtion of reducing agent which indicates quite
strongly that there ,s only one reaction ,perating in this range of
compos i tion.
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3.

Further insight as to the nature of the operative reaction may be
obtained by rates of burning versus % reductant, inasmuch as if the
same reaction is operative within the range of compositions with which
we are concerned it is just that percentage composition that gives a
maximum 4 H that should give a maximum rate of burning. Unfortunately
the data on burning rates for the Pbo02 - Si system are in centimeters
per second rather than grams per second. This makes quite a differ-

ence especially when there is a wide separation in densities of the
oxidizing and reducing agents such as is the case in this system.

RATE OF BIURNTM-G HEAT OF REACTION AND

NATURE OF REACTION

The application of burning rate and heat of reaction data on the
determination of stoichiometry can best be described by using the
data on the B-BaCrO4 system taken from Table 5-16, page 5-37 of the
source referenced below.'J7 The applicable data are contained in
Table 1.

A plot of burning rate, Q andA H versus % boron is shown as
Figure 3.

Discussion of Results

Stoichiometry

It has been the usual practice in delay train technology to start
development of a given mix by going to the intuitively stoichiometric
mix and then varying of the % reductant to reach the envelope desired
for the munition. One of the standards mixes involving B and BaCrO1 ,
is a 5-95 B-BaCrO4 (see Table 5-14, page 5-35 of reference (7).)

This would be "stoichiometric" for the foUowing reaction which
calculates to be

2B + 2BaCrO4  • B203 + 2BaO + Cr2 03 (i)

just slightly over 4% boron.

Yet it is obvious that from the Q, A H and burning rates an plotted
in Figure 3 that the stoichiometric percentage composition for the
system is somewhere about 15%.
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4.

SHQ Burning Time Charge Weight Burning Rate
% Boron cal./a kcal Sec. mg/sec.

3.0 Incomplete react 7.56 2130 282

3.5 278 68.7 3.54 . 2150 608

4.o 354 93.0 1.72 214o 1245

4.5 400 1o6 1.44 2125 1475

5.0 42o 112 1.09 2130 1956

6.0 431* 116 0.767 2_10 2750

7.0 453 123 0.653 2000 3060

8.0 462 127 0.560 2000 3570

9.0 474 132 0.539 2000 3720

10.0 515 145 o.465 ,975 4250

11.0 536 152 0.432 1925 4450

13.0 556 162 0.397 1900 4820

15.0 551 164 0.382 1875 4910

17.0 543 161 0.375 1800 4800

19.0 535 167 0.366 1750 4790

21.0 526 168 0.375 1685 4500

23.0 503 165 0.407 1650 4o5o

25.0 497 168 0.433 1625 3750

30.0 473 171 o.574 161u 2820

35.0 446 1.73 o.965 1.500 555

40.0 399 168 2.19 143o 653

45.0 364 168 5.25+ 1360 259

50.0 Incomplete react i4.- + 1290 89
*Reported as 231 but data obtained in this laboratory makes it apparent
that this is a typographical error.

+Two rounds not ignited.
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The calculated percentage for the following equation

4B + BaCrO • 4BO + Ba + Cr(2) j
is slightly more than 14.5%.

Although equation (2) is somewhat surpr i sing to most chemists perhaps
this is because we have conditioned to a world in which the 250C condi-
tions for stability play too large a role. If wn are Interested in
what goes on in the combustion zone, that is the operating reaction we
should be con itioned to stabilities at flame temperatures of the order
of 3000*C.-I 01 As a matter of fact, BO has beer found in the combustion
zone of burning propellants to which boron hca been fdded.

Burning Rates

As can be seen from figures (2) and (j) the maximu= rate of burning
as well as the maximum experimentalLdH ia somewhat to the right (higher
reductant content) than theoretical. Of come twenty other delay systems
for which I have made similar plots, this has been found to be true to
a greater or lesser degree. This displacement is generally greater if
the reducing agent is a metal such e.s iron, antimony or manganese,
which points toward the effect of heat transfer in columnar burning
inasmuch as the metals are much better heat conductors than the non-
metallic oxidizers provided the me:bhaiism of propagation is basically
one of heat transfer as proposed by Spice aid Staveley and Rill.

This postulate is supported bi, other !xperimental evidence.

(i) Smaller the hfats of :eaction in ca]1g the more to the
right of theoretical.

(2) The slope cf the RIB carve prior tI theoretical maximum is
always much steeper taan it is after tie maximum which can be explained
by regarding the fivat portion of the curve as one in which the excess
oxidizer is acting t a better heat i.asula..or than the excess reductant
in the after porti n of the curve.

Practicai Anplication tc Delay Systems

Once a system has been studied in detail such an the B - BaCr0 4
system used above it is fairly obvious that its optimum performance
requires the stoichiometric composition in that it will be more easily
ignitable and will propogate more readily with less chance for duds.

However, sometimes design requirements require that the burning
rate be slower than the 2.07 Inches per second that corresponds to
the maximum rate of burning. It may be required that only one inch
of delay train can be used and that the delay time be one second. It
has been traditional for design engineers to go to the R/B curve and
choose the lower percentage reductant mix which will give in theory
the desired rate: for the system under discussion 6% boron. Although
there is an alternative available on the far side of the maximum 30%
boron, which should be equally applicable. I have never seen the latter
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alternative used. In most other systems than B - BaCrO4 the higher

reductant alternative should be more desirable in that mixing problems
and departures from homogeneity should give less effect on delay times
because the slope is not so steep.

The B- BaCrO4 system was selected, ?-wever, to point out that

neither of the alternatives posed is in reality the proper selection.

Any "gasless" delay system should be used at its optimum or stoich-

iometric because it is there and only there that there is a plateau
and departures from homogeneity or slight differences in new lots of
chemicaXs make but a very slight change in the burning rate.

But the question is -- how does one get the desired delay time?

The answer is of course, nothing new to the art -- add an inert (to
the chemical reaction) ingredient which will serve as a heat sink such

as kaolin, infusorial earth, super floss, et al. As said before, this
is not new and has been done many times before. The converse of this,
i.e. adding one or two percent of powdered copper or silver to get
increased rate of burning has never been tried to my knowledge in the
"gasless" mix area. Metallic strand inserts in propellant grains have
been used but the mechanism are quite different.

The consequences of this "rule" of application would be that
stoichiometric mixes of any given system would always be used within
a certain envelope of delay times that would be determined by experi-
ment and in most cases should not exceed 5% of inert additive. If the
design criteria are such as to demand more delay per inch than can be

allowed with this system then another and naturally slower burning •
system should be used at its predetermined (bX experiment) stoichio-
metric composition.

Mechanism

I have mentioned previously that delay mixes that have good con-

ductors as reducing agents have their maximum burning rates well to

Sthe right of the stoichlometric cprt. Such is the case with D16

delay mix. (Mn, PbCrO4, BaCrOO)," I with the high percentage

iron mixes used by Hill and Cottrell. 1j

Attempts to treat the illuminating flare mix (Mg. Na1&M, L&minoc)

which aiso has a high metallic content from data obtained aW N.A.D.

Crane(9) gave an exact agreement between maximum rate of burning and

the 4 Inflection point at 50% magnesium. I was forced to conclude
that the heat conductance mechanism did not hold in this system but
that the energy for propagation of burning must be delivered to the
next zone by some other mechanism such as radiative transfer. Some
previous studies on this mix had led to the same conclusions.

It does shiow the mix to be a Class I and that the stoichiometric

point is 58% magnesium. Thus the magnesium percentage should not be

varied to get various burning times as is the general practice in
flare mixes as well is delay mixes, but a cc.position should be deter-

mined and used with necessary inert additives.
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Roekstyine's SBae, Lnv VJi:.'sity, Low 8h*nr SL-repe

Qtickaix Process may leplaco ConventiotmI Mixing.

Early in 1956, a group of Research per3onnel at Rocketdync, a Division

of North American Aviation , Inc., conducted a brainstorming session to

eliminate the hazard inherent in processing-solid propellants. As a

basic premise it was stated that a simple propellant could be made by

combining a granule of oxidizer and a droplet of ft1l-binder. "How,

they were asked, "can .his be safely accomplished on a production scale?"

Prom this session came the concept that grev into Quickmix: First,

separate the solid particles from ech other so that there is cornsider-

able space between them. Do the swue with binder droplets. Then bring

these suspensions together continuously to produce an intimate mixture.

ine. years and several million doll.irs later Quickmix has evolved into

a continuous process thet is both t.imple and sophisticated, appLicable

for production of pyrotechnics, hijh explosives and commercial coz-posi-

tions as well as propellants. It is the only known method which keeps

explosive ingredients in noa-propaegting form during manufacture.

SeverAl types of vehicles were cfny tdered for suspending the ingrediente.

Oases were *ejected for several reisout, relatively high hazard ari

difficulty of accurutely controilii,x and metering of flow being the

prxre considerations. Liquid carrcero have a significant snfcty

admysatg& in that dilute ausponsioi•s of hazardous ingrrdient, will not

propagate a detonation. With a liquid carrier the effective vi.4comity

of mixing is reduced several mgniludes along vith similar reductions

eIor-..b American Aviation, !nc. Tra-temark.
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in mixing time, friction and 9hear stresses on the materials being mixed.

Because they are incompressible, liquid carriers provide a means of

simple and accurate flcw control,

Since its conception, the procesa has been eteadily improved, each

inprovement resulting in further simplification of its operation. Tcday,

the moving machinery ir. the process consists only of centrifugal pumps

and continuous feeders.

The basic Quicknix process is covered by U.S. patent Pmiber 3,022,149

dated February 20, 1962. It was initinlly conceived and developed under

a Rocketdyne-funded program. Additional company funds were continually

expended on this program and there have been contracts from all three

Department of Defense Services. Curiently, the Navnl Propellant Plant,

Indian Head, Maryland, is completing the architect and engineering

design phase f'r a high energy propellant production plant.

Rocketdyne maintains a flexible Quickaix Research Plant for process -

develomenut and for preparation of various materials in experimental

* -=-tities. The Research Plant can produce mixes in quantities ranging

from a few pounds to several hundred pounds at rates ranging from a few

hvndred to several thousand pounds per hour.

One of the features of the Quickmix process is its ability to reac.

Ateudy state conditions in tvo or tfrer minutes and to be easily -Jvt

down, and cleaned out. This feature mAtkep it feasible to use the same

equiprent in the research plant an is used in a production plant. The

research plant it ran only long enough to et-tin tne experimental

quawct•ies desired. Similarly, short runs in a pruduction plant can

be umed for development-scale quantities, eliminating most scale-up

problms. Figure I is a sketch of Lhe Rocket-yne Quickmix Research

Plant. It should help visualize tbr process described below.

I
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The Continuous Procens

The lasic Quicanix continuous process is quite flexible, as shown by its

ability to manufacture iTrotechnics, smoke compositions, and high explo-
sives an well ae propellant4. The flow diagram elhuv in Figure 2 is a

typical etample of how the continuous Quickmix process operates. Since
most ordnance compositions con~tain an oxidizer, two separate solids

dibper•ion systems are shown. This allow the oxidizer aid fuel com-

ponents to be kept separate while they are in the dry powder stage.

In the first dispersion system there may be one or more feeders con-

tinuously metering fuel-type solid ingredients into the disperser hopper.

In disperser system number 2, severai granulations of oxidizer can each

separately be fed. The recycling liquia carrier is also added continu-

oualy to the disperser hopper and the slurry formed enters a centrifugal

pump whose output is split so that most is recirculated back to the tank

to provide a very high degree of agitaticn. The remainder of the pump

output goes downstream to a Jet mixer where it is joined by the output

of the second disperser.

The binder ingredients are fed through positive displacement metering

pumps. The jet mixer has no moving parts and a secticual view is shown

in li'igure 3. The slurries from each disperser enter the mixer as

indicatecO and swirl around at high velocities at the center section.

The liquid ingredients are jetted into this highly turbulent area through

small holes. There are no moving parts in this mixer and it is small

enough to be easily held in one hanid.

The product slurry then travels to the separator, a small tank where

the transition from turbulent to laminar flow permits the product to

drop out. The product is withdrawn from the bottom of the separator

tank and dried if necessary. Norsuilly, there is approximately one

percent carrier (before drying) rema'ning in the product at this point

and a typical operation for castable compositions is to vacuum cast the
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mix directly into its final containvr. The vacuum casting operation is

essentially the same as that used ii the final steps of conventional

solid propellant processing. Total volatiles (carrier plus other vola-

tile materials) after vacuum casting usually range between 0.05 percent

and 0.3 percent.

Clear carrier overflows from the top of the separator and is recycled

back to the dispersion systems. This closes the carrier loop and it can

be seen that the carrier acts much like a liquid belt, picking up solids

in the dispersers, liquid ingredienLs in the mixer, dropping them off

in the separator and then returning for the next load.

Dispersion System

The initial dispersion concept involved the use of flow control valves,

slurry flow meters, and closed loop controls. Through an analog computek

study it was found that the basic process is remuarkably stable under

flowing conditions. In fact, the stability of the system is far greater

than can be obtained under any type of closed loop metering and valving

arrungemer .... As a result of this study the control of flows has been

greatly simplified.

The solids dispersion system in Figutre 4 shows the only flow control

now used. This is the control val've on the recycle carrier entering

the disperser. This valve is operiil,ed through a liquid level sensor

and keeps the volume of slurry in 1its disperser constant.

The disperser hopper is designed to attenuate feeder errors. Most

feeders show cyclic vuriations occurring several times a minute and the

hopper is sized to reduce these variations to a point w:ere they are not

measurable in the final product. The dispersers will not attenuate low

frequency feeder performance cycles, and, under certain conditions, it

may be desirable to monitor feeders by conventional instrumentation to

discern indications of long-term drift and correct the feeder output.
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*' j4 ,I.•3Fo h rafety s iUkupul•ziLt Lht dI pera:or pump,, %I*., imo.itio! to. provide
a continuous flush of elear carrier" entering just in froaL of the deal

and flowing along the rotating shaft toward the impeller to insure that

no hazardous solids particle, can enter this area. As a further safety

feature, a double mechanical seal may be used. This seal is operated

under relatively high pressure using clean carrier as the seal flush.

If any leakage occurs in the seal, clear carrier will flow into the

pump rather than hazardous slurries flowing toward the seal. Where

very hazardous ingredients are involved a control system can be designed

which will immediately start a shut-down sequence should the rotnting

shaft flush or seal flush fail.

Composition Errord Lems Than ±0.1 Percent

The analog computer analysis of the process, mentioned above, showed the

process dynamic stability to be exlraordinarily high, and the degree of

accuracy and precision of the product was recognized as primarily a

function of feeder performance. When a requirement arose for composition

control within ±0.1 percent, Rocket dyne designed a feeder which met these

requirements, since no commercial rceder provides this degree of uniformity.

The details of this feeder are des ribed in the adjoining

The feeder operates on a time-allo, ation principle of weighing umall

increments of .ngredients and varyjg the time for adding each increment

to the process so that the time is exactly proportional to the increment

weight. With this feeder it is posiible to operate and control the

Quickmix process so that the productL's uniformity will be within a range

of 0.1 percent. However, the feeder is capable of being used with other

contiauous processes and should fi,,d a number of industrial applications.

A feasibility study has been made v.hich showed that the principle of the

Rocketdyne dry solid feeder could also be used to safely weight hazardous

liquid or solid ingredients while they are wei.. Per example, an explosive

3
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such it JiX could be delivered wet wili Cho carri-. r, I. led a.. veighad

in carrier instead of in air, greatly reducing the probability of an

accidental explosion.

Quick Start and Stop

The process is started by first filling the system with carrier, then

dropping the carrier level slightly in the disperser hoppers by closing

the carrier control valves. The onstream valves are turned so that the

pump outputs completely recirculate to the hoppers. Since the hopper

volume are known and the operating concentrations of the slurries are

known, solids are fed into the hopper through the feeders for a readily

calculated preset time (usually about one minute), then the carrier

control valves are opened to bring the slurries up the the operating

lvelo. Almost immediately the on-stream valved are opened and the

liquid binder components feed systems are atatrted. Steady state oper-

ating conditions are achieved shortly after the clear carrier in the

lines from the on-stream valves to the separator has been replaced with

slurry.

S[ut down and cleanout can be nccompliahed simply by shutting off the

feeders and shifting the mixer output from the on-dt-ream separator to

the rejoct separator. Cleanout caw le speeded up by closing the cnrrier

control valves witil the disperser hoppers are nearly empty, then filling

and emptying each hopper sever*] times. About five such cycles results

.a n quite clean plant. Product hais to be cleimed only from the bottom

of the separators and from any drying equipment, such as that use'd for

vacuumn casting. A flush vith warm water and a detergent frequently is

a quick and safe way to perform this cleaning operation.
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C•rrior-Produwt S•ul•rtioji

In an operating plunt, two soparAtor-s normally tire uted. The first is

for the reject material from the initial minutos of operation. Litter it

is used during cleanout. Flow is rodireoted from this reject separator

to the on-stream separutor approximitely two minutes after startup.

Recycle of the carrier occurs automutically without any controls. The

surge tank shown in Figure 2 is sized to hold approximately twice the

amount of carrier necessary to fill the empty system. Once the system

is filled and the carrier is recycling, the overflow from the separator

is essentially equal to the carrier flowing into the dispersers. When

product is being made, the surge tank makes up for the carrier lost with

the product. In a 50 pound per hour plant, at a l.ss rate of 1 percent,

this amounts to oauly 5 pounds per hour.

Production Rate

Production rate ruinge in any given Quickmix planut i4 limited primutrily

by the range of feeder outputs. Line sizes ari retitively small for a

production plant. For example, for a nomiiil WO0 pound per hour plant,

one-quarter inch to one-half inch 00 tubing in tuied. For a 5,000 pound

per hour plant, tubing suies wiil range from three-quarters of an inch

to one and one-half inches. For a '0,000 pound ar. hour plant, two or

three inch diameter tubing would be used. The same size pumps probably

could be tied for a 500 pound pi•r hour or 5,000 pound per hour plant,

although u larger size vould be nee ssury for a 10,000 pouna per hour

plunt.
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Skafety

Not only are small amounts of material in process at any time, but the

dilute slurries used have been shoun to be relatively safe to handle.

To test for propagation of detonation by slurries of explosives in

carriers, a rotating tube test, Figure 5, was used. Here a two inch

diameter tube, eighteen inches in length, was rotated to maintain the

solids under test in suspension. A "Composition C" high explosive

charge, shaped as a cone, was detonated while the ingredients were

suspended. A witness plats attached to the far end of the tube was used

to determine whether the detonation propagated through the slurry.

Typical results, Table I, showed thtt under conditions of the test

20 percent and even 30 percent slurries would not propagate a detonatiou.

Similar results were obtained with 20 percent sliLrries of mixed ingredi-

ents in the proportion used in several propellant compositions. One

exception to the data shown was a lot of ball powder which appeared to

be very sensitive. Even this would not propiagate a detonation wruser

proper conditions of dilution and tube size. The PNC, IMVX and ball

powder also did not propagate a detonation as slurrie.s in rotiting

containers simulating the size and .hiLpe of the disperser hoppers.

Additional tests wetre awde to i4imulite what might occur should power

fail. A tank similtr in size to a disperser tank was filled with slurry

and allowed to *ttLle. The mame types of ingredients used in the rotat-

ing tube tests were used. When an igniter placed in the bottom of the

teak, wider the "ettled ingredient-4, wa.&s set off, therc was no indicauion

of any Lransition from burning to dttouation, even when the ingredients

,ere high explosivc$ such as IM. A,. expected, however, it wav found

Iwat settled slurries of explosive ingredient-- could be detonated if

initiated by a detonating charge such as that used on the two inch

diameter tubes. Overall, this is a significant improvement in safety

when c.npared to the hazards involved in conventional mixing.
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SU DETONATION PJhAGtTIOR

2 Inch Diameter Rotating Stainless Steel Tubing

Na. ber
Ingredient Wt-% of vests Results

PNC 20 6 Non-Propagating:

Va 25 Xicron 20 6 Non-Propagating

IM14, 25 Micron 30 1 Non-Propagating

19M1, 10 Micron 30 1 Non-Propaga_.izig

114X, 60 Micron 34) 1 Non-Propaga Ling

1•4X, 200 Micron 30 1 Non-Propagating

Fluid Ball Caating 20 6 Non-PruopsatIng
Powder 'AW

h4C 20 5 Noik-Propagatin,-

it
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'I
A point, £roulueuLIy rIlklsd rogardisi Lim mo HreLy o Litt, Quiciouix pCoCUS4N

relates to the possibility of ignition of the carrier itself. Rleptans

is a typical Parrier. WhaW. is not usually realized is that its flash

point is approximately 75 F higher than the usual run of gasoline. The

probability of accidental vapor ignition using heptane in the Quickmix

process is less than the probability of an accidental fire while your

car tank is being filled at the corner gasoline station. However,

sensible pcecautions are taken in the design and operation of a Quiclonix

plant. Carrier vapor is relatively dense and if any leaks it will flow

toward the floor. Good ventilation of the floor area is used anni

inexpensive vapor detectors can be obtained to detect traces of vnpor.

The pluant itself is 4erigned to be as leak tight as possible and the

few carrier surf7,ces involved are blanketed with inert gas. All equip-

ment is connected to a common ground. Specially designed safety coup-

lings are ,ised for tubing which permit inspection for leaks at a glance.

inspection can readily be made while carriers are being circulated

through the plant and before any hazar(ious materials are fed into the

system.

The plant is so designed that it can be completely automated. For

processing of highly hazardous ingredients, a control system can b-

designed which will sense the important operating parameters of the

process, autoaatically stop the plant if any potentially hazardous

condition develops, or shift the product to the reject separator if

out-of-specificatin conditions occur. Should there be a power failure,

the plant could be automatically emptied of its contents by a flush of

water from a pressurized tank.

Economics

As the Quiclnix prociss developed, it became apparent that it had many

"economica) attributes. Its features economically affected a large

se!,qment of the manufacturing procedure. For example, incoming lots of

ing&edients could be larger and could be shipped and received in large
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hlandling and woighing. Pre-blending, with Its sopitre weighingo and

extra handlinvg, can be eliminated. dithin-plant transport of weighted,

blended, or mixed ingredients and return of their containers is eliminated.

Mixer operation is eliminated, reject rates should be reduced and the

number of quality control tests wouid be expected to be reduced signifi-

cantly.

Control of the Qvicimix process comes belore the fact rather than after,

as is usually the case. With Quicknsix a continuous record of ingredient

input and recycle carrier flowrates gives complete infolmation as to

what the product composition will be, a minute or two later. Any "out

of specification" product can be discerned beforehand and either sent to

the rejLct separator until the err.r is corrected, or the plant can be

stopped at the discretion of the operator.

Aside from the materials and product handling crew, a Quickmix plant

can be designed for operation by one man (although a stand-by assistant

is considered to be good policy) whether its output rate is 100 pounds

an hour or 100,000 pounds an hou-. Small additionml costs are incurred

with Nuickmix in that a small amouni. of carrier is usually lost during

operation and a smtll ankowit of an inert gas is required to blanket

carrier surfaces.

In the manufacture of nimny ordnance items, the charge is finally shaped

by a prvssing operation. Some wori, has been completed which indicates

tuhtt non-flowing mixes can be cast into place by leaving some carrier

in the product until casting is acf.omplished. Relatively high density

castings cat, be ochieved by applying, vibration before removing the

carrier. Elimination of the pressing operation would effect a consider-

able cost savwng.
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A nuaiiber of economic studies have been mAdo showing tlutL overall savings

related to Quickmix will range from approximately 15 oents a pound to

about $1.00 per pound depending on the applloution.

The equipment cost for a umanually operated plant suitatble for producing

pyrotechnics or conventional composi te propellants with a product uni-

formity of 10.5 percent would probadly rwn betweeni $100,000 and $200,000.

Where a higher degree of composition control, or where hazardous

ingredients are being handled, costs would increase in proportion to

the increased uniformity required and the degree of automation and

remoteness needed for safety.

Carrier-Ingredieitt Relationships

/

Ideally the carrier and all ingredients in the mixture should be mutually

insoluble. However, tniis generally is not the case and when the Quiclkmix

process was first conceived this was considered to be a potential major

problem. Through experience with a wide number of different types of

ingredients, it has been found that solubility problems usually can be

overcome. The solubility of concert is the solubility under the steady-

state conditions of the process. For example, a cross-linking agent

which was quite soluble in the carrier was foxud to dissolve only to the

extent of 0.2 percent during the operation of the process. If more than

0.2 percent were initially dissolved in the carrier, the value would

eventatlly work down to 0.2 percent under the conditions of operation,

more agent appearing in the product thian was being fed. Another example

is the use of a polyester-styrene binder. While styrene is extremely

soluble in heptane, under the stead -sAate condidtions of the process

approximately 5 percent styrene added to the heptune minimized

further extraction of styrene from ilte polyester-styrene mixture. In

general, by proper adjustment of tll, quantity of soluble ingredient

dissolved in the carrier, most soltiiility problems can ke overcome,
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Removal of the final traces of carrier from the product is a function of

carrier solubility in the product. The worst condition encountered inr

our procomsing experience has been with a binder wAterial that diesolved

40 percent carrier. In this case the product ftd to be vacuum cast

twice to reduce the total volatiles below 0.3 percent.

Sumnary

There appears to be no known mixing method as safe as Quiclkix for the

processing of hazardous mixtures. It has realistic economies and can

provide a high degree of uniformity and product control, even to the

point where composition is controlled with more accuracy and precision

than would be expected from usual ctemical analyses. The simplicity of

the process permits direct and reltiLively inexpensive control by

open-loop monitorin&g.

Its high production rate capabiliti,-s with small equipment and ite

ability to quickly start and stop nutke it feasible to build a mobile

plant.. With such it plant iL would be economical to load large solid

rocket boosters at the launch site at rates of the order of 100,000

pounds an hour, moving the plant away from the site as soon as the

booster was loaded.

Righ viscosity, high sihar mixing methods may eventually y Ad to this

safe, economical and simple system.
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APPENDIX

A NEW COMPUTERIZED CONTINUOUS FEEDER
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A W1W COMTSKUYU') CONTIMJOIJ$. VmrKKI*

ABSTRCT

This paper describes a new materials feeder that operates on a "time-

allocation" basis. To provide the desired weight flovrate, an increment

of material is weighed electronically, then a computer determines the

waiting period before the material is delivered. The ratio of weight

to time is maintained constant, and is the feedrate set into the computer.

New electronic techniques provide greater precision and accuracy than

previously obtainable; accuracy in better than ±0.1 percent.

The advantages gained in the areas of economy, safety, accuracy, and

flexibility are pointed out. Speculations are made regarding its use

in areas where weigh-feeding has heretofore been considered impossible.

Accuracies realized in actual use as part of the Quickmix process are

given, along with a brief discuspion of the electronic computer and weigh

transducer.

TIME-AIL(•CATION PRINCIPLE

T.&e following is a description or the time-allocation principle for

establishing a net average mass flowrate of a material.

An arbitrary starting point in time is established. An approximate

quantity of a material is placed in a small container and weighed elec-

tr-,ically. An electronic compuler then determines the length of a

waitinq period as measured from I.he arbitrary starting point in time

before the material is delivered as output, or "dumped" from the container
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(Fig. I anti 2). AccordingLy, time allotted for eawh delivery of material

is made directly proportional to the weight of material delivered during

that time. The ratio of the weight of material to the time allotted is

thus held constant and is the feedrate. A typical waiting period is

approximately 10 to 12 seconds for each quantity of nominal size to be

delivered; thus, 2 pounds of material delivered each 12 seconds corresponds

to a feedrate of 600 pounds per hour. For the smallest individual quan-

tities of material, the time increment might be as short as 6 seconds, and

as long as 18 seconds corresponding to the largest quantity of material.

The feedrate can be easily changed of course by changing the programing

of the computer. A feeder based on this principle is shown in Fig. 3 and

4. This machine will be describei in detail later.

The above principle is in contraý4 to previous material feeder schemes

which utilize an expressed or imlplie.d constant Lime interval during which

a precise quantity of material msist be delivered. Since the time interval

is constant, the quantity handled each time must be precisely the same.

This is not the case for the timt--allocation type feeder. At first, this

simple difference may seem rather trivial, but upou close examination, a

number of advantages become obvious.

ADVANdTAWES

Consider the simple sequence of operations illustrated in Fig. 5a. A

lumpy materia, is ground into a powder in a mill and fed to a conventional

weigh feeder. Assume high accuracy is required, so that the material must

he ground into a fine powder, ot',erwise the conventional feeder will not

operate properly. Subsequently, the material is fed to a reaction tank

or some such portion of a proces,4 where it might be brought into a
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solution. With a time-allocatioi. feeder, the griznditg operation mtght

be entirely eliminated in that ti,, reaction taok might just as easily

accept the lumpy material as the finely ground mekterial. This is

illustrated in Fig. 5b. An obvious economic gain may be possible by

eliminating the need for the mill.

An extension of this is to consider the case where the material to be

fed is of such a character that it ic usually not even considered for

possible weigh feeding. Viscous and sticky materials are in such a

category. Bread dough or chunks of roofing tar might be good examples.

Highly dusty materials can be "l,,mped" and then fed by a time-allocation

type feeder. This lumping does iot need to be carefully done as would

be required for a conventional fieder, but would permit use of fairly

large chunks of a fairly wide raige of sizes.

Only a brief study has been made of the possible areas where full advantage

can be made of the unique characteristics of the time-allocation feeder.

Further study in this area might be profitable.

The present feeder was actually luilt for the feeding of explosives. A

highly shock-sensitive material ihich couid not be ground up had to be

fed into a process (Quicknix) at a very precise rate. Thus, chunks of

material had to be fed at an avevage rate to an accuracy of better than

1/10 of 1 percent.

The attributes mentioned above become overwhelmingly favorable when

combined with the requirement for very high accuracy, i.e., between 0.01

and 0.1 percent. The basic reasr, for the high feedrate accuracies

attainable is the fact that the material is weighed under "quiet"

conditions, i.e., no material is bIeing added to, or substracted from, the
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container during the time a particular sample is being weighed. No,

mechanisms or material need be in motion during the short interval when

the actual weight determination Cakes place. The feeder actually weighs

the container just before and just after the material is dumped into the

weighing container. The difference in the container weight is thus taken

as the weight of the material delivered during that interval. This

automatically eliminates many sources of error inherent in conventional,

continuous-weigh feeders.

Since no mechanical weigh-arms, knife-edges, or servoloops are employed,

design conuideraticas of the meclianical portion of the feeder can be

focused upon idealizing the material-handling aspects. For instance,

when sensitive high explosives must he accurately fed into a process,

safety rather than accuracy considerations can dictate the design.

Gentle handling of portions of arbitrary size can be made the prime

consideration with only minimum restrictions being placed upon the design

by the mechanism essential to the feedrL0 measuring function.

APPLICATION OF NEW PRINCIPLE

A feeder developed by Rocketdyne is composed of three sections:

(1) mechanical or material handling, (2) electronic or computer-controller,

and (3) the weigh transducer which connects the electronic section with

the mechanical by converting weight into an electronic signal.

The mechanical section of the feeder (Fig. 6) evolved from the basic

requirements of safety, accuracy, precision, reliability, and versa-

tility and, as a result, is designed to handle dry solids gently so that
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it can he used for feeding explosipe materials which are meno~titve

to friction or impact. The design concept of the operation of the

mechanical section is described in the following paragraph.

Dry solids are supplied to the feed hopper and an increment of dry solids

flows through the feed valve, each time it is opened, and then into the

weigh valve. The increment is weighed by the weigh transducer, •., •,the

,resulting signal is fed into the computer-controller, which comprtes

the correct opening time of the weigh valve. At the time determin-a

by the computer-controller, a signuil is sent to a solenoid valve which

actuates and causes the weigh valve to open. The increment of dry

solids then flows into the distribution hopper and from there into the

process. The cycle is then repeated and results in a precise weight-

per-uiiit-time feedrate.

Materiatls sandli!%

The size wid shape of the feed hopper are based on flowability tests per-

formed on the materials or like materials currently anticipated for feeding.

A controllable vibrator is mounted on Lhe outside of the feed hopper and

actuated by a solenoid valve controlled by the computer-controller. The

computer-controller controls "APe time of vibration as to length and rela-

tionship to the feed or fill time. This in a preset value dependent upon

the material being fed. Past expei imentation has established vibration

as a critical parameter (duration, frequency, and amplitude) in the feeding

of certain dry solids. Special villration mounts are used to isolate the

feed hopper vibrations from the weigh valve system and to make more

-ffective use of the vibrator.
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The top cover of the feed hopper han provis,4)n rui' a hiulk dry solids

supply inlet, sized to fit a emommrical vibraLiju Per%-ee. Ina addition,
inlets are provided for: water deluge, carbon dioxide for fire extin-
guishing, nitrogen for pressurizing or blanketing, and a level probe for

indication and control to the bulk dry solids supply.

Feed Valve

Safety, through gentle handling of friction and impact-sensitive dry

solids, was the primary design consideration in the development of a

feed valve. A "pinch" or "squeeze" valve desigxa was evolved which

proved to be gentle acting, reliable, simple, and easily maintained.

As shown in Fig. 7, the feed valve is basically a flexible tube, housed

in a metal cylinder in such a way that when pneumatic or hydraulic pres-

sure is applied, the flexible tube closes and when the pressure ist

released, the tube is opened. The pressure is applied through the use

of a solenoid valve actuated by a signal from the computer-cogtroller.

The signal from the computer-controller controls the open time of the

feed valve and is a factor in controlling nominal increment size which

must be conesistent .d-ithin the renge of the compuiter-controller for pre-

cise feeding. An early prototype valve with a neoprene rubber liner was

tested to 69,000 cycles without sign of failure. There were indications

of some slight permanent set, but after a certain point was reached this

did not increase.

A second valve in series with the main feed valve is used as a safety or

alternate feed valve. It is actuated only in case of failure of the

main feed valve system.

s. 336S• 556
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Weigh Valve

The weigh valve design is similar to the feed valve except that it must

be lightweight, or increment weight accuracy will suffer. While the
signal to operate the feed valve will remain constsat, as to duration

and position in the cy:le, the signal to operate the weigh valve is

dependent upon the weight of the increment in the valve at the time.

The weigh valve opening signal is ir. exact time proportion to the

increment weight.

Weigh Transducer

The weigh transducer is the connecting link between the computer-controller

and the material-handling section. It is, in effect, the heart of the

feeder. Its precision, accuracy, and reliability are major factors in

the precision and reliability of the total dry solids feeder. Each in-

crement weight is translated into a precise signal by the transducer and

sent to the computer-controller. The computer.controller, in turn, sends

a signal to the weigh valve whichl releases the increment in an exact time

ao that a precise feedrate is maLntained. This signal from the transducer

can be recorded or indicated in .he control room of a process plant.

To have a higher output signal and a more acceptable signal-to-noise

ratio, the transducer design isa11ied on the latest semiconductor-strain

gage technology. Data on line rity and temperature effects are illustrated

in Fig. 8 and 9. This transducer is designed for a nominal 2-pound

incrz•-cnt size. Th- milli'volt oltup.:', v: t"perature curve (Fig. 9) shows

that a precision of ±O.0,5 percent may be obtained over the compensated

temperature range of 70 to 90 F. A special separat* H-beam stand supports

the weigh transducer ind housing so that it will not be subjected to the
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tranoducer would cause noise to appear on Ohr wvigh •insl,

Dintribution Hopper and Control Valve

The distribution hopper is de~gned t' partiay si.oth on' th* floe of

ingredient from the feeder. ThF cortrol valvP regulates the output of

the hopper so that the entire increment flows (nt. juet before ýise next

incremert it dumped.

The diatribution hopper is dustproof, haa a vibrator mou.t.ed on it, has

V-band-type connections where feasible, ir mounted on vibration mounts.

:s easily disassembled for cleaniry, has a size and shape compatible with

msterials expected to be used, and as provided wi.th a capacitance probe

to indicate the level of the material. The control v.alve is used only as

a flow restriction and not as an on-off valve ex-ept in an emergency.

ELECtRONIC CiOJKlTF-CONTR)LLZL

An increment of nominal weight Is measured out by volume, acturately weigned.

and an analog voltage proportional to this weight is geiterated (Flig. i0).

This voltage is then cumpared with m second analog voltage whicn is a linear

function of time. and, at the instant, of coinci•encc, a "veighed-out" signal

is generated which mubqequently causes the increment of material to be

dumped. The incremental dumps are ,soothed by the diptributi(,in section

of the lower hoppei and alloved to flow from the feeder at a nearly ccnst..Ot

rate into the process which follows the feeder.
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The comparator output signal generates the start of each cycle cf meastxre-

mont; this signal is sent to a double, solid-state thyratron circuit

(Fig. 11) which, via relays, disablea the comparator (switch S2 ), resets

the romp voltage (by momentary activation of swittb S3) to zsro, and starts

the clock of the sequence timer circuit, all within a few milliseconds.

The ramp voltale is increasing at its set rate, and a new measuring period

is in effect. The sequence timer immediately operates the feeder dump

valve and delivers the previously weighod ingredient increment. Upon

completion of the dump, the weigh signal input to the comparator is

re-zeroed by momentary activation of siritch SI of the zero iemory circuit.

This re-zerning readjusts the computer zero to account for any change in

the tare weight due to ingredient hang-up in the weigh bucket by subtracting

a voltage proportional to this zero slbift from the input voltage of

amplifier No. 2. The fill valve 9s ' in operated, and a new increment is

delivered to the weigh bucket, Lince a weigh signal is now available to

the comparator, the seq'-evc- tkmer e.aW.es the comparator and resets itself.

It then waits for the ne:t cwiand from Wb., comparator to end this cycle
and begin the next. Tw! addztionlaý sivnals are available for timing the
vibrators insta'fLd on tlie upper tnd lower hoppers of the feeder.

The sequencý tiir.r circuit incorporates a solid-state program timer which

puts out four-,igit tim? e# a decaded sequence. On the sequence timer

panel-, the -pprapriatr? o,'*eation time for each timed function of the system

is selected through patea cords and applied to solid-state AND gates which

operate high-reliability relays via solid-state relay drivers. This system

has extremely high versatility for controlling the feeder and computer

functions; it is also capable of easy circuit addition for controlling

additional functions if necessary. Allowance has been made in the current

design for two additional functions, as required.
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This comploet system cycle is Limied Laslow and shown in lig. [0. The

advent of the sigkal from the romparator (tia* - zero) causes the follow-

ing events to take place:

1. The ramp generator voltage is brovght down to zero

and a new ramp starts immediately.

The sequence timer is started.

The dump valve is operated to release the previously

weighed increment of material.

The comparator circuit is disablvd.

2. The computer is re-zeroed to correct for any change in tare

weight.

3. The fill valve is operat..od to supply a new .increnest of

material to be weighed.

4. The comparator ie enabled.

The sequence timer is reset to zero,

5. A weigh period ensua.s auitl continues until the ramp signal

equals the weigh signal.

6. The comparator output signal causes the system to recycle.

44
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PRESULTS

Tests were devised to evaluate the capability of various portions of the

feeder. The electronic computer alone is capable of 0.01-percent accuracy.

The portion giving the greatest error is probably the weigh transducer

which is slightly temperature sensitive. Date Phown in Fig. 12 and 13

represent results obtained by weighing each individual dump of material

and simultaneously recording the Lime assigned by the computer to each

corresponding increment of material. Each weight was then divided by

each time interval to arrive at a foedrate.. The samples were also

collected in 25 sample groups and the corresponding time allotted for

these 25 samples was measured.

The precision is shown to be O.06 percent for the series representing

25 integral dumps.

Upon close investigation of the effects of temperature upon various

portions of the feeder and upon LCie limitimtions of the auxiliary weighing

methods used to check the sample weight, it was decided that a nominal

Ml0. percent accuracy was probably a conservative figure for the accuracy

capability.
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Ne t Cyc le No, 1. (Yc io
Group Sanple Weiglht Timue Ferdritoe Weagll, Time Feedril Ite
Number Number (pounds) (aseconds,)) (becod) (lb/br)

1 5 2.0831 12.4226 603.671
10 2.0787 12.3971 603.635
15 2.1034 12.5439 603.659
20 12.5255 -------
25 2.0942 12.4787 bo60.159 00.35 359.6116 604.152

2 30 2.0986 12.5725 600.911
410 2.1109 12.6074a b00.4474
45 2.130)1 12.7007 003. 775

50 2.1.319 12.7048 b0It .090
55 2.1191 12.6364 603.713 (13.72 379.55118 ,104.371

3 60 2.1186 12.6290 6t)3.92'.
71) 2. 105b 12.55516 oO-3.r583

75 2.1535 12. 810 004.20'9
t9) 2.138O 12.7535 (104t.153
85 '-'.2[387 12. 7467 00.'-.025 0,.9S 381.2 98 004.-152

I % 90 2. 100t) 12 .5202 003.098
i.0 o 2. 1998 13. i 107 6004 .025
105 2. 169', 12. 93'40 003. M9
110 2. I.t, 13.0104 003.035
115 2., 1/18 12.7837 0113.1 7 0a. 51 38'a.400b 604.057

3 120 2. 1076 [2.5630 603.945
130 2.1722-9 12.9570 603.723
135 2. 1557 12.84,50 004,. 1b7
Sl's! 2. 1647 12.9185 003.-237
115 2.11.(,6 12.0222 003.022 64.3(3 383.1747 6011.111

, 34) 2.1279 12.684,9 (103.902
160 2. 1069 12.9278 003.41b
105 2.1517 12 .8375 (,03.398

170 2. 15(4 1 12.885,3 603.748
175 2.1429 12.7908 603.124 64-56 384.5763 606.186

Figure 12. Precision Test for Individual and lntegrated Dumps
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lIn togrn t.d Dump
Individual iumprA

-Total Total
Net Cycle I et Cycle

Group Sample Weight Time Feedrate Weight Time Feedrate
Number Number (pounds) (seconds) (1b/br) (pounds) (seconds) (lb/ar)

7 180 2.1369 12.7441 603.639
190 2.1806 12.9959 604.049
195 2.1824 13.0234 603.271
200 2.1559 12.8441 604.265
205 2.1731 12.9511 604.054 64.63, 385.2900 603.878

8 210 2.1317 12.7048 604.033
220 2.15111 12.8475 603.685
225 2.1603 12.88790 603.857
23-0 2.1713 12.91,57 603.805
235 2. 1389 12.7529 603.787 604.59 385.065'1 603.856

)9 2410 2.14,71 12.8043 (y03. b69
2.50 2.1632 L2.9172 002.880
255 2.1608 12.901!) 602.925
"260 2.14z73 12.8118 603.372
265 2.I',31 12.7869 603.364 64,.66 385.5883 603.691

10 270 2.1577 12.7242 o10.,jb8
280 2.1228 12.6658 603.363

Mean Feedrate - 603.799 Mean Feedrate - 604.050

e080- -to = ±0.06%MHean, '(m tean)

NOTE; Total feed in one hour w. 6003.37 pounds

Figure 13. Precision Tost for Individual and Integrated Dumps
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ULTRASONIC WELD ENCAPSJIATICN -HE IATLESS, IER4VTIC SEALING

by

Charles Zglenicki, Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey
Harold L. McKaig, Jr., Aeroprojects Incorporated, West Chester, Penna.
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ULTMASONIC WELD ENCAPSULATION -- HEATLESS, HEMETIC SALING

by

Charles Zglenicki, Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey
Harold L. McKaig, Jr., Aeroprojects Incorporated, West Chester, Penma.

The protectioi of pyrotechnics from environmental degradants has long
been an area of packaging effort, and is now of primary concern in Vietnam,
where the high humidity and temperatures could cause loss of munitions
effectiveness and reliability, such :s field-use misfires or failure to
detonate.

The overpacking of munitions in sealed shipping containers has reduced
the time span of exposure, but overpacking affords no protection to the
individual round after the container is opened or damaged. Each round,
therefore, should be individually impervious to environment. Efforts to
achieve this desired leaktight package have included the use of 0-rings,
sealants, gaskets, and mechanical crimps. None of these approaches is
completely effective because each relies either on synthetic materials,
which themselves degrade as a result of exposure to sunlight, temperaturq,
humidity, or solvent vapor, or on mechanical closures, which are dependent
upon fit and mating surfaces, and thus difficult and costly.

In recent years ultrasonic welding has been proposed and evaluated
and progressively utilized to accomplish hermetic packaging of pyrotechnics.
Unlike fusion welding techniques, the ultrasonic process does not involve
high temperatures, nor is there electrical current at the weld area, and
this method has thus far presented no serious hazard of material detona-
tion or ignition.

Hermetic sealing is reliably and reproducibly obtained with ultra-
sonics. The closures are usually helium-leak tested to about 5 x 10-10
cubic centimeters of helium per second sensitivity at standard temperature
and pressure. Hermeticity is the result of true metallurgical bonding of
the joined components, with no need for filler materials, and the bond is
as impervious to environment as are the basic container metals.

Ultrasonic welding is straightforward to implement, and in most cases
can replace previous sealing techniques with little or no container parts
modification. The weld is accomplished by clasping the orkpiecee between
an anvil or hclding fixture and a hollow, annular sonotrode tip which is
excited torsionally in a plane approximately parallel to the plane of the
weldmnt. Vibrator7 frequency is usually 15 to 30 kilohertz, depending
on the design of the system. The uninterrupted weld perimeter is pro-
duced with a single power pulse, of an interval generally less than 0.5
second.
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The welds need not be circular; they can be square, elliptical,
rectangular, or of irregular geometry, provided the overall length-to-
width weld zone ratio does not exceed very roughly 3 to 1. This ratio
can be exceeded by using two "hits," or by using a proportioned weld
area.

Ultrasonic ring welds have been made between a variety of similar
and dissimilar metals, including combinmtions of aluminum alloys (even
the high-strength structural alloys), stainless steel, titanium, copper,
brass, Kovar, gold, beryllium, and beryllium copper. Ring weld diameters
have ranged from 1/A inch to about 3 iachesr As the ring diameter and/or
the weld width (and thus the weld area) is increased, higher power levels
are, of course, necessary.

A standard ultrasonic ring welder (as illustrated by the commercial
model shown in Figure 1) can be used for a variety of welding appli-
cations, requiring only the interchange of appropriate terminal impedance-
matching couplers, welding tips, and pert-holding fixtures. The flexi-
bility enhances practicability, and therefore the value, of the process
for production and "short-run" applications.

A few typical pyrotechnic and explosives container geometries
illustrate both the admantages and the flexibility of ultrasonic welding.

The first container, one of the most common types of pyrotechnics,
is shown in Figure 2. This assembly is conventionally sealed by irstall-
ing a gasket between the cover disk and the cup flange and mechanically
applying pressure across the seal area via the installation above the
disk of a press-fit ring or a threaded ring nut. In centrast, hermetic
sealing of this container is accomplished ultrasonically by using only
the cup and disk. In the associated ring welding operation, as shown in
Figure 3, the pyrotechnic-loaded cup is placed in a positioning fixture,
the cover disk is positioned, and a moderate static clamping force is
applied concurrently with the short-duration pulse of vibratory energy.
The required distribution of force and energy is obtained by maintain-
ing parallelism of the holding fixture face and the plane of the weld-
ing tip.

Generally, there is no need for special parts cleaning, and in
many cases a leaktight closure can be achieved even when a light dust
of the pyrotechnic fill is present at the weld interface.

In another application, a similar package without the extension
skirt (Figure 4) was loaded with M.-5 propellant, ultrasonically welded,
and subjected to degradation testing. For comparison, standard pro-
duction assemblies ir~corporating a crimped and plastic-sealed closure
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Figur e 4

ULTKASONIQALLY WELDED STARMR CUPS
ODNTAINIM M-5 PROPElLANT

8 -iastic Seal Cover

r oover

Gasket Weld Zone

Figuire 5
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tiROPKL•LA STARTER P
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were similarly tested. Quantities of each package were subjected to a
week of temperature ccling between -65 0F and +1650F qrd a 15-day ex-
posure to a saturated atmosphere of acetone and cyclohexane. The
relative quickness and relative force of the lot of M-5 propellant used
were established, and the fill of the tested packages was evaluated by
closed-bomb techrinues. The propellant from the silastic-sealed packages
showed zero percent rel.t.ve quickness and 47 percent relative force at
the conclusion of the exposures. Propellant from the ultrasonically
welded packages showed no observable loss of either quickness or force
at the conclusion of the same exposures.

A third geometry is that of the non-circular propellant package
shown in Figure 6. A sample lot of 1100 units was ultrasonically ring
welded for process evaluation. These units demonstrated 100 percent
reliability and reproducibility.

These ellipse-like containers also used an outwardly flanged lip
(approximately 0.025 inch wide) for the weld eurface. In other appli-
ctions, the flange may be undesirable for packing purposes. This is

hie case with the smoke ccnister shown in Figure 7; individual canisters
are stacked within a cylir•/rical body, and the number of canisters
determines total burning time. Figure 8 shows the method for obtaining
a required straight-sided configuration. The impact-extruded aluminum
canister was flanged and filled. The punched-sheet cover was welded in
place, and the assembly was re-formed by pressing through a ring die.
Since the ultrasonic weld does not produce embrittlement or lcss of duc-
tility in the parent metals, the weld zone can be re-formed without loss
of weid strength or sealing properties.

Containers having ielatively heavy ialls can be sealed without form-
ing and re-forming. The 6as generator shown in Figure 9 incorporates a
welded foil cover joined directly to the end of the container wall. The
thin foil sealing disk also functions as a rupture disk to fail at a
specific internal pressure. A design variation of the same package.
(Figure 70) resulted in the production of a complete assembly entirely
sealed with one weld. The design concept developed for the ultrasonic
sealing of this package is shown in Figure 11.

Internal shoulders on machined parts are suitable locations for
ultrasonic ring weldc, as shown in the Figure 12 canister filled with
65 grams of M-10 propellant, The hermetic seal was crmpleted in 0.5
second, indicating that a production rate of 1500 units per hour is
obtainable using essentially standard equipment. Ultrasonic ring weld-
ing equipment can be incorporated into automated production lines, and
the frequency converter that supplies the high-frequency power can be
remotely located as may be necessary.
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Figure 6

ELLIPSE-LIKE OONTAINERS
ULTRASONICALLY RING WELDED

VFig-are 7

FUM~1ED SWbKE GLNISTM

RE-FORNED TO) STRAIGHT WALL CILIMD
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Figure 8

FORKNG SMPS FOR ULTRAMONICALLY WELDED
SIDKE MANISTER

Figure 9

FOIL M~VER RING WELDED DflRECTLY To ()DNTAINER WALL
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The few package geometries discussed are only a representative cross
section of the several dozen specific pyrotechnic assembly geometries
investigated, but even from the few examples given, many geometric vari-
ations are readily evident for application to packagi:g problms.

In the course of applications considerei to date, ultrasonic welding
has been accomplished without incident. In almost all cases, the weld has
been in close proximity to many of the common propellants, explosives, and
hazardous materials. Figure 13 lists some of these materials and the
quantity per package in some of the hermetic applications.

Investigation of materials sensitivity to the conditions of ultra-
sonic welding has included placing quantities of M-5, Hercules Red Dot,
RD!, and f directly on the weld zone of two sheets of 0.010-inch-thick
aluminum. No ignition occ• e-d. !"he case of the Red Dot powder, the
large and tenacious flakes could not be reliably dispersed to guarantee

Sa leaktight weld in all cases. However, such heavy concentration at the
weld zone should occur only by intentional placement.

The ultrasonic ring-weld seals provide a high degree of reproduci-
bility and reliability. Results from exploratory investigations involv-
ing as few as 25 units as well as preprodaction rums of more than 5000
assemblies have shown a zero reject rate under standard helium leak test-
ing, generally to a sensitivity of 1.O x 10-6 cc per second at STP.

Thus, the ultrasonic welding process offers a solution to the
problem of protective packaging of pyrotechnics. This hermetic sealing
process is now being specified by munitions manufacturers, and production
facilities are incorporating ultrasonic welding equipment.
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Figure 13
TABLE OF REPRESENTATIVE REACTIVE MATERIALSENCAPSULATED BY ULTRASONIC WEDINM

9uantity Material

Material (prx Geometry Cover Container

M-5 9 grains Right clinder 0.003' 0.010'
0.56' dia x 0.190 3003-H25 Al 3003-0 Al

M-9 14 grainh Ellipse-like O.005' 0.0108
1.037" 0.x467" 3003-H19 Al 3003-0 Al
x 21v deep

M-10 65 grams Right cylinder 0.006" Solid
1-1/20 dia x 3w 3003-H19 Al 2014rTh Al

Red Smoke 1/4 lb Right cylinder -0.010" 0. "00

1.20 dia x 2.2" 3003-H14 Aha 1100 Al
Impact Kxtr. -

M-5 11 grains Right cylinder 0.005' 2014-T4i
11/16v dia x 1/8w lOG-Ioolj Al Machined Part

Hercules 2 grains Flat sheets 0.010" 0.010'
Bullseye 3003-H14 A3 3003-H14 Al.

Hercules 2 grains Flat sheets 0.010" 0.010'
Red Dot 3003-H14 Al 3003-14 Al

Litilum Al Right cylinder 0.005' O.010
Hydride 1/4" dia x 1/14" Il00-H14 Al 1100-HI4 Al

Nmg•seium Right cylinder 0.005N 0.0100
Hydride 1/4h dia x V/4 1100I-H4 Al 1100-H14 Al

Red Fuming Tube 0.OO"
Nitric Acid 0.10" dia x 1/2' 1IOO-HI4 Al

long

Bromine Tube 0.5" 50
Trifluoride 0.10" di- x 1/2' 1IOO-H14 Al

long

Nitronium Hemisphere O.005w 0.010'
Perchlorate 1/8" radius 1100-H14 Al 1100-H14 Al

Leed Aside 2 grains Right cylinder 0.002* Solid
0.090 dia x 0.06" 3003-H.• Al 5050 hA

Double Base 14 grains Right cylinder 0.005' - 0.0250-0.035'
3A/ din o. 5, 0.010o Al 5050 Al

Modified 6 grams Right cylinder 0.060' 0.025§
.iwO dia x 1-1/2' 5050 Al 5050 Al
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INTROWCTIOt4

In explosive bonding, the energy released during detonation of an

explosive is used to establish interatomic bonds between metals. Tests

have indicated that the strength of the bonds formed may equal or

exceed the strengths of the individual metals involved. More recent

work has been reported on the explosive bonding of non-metals 1 ' 2

STUDIES AT FRANKFR ARSENAL

Explosive bondinS investigations at Frankford Arsenal have been con-

cerned with six topics, ab indicat6d in Table I.

Types of Welds. Some of the earliest work reported op the various

types oa weld configurations which could be obtained and the first

puaitshed tIformAtion on the fabrication and properties of explosive C

seam welds was accomplished at ?.A. In this work, seam welds, spot

welds# lap joints, area welds, were all demonstrated.

InspectioM Techniques. In addition, various inspection techniques were used,

including visual and metallographic, radiography, and ultrasonic

"inspection, We will come back to these techniques later in this paper.

This early work to covered by two publications of the ASHE and the Weld-

ing Journal, respectively 
3,.

Flat Panels. Later work at ?.A. involved the development of procedures

f. explosively bonding flat Ta-OW-2)if alloy panels to 4150 steel bars.

Results oi visual examinations, metallographic surveys, peel tests, hard-

ness and tensile tests were evaluated and would later be applied toward

the bonding of refractory liners in #teel Sun barrels. In this flat panel

work, nitropauaidine explosive at a bulk density of 0,4 &jcc wavs used,

in contJuctiou vith 0.05 inch spacins between the tantalum and steel

m~bers. This work is reported in referenme 5.
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TABLE I

EXPLOSIVE BONDING INVESTIGATIONS AT F.A.

1. Types of Welds

a. Seam

b. Spot

c. Lap

d. Area

2. Inspection techniques

a. Visual

b. Ultrasonic

c. Photomicrography

3. Bonding of Flat Panels

a. Tantalum to steel

b. N~troguanidine explosive

4. Bonding of Liners in Gun Barrels

a. Refractory Liners

b. Steel Gun Barrels - 0.50 Cal., 20mm

c. RaiAs serious probleis - Materials & Explosive

5. Study of the Explosive Soa-ding Mechanismt

a. Instrumentation and Measurmnt Techniques

Related Work

a. ESplosive Forming of Magazines in Dies

b. Explosive Forming of Tubular Members in Dies
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Lining of Gun Barrels. The tichnical objective of the current studies

at P.A. is to develop procedures for explosively bonding refractory

metal liners in gun 5arrels. The refractory liners would enable lighter

base metais to be substituted for steel gun barrels, with acemcpanying

wvight and cost reductions. This would fulfill a major objective of

the DOD, that seeks to impart increased transportability, maneuverability,

firepower and useful life to weapon systems. In lIne with this objectir•,

many unsatisfactory attempts have been made to bond refractory alloys

to steel stLuctural components by using conventional welding processes.

Primary causes for fatlure are attributable to the inability of con-

ventional welding processed to fcrm strong joints in dissimilar metal

combinations and geometries of interest. Quite often weak Joints are

produced by the formation of brittle intermetallic phaseu, or the pio-

cesses are not economically feasible. The E. B. process offers consid-

erable promise for overcoming these problems. A& is indicated in

Table 1 we are currently interested in twc earibers -- caliber 0.50 anJ

20nm. in general, the complexity of this p rocess decreases with increas-

ing caliber. This is primarily true for two reasons. First, a given

liner thickness requires a minimum amount of explosive to accelerate

it to the required velocity, so there is a certain minimum interior

barrel volume below which bondLng vill not be obtained. Secondly, the

detonation velocity of an explosive decreases with decreases in linear

dimension of the explosive charge configuration, eventually reaching a

cutoff point where the explosive ceases to propagate. The linear dimen-

sion at this out off point is termed the "critical 4ize" of the
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explosive. In general, critical site is a function of explosive cow- j.
position, particle site and density. To date, refractory metal liners

(notably tantalum and its alloy*) have been metallurgically bonded

inside smooth-bore gun steel tubes (0.5% caliber). In addition

satisfaetory bonds have been obtained inside rifled barrels; however,

it has been found that the lands and grooves require some modification -

in terms of rou•nding them off to avoid cutting during liner impact. To

date, All specimens have been limited in size to lengths of 4 inches.

Explosive Bnding Mechanim. In a concurrent effort, the Research

Institute of the Drexel Institute of Technology, has been supported to

conduct basic research studies on the explosive bonding meclianism, as

it relates to such factors as the nature of the bond interfae &nd

criteria for metallurgical bonding. In the short period in which

this project has been funded, Drexel has made some significant strides

in the areas of dimensional analysis of gross parardeters and dynamic
6

measurement techniques6 .

Related Work. A related area to the work already discussed -- exploeive

forming -- has, nevertheless, played an important role in understanding N

explosive welding operations. Two sub-tasks at F.A. are worthy of

noting: the explosive re-forming of M-14 Rifle magazines; and the

7
explosive forming of steel tubes in dies

EXPOSIVE BONDING TVZEORY

History: For many years, probably since the 1890's when modern high

velocity gunnery wab first introduced, instances of unintentional

explosive bonding hod been observed, but not recognised for their potentiet
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importance, when metal projectiles fired at metal targets where occasionally

found metallurgically welded to piecle of the target. Visitors to the

Ordnance Musoum, Aberdsen Proving ground, Maryland can view an exhibit

*+ of such a projectile welded to a target plate that the projectile was

intended to penetrate. During the 1880's Professor Charles E. Hunroe

discovered the Munroe or shaped-chargeJ effect which was intensely

studied and used in designing amunition for armor-defeating purposes
B

* during World War 1 .

*. Although the pertaining principle of both shaped charge annunition

and explosive bonding is the same -- namely 6he '"unroe Effect" in

which there is formation of a high velocity jet between impacting

surfaces - the jet is used to achieve directly opposite end-effects.

Shaped charge asmmunition uses the jet to increase the total target

depth penetration or maximum destruction attainable per unit weight

of explosive. On the other hand, explosive bonding uses the Jet to

achieve metallurgical bonding of two materials. Explosive bonding was

probably first recognized for its full potential when explosive forming

investigators during the 1950's observed that the metal blanks being

explosively formed sometimes became welded or metallurgically bonded to

the metal dies. From examination and study of these random accidental

instances, explosive bonding has grown to the point where it is

currently a useful and practical metals bonding technology. Several

domestic and foreign research papers on mplosive bonding, illustrating

the current world-wide interest in this new technology, were recently

presented at the First International Conference of the Center for High

Energy Forming held at Extes Park Colorado on 19-23 June 1967; This

conference was sponsored by two agencies of the Department of Defense,

namely the U.S. Army Haterialw Research Agency and Advanced Research

Projects Ag*ency. 368
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Criterie for a Metallurgical 3ond. Two criteria must be satisfied in

any welding process, namely (1) all surfacris to be joined must be

free of surface films consisting of oxides, nitrides or adsorb6d gases

that are inevitably present and (2) the atoms of the pure materials to

be joined must be brought into such close contact that inter-otomic

forces can act as a bonding force. These criteria are satisfied in

explosive bonding by the formation of a "Jet" consisting of surfaceI• material from both metals to be joined. This jet, vhich is identical

with the shaped charge "'Jets" of interest during World War II era, con-

tains all the unwanted surface impurities, and permits the pure metals

to come together under the propelling action of the extremely high-

pressure (up to 4,000,000 psi) explosive asaes as shown in Figure 1. In

addition to these two criteria which apply to all xypes of welding, two

more criteria for explosive bonding have been established; first,

in bonding parallel surfaces,the detonation velocity of the explosive

should be about equal to (and preferably slightly less than) the lover

acoustic velocity of the two metals to be joined. This criterion has

resulted in a currently intensive search for explosives having low vel-

ocities of detonation and having explosion products that produce no

deleterious effects on metal surfaces. To date, explosives with detona-

tion velocities as low as 1000 meters per second have been used in

2Aplosive bonding studies. Secondly, the impacting velocity of the plate

must exceed some critical velocity which is necessary to plastically

deform the parent (base) metal. Table 1I shows explosive used in the

studies at Frankford Arsenal.
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TABLE II

EXPLOSIVES USED 33 EXPLOSIVE BODING STUDIES AT FRANKFORD ARSENAL

Uish Velocity edium Velocity

PETN Low flensity PETN

PDK Nitroguanidine

EL-506A* Dynamite

Tetryl

Primacord**

SProprietary sheet explosive uade by F.o I. du Pont de Nemouru
and Co., Inc.

SProprietary cord explosive -de by Enuig Udokford Company
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ARp arance of the Interface. While three general types of bodfed zones

have been recognized (classified as to the mt. ro-apperance of the bonded

interface) only one type appears to be useful in practice. Here, the

demarcation line between the bonded materials has the 4ppearance of a

periodic Sine waves with a lapping over at the top of the wave crests

in the fore of "fish-hooks" shown in Figure 2. Close examination of the

demarcation line are usually reveals the coarse crystalline structure

of the base materials (at some distance from the actual bonded zone),

a such finer crystalline deformation structure within the bonded zone.

and pockets of a cast recrystallized structure actually in the demarca-

tion ares

In an effort to explain the wave-formation process, previous in-

vestigtors have resorted to various inse lous models and experimental

9
techniques. Abrahamson studied an ahateas system which consisted

of a moving, silicone-putty base material deformed by the action of a

(water) jet which penetrated the putty at an angle. From this relatively

crude model, photographie evidence of periodic wave formation in the

silicone putty was collected, and a qualitative vave-formation model

proposed. Crossland modified, qualitatively refined and experimen-

tally confirmed this model by direct and metallogrephic observation through

the use of galvanic platings on the surface of bot~h base materials.

Similar plating experiments were carried out by Cowan et al 11 in a

12
more quantitative fashion; and by 3osensteil chiefly for the

PUTrpoe of avoiding undesirable brittle intermetallic compound formation.
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In addition, Cowan gathered experimental evidence of the existance of

a metal jet formed during the explosive bonding process and cited this

jet formation as a corollary criterion for explosive bonding.

For the explosive bonding process, it has been found that close

control of all material parameters (including those or tihe explosive)

must be maintained in order to avoid severe side cffects, such as

severe deformation and surface damage to the cladding (flyer) plote;

the formation of a relatively largo proportion of britcle, intermetallic

compounding at the bond interface; and the damaging effects to the
bonds formed of any high energy shock waves reflected from free surfaces

of the base material.

XP"LOSIVE BODING T'r•IONTO(Y

Geometrical Configurations. Explosive bonding generally is accomplished

with one of the two techniques illustrated in Fizure 3. The most

obvious dissimilarity between the two setups is the positioning of the

psnels to be bonded. The top panel, (Figure 3A) is placed at an angle

to the bottom member. This angle is sometimes known as the "contact

angle" and consequently the method has been called the "angular"

technique. In Figure 33 the members are parallel tv each other. The

S•'•, )panels way be either in contact or a predetermined distance sport. This

technique has been called the "gap" technique due to the gap or spacing

between the panels.

The setups also are similar in several respects. The panels are

located between an explosive abargs and an mnvil vith the bottom panel

resting on the anvil. The anvil trmove excessive enetty rrom the weld

rtigoe, prove*•ts the bad fIna baieg totS oat OFt•t It iA fomrd.
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The purpose of the protective material, which is not necessary for some

explosive charges, is to prevent pitting or gouging of the panels.

Protective materials have been made from many substances including

rnibber, masking tape# roNod, and plastics.

Variations of the .bove teclhniques also are employed. The gap

technique in Figure .D, for example, lends itself with slight modifica-

. tion to the cladding of hollov cylinders such as gun barre.s. In order

Lo bond a liner to the interior surface of a hollow cylinder, the

1 explosive may be placed inside the liner and a dic positioned outsit'

the cylinder. The die serves -a an energy siuk and aids in maintaining

the exterior dimensions of the cylinder. Ccaversely, the outer surface

.f a hollow cylinder any be clad vith tubing by placing the explosive

around the 4xterior of the tubing and a hamdrei inside the cylinder to

prevent it from buckling. In these examples, an appropriate spicing

vould exist between the cylinder and lirer or tube that would serve as

the gap. Tubing or pipe may be Joined to itself with these techniques.

_Mprtant. Parxtears. In an attempt to relate these procese parmeters.

Carpenter and Wittman13 derived an empirical relationship (vhich, it

is claisJeJ, Is applicable for good bonding) between the explosive

chArge •Ias per unit area L. and certain material properties and

gSaitric factors vhich may be incorporated into the term 2 where:
d
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a a yield strength of cladding plate

p a density of the cladding plate

t a thickness of the cladding plate

d e gap distance between the base materialsusing the gap

technique

0 a dynamic collision angle

This relationship may be generally expressed as:

L -ipt8
2

It is to be noted that this relationship is not dimensionally

consistant. However, it appears that it is satisfied over an appreciable

range of material properties and Sap distances for a specified explosive.

In a more recent inveseiation by Hay and Kowalick , dimensional

I I an-alysL- has bean used to relate th- process parameters by the relation:

L gy 0
Ed

where E is the elastic modulus of the base material, and the other

paraameters are as defined above. -his relationship is dimensionally

consistent znd appears to satisfy available data on explosive welding

(see Figure 4).

lypes of welds and Joints. Essentially three types of welds have been

accomplished with the explosive bonding process. These are seam welds,

spot welds and wide area welds more commonly known as claddings. The

greatest app'ication for the process, thus far, haP been associated with

cladding applications in which the lower member, for example, a steel

platehas been overlayed with a thlzý, sheet of another alloy. Usually

the purpose of the cladding it to impart some specific rroperty to

the plate such as ýear or corrosion resistance. Explosive spot and

sem welding have been used to a mpch more limited extent.
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Frankford Arsenal has demonstrated that all of the basic weld

joints with the exception of the butt can be made with the explosive

bonding process. A variety of structural materials bhve been bonded

using lap, tee cornex and edge joints. No known butt joints have been

I accomplished although a considerable amount of effort has been exp~nded

in this area.

Base Materials. Many base metals have been joined by explosive bonding

including iron, low carbon steel, medium carbon steel and alloy steels

in similar end ditsimilai combinations. The process has also proved

suitable for joining various combinations of aluminum, copper, beryllium,

tin and magensium alloys as well as refractory alloys and precious metals.

Explosion bonding appears to be adaptable to most metal systems

except those in which the base materials have low impact resistance or

low melting temperatures. It has been reported 15 that metals which

have very low impact resistance are not usually bonded with explosives

because they tend to fragment during the explosion. Also, metals with

very low melting ranges have been difficult to bond with the usual

explosives since there is a tendency for the metals to fuse under the

high pressures generated during bonding. However, these difficulties

may be overcome with further improvements in techniques and the develop-

ment of new explosives with lower detonation velocities. For example,

Carpenter and Otto 16 have recently obtained high quality explosive

welds of lead, a low melting point material, to steel at ambient tempera-

ture by using a low velocity (lOO1 m per second) free-running dynamite,

namely DuPont "Red Cross" Blasting FR dynamite.
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Most explosive bonding work has been conducted on materials in the

worked condition although some bonding has been performed with castings.

Cladding materials ranging from a few mils to more than one inch in

thickness have been bonded to backer materials ranging in thickness from

less t' -.n 1/4 inch to 18 inches. The size of the welded assemblies have

varied from small coupons to at least 7 feet by 20 feet. Steel forgings

cladded with stainless steel are used to prevent salt water corrosion.

Aluminum clads are used in turbine engine applications. Nuclear power

plants employ explosively bonded reactor tubes.

Advanta~es. The basic advantages of explosives bonding are derived

from the fact that bonding depends only on the establishment of dynamic

conditions for jetting and thus the restrictions to fusion and solid-

state methods for welding do not apply. Some of these advantages may

be listed as follows:

1. Metals with widely different melting points, thermal expansions

or hardnesses can be bonded.

2. Large areas can be bonded.

3. Field fabrications can be made in inaccessible locations.tI
4. Thin sheets or foil can be bonded to heavy plates.

5. Heat affected zones are not produced since only a very small

rise in temperature occurs during bonding.

6. Unusual geometrical configuration, welds and joints can be

bonded.

3
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ABSTRACT

Photographic and photometric measureLwnts made on the detonation processes
from 20 ton and 100 ton spherical TNT explosions delineate the existence
of two shock waves. Total radiation measurements reveal the primary
shockwave breakout from the fireball at a time correlating with the
second radiation maximum. The secondary shockwave occurs when the
detonation front is reflected at the charge surface. This reflected
shockwave causes secondary brightening in the fireball and radiation
measurements indicate a third maximum. The expansion of the fireball
surface area, with time, overrides the unit radiation decay so that
the total radiation from the fireball increases to the maximum (shockwave
breakout). This process is repeated by the secondary shockwave. Ultra
high-speed photography and rapid response pyrometry were utilized in
correlating shockwave breakout with radiation intensity.
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a ~IM1MOtAETICW

For a number of years there has been an interest in the early-explosion
phenomena from high explosive (HE) charges. This interest was nurtured
when vacuum chamber tests indicated gross variations in the piezoelectric
and photoelectric data from gram-si~e charges. In order to better
understand the results, different models were considered in the detona-
tion process. The one chosen for consideration took into effect the
detonation wave at the air-explosive boundary where whole or part

continued as a shock in air, obeying the usual hydrodynamic equations.
If this did occur, the motion of the expanding hot gas sphere behind
this transmitted air shock would be quite different from the expansion
into air that had not been shocked. In addition, there would be an
effect of the rarefaction wave, if only part of the shock were trans-
mitted into the air. If all or part of these conditions exist, the
shock generation from an explosion of a sphere of explosive then would
necessarily be different from that produced in a spherical shock tube.

The study of the early-time phenomena from pound-size HE explosions
has been conducted by the Denver Research Institute. These early-time
studies consisted of recording, ultra hieg. speed photographic, spectro-
graphic and photoelectric data from the events during the first few
milliseconds of the detonation process.

This research afforded the opportunity to acquire data from the early-
time detonation phenomena of large charges. Some of the similarities
as well as discrepancie6 between the performance of ton-size and pound-
size charges were investigated in an attempt to reach a better
understanding of the detonation processes. The 20-ton TNT events provided
an expanded time scale of approximately 17 times the scale from an
8-pound charge. This magnification of the time scale allowed more
precise measurements of early-time detonation phenomena.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The early-, intermediate- and late-time photographic and photoelectric
data were recorded using high and ultra high speed cameras and
oscilloscopes. These units were generally located at one position for
each event at distances ranging from 945 to 1691 feet.

The early-time microsecond photographic results were obtained on colored
film with a Bechman and Whitley 192 or 189A camera at framing rates of
one-fourth to one-half million frames per second. Millisecond sequences,
showing later-time photographs, were obtained with Dynafax cameras at
framing rates of approximately 25,000 frames per second. Intermediate-
time results were procured with Fastax and Eastman High Speed cameras
employing a variety of filter and film combinations. Later-time fireball
and cloud growth were photographed with D. B. Milliken cameras at 128
and 400 frames per second.

The photoelectric information was recorded with two four-beam oscillo-
scopes. The sensing devices, used to record total radiation, were
silicon solar cell, photodiode and photomultipliers. A time-resolved
optical pyrometer (PyI), utilizing a solar cell as a sensing element,
was employed to register unit-density light output in three aifferent
radiation bands. The numerical ratios between the bands were utilIzed
to determine temperature-time values. Another time-resolved optical'
pyrometer device (Mod PyI) was modified to obtain unit-area, broad-band,
radiation-time information which was used to generate the total area,
broad-band, radiation-time pulse as recorded by the solar cell.
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RESULTS L
The results presented in this paper cover data obtained with photo-
graphic and photoelectric devices used on Events 1, la, 3, 5 and 6. I
The 20-ton TNT data from Events 1, la, 3 and 5 and the 100-ton TNT
data from Event 6 are compared, whet-ever possible, to I- and 8-pound
spherical pentolite data obtained Vith the same recording equipment.

A general description of the experimental setups and the type of data
obtained are given before the presentation of the results.

Event 1 - The charge was a 20-ton TNT sphere, 9.2 feet in diameter.
It was constructed on a tower from 32.5-pound blocks of TNT. The
center of the charge was located 85 feet above the ground surface.

The recording devices were 1336 feet from ground zero, bearing
approximately 1140. Most photographic resuls were obtained. Photo-
electric data were sparce due to too high a gain.

Event la - The charge configuration was the same as for Event 1
with the exceptions that the center of the charge was only 29.5
feet above the ground and cradled with styrofoam instead of wood.
Most recording devices were stationed at the main camera position
located 1458 feet from ground zero at a bearing of 1540. Most
photographic and photoelectric data were recorded.

Event 3 - The charge was a 20-ton TNT sphere, 9.2 feet in diameter,
half buried in the ground. The recording devices were 945 feet
from ground zero, bearing approximately 1360. Data were obtained
covering all fields of interest.

Event 5 - This event was a repeat of Event 3 with the exceptions
that the detonation took place under winter conditions and the
devices were located 1332 feet from ground zero, bearing approxi-
mately 1800. All data, with the exception of one scope record
containing photoelectric information were lont due to a premature
detonatlon.

Event 6 - The charge for this event was a 100-ton TNT sphere,
15.7 feet in diameter, tangent to the ground surface and cradled
with styrofoam. The recording devices were 1690 feet frou ground
zero at a baring of approximately 1710. Ali photoelectric data
were . .t due to pretriggering. Moat of the photographic data
were recorded on time.

A. Photoelectric Results

Past and present thermal measurements obtained from large HE explosions
indicate that there &re three distinct radiation maximums in the pulse

shape. These maxinums are easily recorded whenever the sensing device
is a broad-band, red-sensitive unit which observes the total presented
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radiation. Narrow-band, blue-sensitive sern3cr:' indicate the presence
of only one maxiumum occurring very early in the detoriarT.n process.
The lack of sensitivity in the red region of tne spectro prc-4e,,ts
these devices from readily recording rý:ctatjcn at later times whe,, the
second and third maximums appear.

In order to obtain photoelectric dati. .4i lifferent spectral regions or
the radiation spectrum, en assortmrit of photoelectric devices were
used which consisted of both wide- and narrow.-band recording units,
such as a silicon solar cell (SPF.-0'8) and a photodiode (:D-1O0), an
ultraviolet sensitive photomaltijlier (IP221), a blue sensitive photo-
multiplier (931A), a time-resolveq optical pyrometer (PyI) ard a
modified optical pyrometer (Mcd Pyr).'

The SFR-O8 solar cell and SD-1O0 hiotodiode are sensitive to a relatively
broad band of radiation, 5250 to 9.50 A0 and !4400 to 10,600 A°,
respectively. The solar cell has n response of about seven 1crosec,7:,s,
whereas, the photodiode has a respoise of better than 10 nanosecc...
The SD-lO0 photodiode unit was calibrated with a model r0-20 1C',-I
radiometer so that its pulse record could be converted to the liJht-tiie
output from Event la. Both of these devices loo.Kd at the tc--t.l
radiation from the detonations.

The fast response pyrometers (Py! and Mod FyI) have a., ensin;! unita
the SPR-08 solar cell. The PyI's are units which focus oi 1 ,nit a-re.
of the surface of the source of radiation. The unit areý. o' coverage
was variable dependent upon the distance of the devi.ce tn the chý,rgo.
The area of coverag.e for the Pyl had the dimensions .. nby the fctrmulý.':

h .CO532d, b -- .O09,0d, where "h" is the ieigh!', b" .s the
breadth and "d" is the dist-%ce from the iyl to ti.e charge.

The Pyl obtained three relatively narrtw band record5 whose pe.tks were at

7250, 62_0 and 5550 A0 . The Pyl unit was calibrated to give temperature-
time history from the band ratio-time values.

The Mod Pyl was deveicped after Events 1 •r;.* in order to prý-,- ..-.

* a' Silicon 5olar cell, manufactured by lnteprtmtiona' l cuier tho41t•n,
5(4 points of 525(0 and A)(,. A peak at :' . i uon cania' cells

were alno used as sensing units in thie PTy "-".:. . T..

b) RCA Electron Tube HnndbooO. H-B3, Phet -It<1cr, L•U 2p- S-•5 r -p-:se

curve. 7A.~ p-i nt.s. fi, 1A-\) a nd C7A0  poak A \ . t>I plIr

9(3A, S-4 re.-ponse ý'urve, 7C4 pci Ats, "'II At. pe

c) Edgertun. `,ermeshausen ani1 ;rier. 'nc., data :h-eet SDI0:, 0D.I[t
photedoiode, -"4 points, 4h0,1 and lt'.-N A. p~ak at ok.V
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the radiation-time history per unit .rea could be used to generate the
total radiation-time record recorded by a similar sensing unit which
looks at the total radiation. In order to accomplish this feat, the
Mod PyI was developed as a focused device which recorded wide-band,
unit-area radiation from the surface of the charge. The photomultiplier
units (1P28 and 931A) were used to sense th total radiation in the
ultraviolet and blue regions of the spectP-. These devices ae relative-
ly narrow-band with fast nanosecond res znse. The MvdPyI focused on an
area 50 percent greater than the PyI unit located at the same distance
to the charge.

1. Fhotoelectric Results from 1-Pound Pentolite Spheres.

Prior to participating in Events 1 and 3, tests were conducted, uzing
1-pound spherical pentolite charges to determine the light output
response of the photoelectric devices which were to be used on the
20-ton detonations.

The silicon solar cell records of tli fireball luminosity time history
obtained from detonated 1-pound pentolite spheres contained three
;eaks, similar to those observed from present and past HE explosions.
The fi 'st maximum occurred at approximately 12 usec, the second at
abat I':0. usec, and the third (secondary brightening) Rt about 2.5 ms.

nlmeasured from first light.

A vEay simplified de..s•rpti"n of A iFible steps associated with
tbhe,-e dO=u•,t ,ion pruce, i -y. caro these maxit.ams and minimums to
exi.t Ais 1.s follows:

%a h. ' fir;; pk cf iigAt is fi'0duced by the detonation front
-. qh, 'it pass.es Aero,;- -he -,r-exploslve surface
tz ry. uhui peak, wiiich radiates substantially in the ultra-
vi,'.jet rr i<Wn, b-.w,-se ejf the hi;gh teirperature, decays rapidly
as the i'..tial radimtini -;f, es cool. i rate of decay in
teiper-.-urv 3uria. tUis periow f i-in Is zch fast-r than the
presented -rel eo-i' , 'f fe -rtebali so that the tct:d
ra-•dition wreases to the fi mi nimm.

b. T71e -,-.ian' in the rnte - Ae- . teratie ft about the
time jr the first m~ni~m .ri thf cotlnuei fireball expansion
:,,auncr an ý.-.-arr1 i!7rease z radiation frn)m this point In

t 'n- i -If'1 ý * e-lnc Peak.

c. .: - eak, which follown, is near the limit of expansaOn
S'.e rDi. The decay from this point follows the breakout

of the ma;,'. jhock frm the firetall.

mThe tme ! thi'r 1 . the time ".hen the secondary
-r-•htnes- " - ,,Ts brihtenin•_I t, ought to be caused by

.he refleetel :-re which irs generpted when the initial detonation
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wave in the explosive comes in contact with the air-surface

interface. This wave re-radiates from the center of the charge

causing an accelerauion in the chemical process as it passes through

the fireball.

2. Photoelectric Results from 8-pound Pentolite Spheres

Comparisons of the photoelectric results from Events 1 and 3 to those

K from the detonation of 1-pound pentolite spheres indicated decided
differences in the amolitude and time of the early peaks. These

differences seem to infer that the point of initiation affected the
density-time of the short-lived radiation species which are present in
the very early stages of the detonation process. As a result, pentolite

chErges, which had a near-center initiation point, were cast and
! •' •detonated at the East Range facility of the Denver Research Institute

"(DRI) for the purpose of obtaining comparable photoelectric data.

Eight-pound size charges were selected for these tests in preference

to the 1-pound since the exact location of the initiation was ilot a&

critical for the smaller size.

Comparisons of narrow-band and wide-band photoelectric results from

Events 1 and 3 indicated the possibility of generating by other means,

the pulse shape recorded by a wide-band sensor, like the solar cell,

which looked at the total radiation. This assumption led tothe con-

struction of the Mod Pyl unit which looked at the radiation from a

fixed area of the charge. The output signal from this device was

independent of the total e pansion of the presented surface of the

fireball. By multiplying the total presented area of the fireball

by the total unit-area amplitude value recorded at the same instant of

time, a wave shape was generated which was similar to the total

radiation signal recorded by the solar cell. This development is

shown in Figure 1. The Mod PyT siFnal is A, the variation in area
with time is indicated by plot 2 , the total radiation-time signal,

gqnerated by multiplying A by R. is riven by the plot, A X Ro , The

R• values were those obtained from ultra high speed pictures of the

detonation of an 8-pound sphere. R. values were extrapolated from

146 to S0 u sec.

The results from the 20 and 100-ton TNT explosions scaled reasonably

well to the 8-po'rnd results.
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SUMMARY

The following provides a summary of results from the 20 and 100-ton
TNT explosions.

A. There are three maximums in the total radiation produced by an HE
detonation which are easily detected by wide-band photoelectric
devices.

B. The unit radiation from an HE detonation decays exponentially.

C. The expansion of the presented fireball surface area with time
over rides the unit radiation decay so that the total radiation
from the fireball increases from the first minimum toward the
second maximum, at which time the main shockwave breaks out of the
fireball.

D. The total radiation decays from the second maximum to a second
minimum at which time the secondary shock generates the secondary
brightening; i.e., third maximum.

E. Time-of-occurrence of the first peak as recorded by photoelectric
instruments from the detonation of tone-size TNT spherical charges
scale fairly well to centrally initiated 8-pound spherical pentolite
charges.

F. The peak radiation output as recorded by the solar cell compares
from event to event when corrected for distance to and size of
charge.

G. The temperature-time calculations made from the measurements
recorded with a time-resolved optical gyrometer on Event la indicate
a decay in temperature from about 6500 K at 90 micro-seconds to about

40000K at 720 microseconds, if the fireball is assumed to be a

black or gray body with coftstant emissivity.

H. The spectral records from the events show continuum with selective
emission and absorption of atomic and molecular species.

I. Photographic records on XR and H. S. Infrared films indicate good

correlation in ;he times of breakout of the main and secondary
shockwavec to the results obtained with wide-band photoelectric
devices.

J. Good radius-time correlation was exhibited between values calculated

from ultra high speed camera measurements at 264,000 frames per

second and the high speed camera measurements at 7,812 frames per

second.
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1. INTMODUCTION

Explosive forming uses the short sharp energy release from the detonation of a high

explosive to form a metal blank to a desired shape. A diagram of the process is shown in

Figure 1, along with an identification of a number of important variables. The shock wave

from the explosive in the energy transfer medium impinges on the metal blank, forcing it into

a female die or over a male die. The energy transfer medium is commonly, though not exclusively,

water.
The major advantage of explosive forming is the almost unlimited amount of force and

energy that can be provided cheaply from chemical explosives, which are readily available, with

a correspondingly low capital investment in facilities. For example, one pound of dynamite,

costing a few cents, contains ac much energy as a 100 ton drop hammer. Alternatively, one pound

of dynamite contains about 2 million joules of energy. A capacitor bank this size would cost

almost half a million dollars.

Explosive forming, therefore, shows the greatest potential economic benefits for

forming limited numbers of large parts which exceed the capability of existing equipment. On

the other hand, for this sort of application, there is not much room for trial and error pro-

cess development, which is the basis for practically all metal forming processes. This em-

phasizes the necessity of being able to predict process parameters as accurately as possible,

since the cost of errors can be amortized over only a few parts.
There are other advantages of explosive forming too. The charge can be shaped at

will to provide the pressur• distribution that is best suited for forming a given shape of

part. This flexibility does not exist for most of the other sheet or plate forming processes.

Limited evidence exists (1) that the attendant high strain rates can be used to provide in-

creased ductility during forming. Care has to be taken however, to avoid excessive strain

rates which can cause a decrease of ductility (Fig. 2). A good surface finish can be obtained

on the formed part if stand-off operations are used .inder wacr; i.e., if the charge is placed

at a distance from the metal blank, and if water is used as the energy transfer mediwr.

The present major drawbackr to explosive forming are the slowness of the operation,

the variability of the energy release from the explosive, and the low efficiency of the process.

The first problem of slowness will eventually be solved by the use of properly designed quick-

release fi.tures. The variability of energy release, which must 4e minimized if close toler-

ances are to be held, can be solved by the careful preparation and quality control of the

explosive charge. The low efficiency which has been measured (2) of the order of 5-10%, is a

more serious problem. Since the cost of explosives !s low, not too much attention has been

paid to this factor. However, the large percentage of unused energy (90-95%) can damage the

explosive forming pool, die and fixtures, and the facilities must be designed to withstand it,

thus adding indirectly to the investment costs. Contact explosives have been used for the

purpose of maximizing the efficiency of energy transfer to the blank. The attendant problems

of blank damage have been partially solved by using luw velocity explosives, but unfortunately

they show large variability in energy, relea~se. The use of low detonation velocity contact

explosives was investigated by Savitt (3) using nitroguanidine under the sponsorship of the

Air Force Materials Laboratory, and is also under investigation by the West German Defense

Ministry.
Other techniques for increasing the efficiency of energy transfer are emerging. It

has been shown by Johnson (4) that the use of an air cell between the explosive and the blank

in tuderwater stand-off operations, will substantially increase the efficiency of energy

tranofer. Other devices exist which try to focus the energy from the charge on to the blank,

but they have not yet been exploited (5). The growing requirements of forming large diameter

"thick shells of high strength steel for underwater exploration may provide the required. im-

petus to the research needed to improve the efficiency of energy transfer for explosive
• ~formin~g.

i The main hindrance to the exploitation of explosive forping, however, is the lack of

-ufficient knowleige to predict all the required process parameters without resorting to trial

aiLI error. Without this knowledge, it will not be possible to fully exploit the potential

economic benefits which lie in the limited production of very large parts.

2. SCALING LAWS AND "UBSCALE P!BOCEgS DEVELOPMENT

The number of variables governing the process is relatively large, and adequate mathe-

matical modols to express their interrelationships are still being developed,
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If full scale trial and error were the only way to explosively form large parts, moit
of the potential savings from this process would be wiped out. However, the use of sub-scale
models to provide full scale data is a well-known engineering technique that has been used for

many years in ship and airplane design. Scaling laws and similitude requirements for valid
scale model work in explosive forming were derived by the author at the Martin Company (6,7,8).
This makes it possible for quick and inexpensive cut-and-try process development on a small
scale to yield results that can be applied to all sizes.

The scaling law and corresponding similitude requirements that must be observed to
ensure validity of the scaling law are shown below. Th4 lergth scale factor is N.

Scaling Law: Weight of full scale charge - 1N x small scale charge,
Similitude Requirements:

1. Complete geometrical similitude between small and full scale.

2. Same blank material for small and full scale.

3. Same explosive type, density and shape for small and full scale.

4. Same clamping pressure for small and full scale.

5. Same coefficient of friction between blank and clamping
restraints for small and full scale.

6. Full scale spring constants for die clamps and supports a Mx
small scale spring constants.

7. Blank material must not be appreciably strain rate sensitive.

8. Mass of full scale die - NOx mass of small scale die.

9. Same vacuum pressure in die cavity for small and full scale.

It Is usually difficult to provide exact geometrical similitude between model and full
scale explosive forming pools. However, satisfattLon of this similitude requirement will not be
necessary if the full scale pool is large enough so that forming Is complete before the shock
wave returns to the die after being reflected off thý walls of the pool.

Altnough the same material should be used for both model and prototype, there may be
differences in the stress-strain relationship between model and full scale material, because
the model will require sheet stock and the full scale prototype may require plate stock. Since
the amount of explosive required is proportional to the strain energy of deformviion, the modi-
fication to the charge size will depend on the relative areas under the ztress-strain curves of
the smr.ll and full scale blwk materials. Experience to date with 2014-o aluminum has shown
this to be a negligible factor.

Ductility differences between the model and full scale material may be accounted for
in the following manner. If the model material is the less ductile of the two, there will be
no scaling difficulty since a forming process that is successful with a less ductile model
material will certainly be succernful with a more ductile full scale material. However, if the
model material is the more ductile of the two, care must be taken in developing the process to
ensure that the maxhetun strain in the model blank is kept below the corresponding allowable
value of straini for the full scale blank material.

The fri,.tion coefficient between the blank and its clamping restraints should be the
same for model and full scale. However, if the clamping pressure is low, this requirement need
not be preclicly met.

The vacuum pressure in the die must be the same for both small and full scale, Hiow-
ever, this is difficult to achieve and the full scale vacuum pressure should be at most less
than small scale value.

The requirement for scaling the mass of the die is Important only if it is a light-
weight shock mounted die. A massive rigidly supported die need not obey this similitude re
quirement precisely, although it is easy to do so.

If the material Is strain rate sensitive, tban application of the scaling low without
modification will overestimate the amount of explosive required for the full scale. Even if a
strong enough die can be readily provided, this does not avoid the potential p-oblem of forming
at a strain rate that is higher than necessary (Fig. 2). This emphasizes the importan,* of
related research on toe effect of high strain rates an metals, so that the necessary corrections
can be yrovided to the scaling law for strain rate sensitive materials.
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An illustration of the use of scale models in explosive forming is shown in Figure 31

The 1/5 scale model dome of 2014-0 aluminum 0.150 inches thick was formed with a single shot of
0.214 pounds of Composition A-3. The full scale dome of 2014-0 aluminum, 0.75 inches thick was
formed with 26.8 pounds of Composition A-3 in a single shot using a thin shell fiberglass die.
The details of the entire process were worked out on the 1/5 scale model.

3. THE ZCH.AICS OF EXPLOSIV FCl IN

A. Prediction of Blank Deformation

te Many attempts have been made to set up and solve mathematical models for predicting

the deformation of metal blanks under blast or impulsive type loading. The incentive for some

of the earlier work by Cole (9) was to use the measured deflection of a metal diaphragm as a
gage to determine the explosive pressures and impulses incident on it. Attempts to simplify

the mathematical description of the large dynamic plastic deformation of a blank under impul-
sive loading were made using the concept of a moving-plastic hinge and a rigid-plastic
material (10,11,12).

The analytical work of Enhaare (13) represents a theoretical attempt at predicting
the response of a circular metal plate to a blast pressure, but it is limited to the elastic

range, and is thus of no value for explosive metal forming predictions.
The limited usefulness of these theoretical methods and their unsatisfactory agree-

ment with experimental results led to a much more thorough analytical and experimental investi-

gation by Witmer, et. al. (14,15).
Finite difference equationi were derived which can be interpreted as the represent-

ation of a lumped-parameter model consisting oZ ring masszs connected by massless frustra. The

thickness of the blank is idealized by 2 discrete layers of material that can carry normal

stresses in planes parallel to the surface, whereas the material between these layers cannot
carry normal stress but has infinite shear rigidity. Each layer is taken to be elastic, per-

fectly-plastic with a strain rate dependent uniaxial yield stress, and the von Kises-Hencky

yield condition and flow rule are used to solve this plane stress problem.
The finite difference equations were programmed for solution on a ITM 7094 digital

computer. Experimental checks Po far have shown that a proper selection of the magnitude of

the strain rate dependence of the material will yield good agreement with theoretical predic-

tions. However, this computer program is very expensive to run, and the programmed boundary

conditions do not represent the flow of the flange material into the die cavity, which has a

profound effect on the formability limits.
The desire to provide a simpler mathematical model and computer program better adapted

to the needs of explosive metal forming led to the work by Boyd (16) and Thurston (17), which

includes the effect of edge pull-in of the blank into the die cavity. Boyd (16) makes the

following assumptions to come up with simplified equations of motion in an effort to obtain

meaningful answers with a minimum of computations:

1. S•all finite deflection theory is used in the derivation. This
ascuomtion is the most restrictive one and limits the validity of

the results to shallow draw depths.

2. Bending strains are neglected to give a membrane theory.

3. Radial inertia terms are neglected in the equations of motion.

4. Elastic strains are neglected compared to plastic strain compo-

nents, D•formation theory of plasticity is used with a power
law effective stress - effective strain relation for the material

as followa:

wthere, tho effective stres -E, rO 5

st",ess U- . oj
dJeffective :train

th3 r*dlal strain - . (i

. the eireumferential strain or strain
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u 1h aildslcmn fapito h ln
u - the radial displacement of a point on the blank

w - the vertical diaplace....nt of a point on the blank.

The equations of motion are as follows;

Vr +~ "6where YkAA~

p - pressure normal to the blank surface.

P = denaity of blank material.

r - radial distance from center of blank.

t - time.

Replacing the strain terms in the equations of motion by their relationship in terms of u and
w we get two non-linear partial differential equations with u and w as the unknowns.
Thurston (17) uses Newton's method in getting a numerical solution to the equations of motion,
using specified amounts of lge pull-in. A typical example of the results he obtains is shown
in Fig. 4, taken from (17).

It is diE Scult to compare theoretical predictions of blank deformation with experi-
mental results because of the uncertainty in specifying the pressure-time history of the ex-
plosive pressure on the bla.nks. Published results on pressure-time histories and impulses from
underwater explosloos (9) are based on free field measurements. The motion of the blanks causes
a rarefaction wave to move off its surface which in turn interacts with the pressure pulse.
This rarefaction wave can be strong enough to cause cavitation, and this has been observed in
some high speed photographo of blank motion (18). It is also possible that the gas bubble from
the underwater explosion can contribute to the forming operation. Another complication is the
effect of water head. Johnson has shown (19) that the head of water above a charge, strongly
influences the efficiency of the energy transfer.

Another uncertainty underlying the analytical prediction of blank deformation is the
unknown constitutive equation of the blank material at high strain rates. It has been estab-
lished by many investigators that the stress-strain rmlationships of metals at high strain rates
differ from those obtained at slow strain rates. Quantitative results for atress-atrain rela-
tionshipt at the high strain rates characteristic of explosive forming, are lacking, and it In
not known whether the plastic strain energy of deformation for large strain! differs Larkedly
at high strain rates from the corresponding values at low strain rates. Wittmer (14,15) shows
that good agr- !nent between theory and experiment can be obtained with properly chosen numerical
values for the strain-rate effects. The strain rates characteristic of the oriloslve forming
process can rarce fr•vn I(X) to 1000 sec-d. It is quite difficult to determine experimentally
stress-strain relationships at these strain rates, though active research It being conducted
in this area. It can be seen, therefore, that considerable progr-;. needs to be made towards
predicting pressure-time hit.tories on explosively formed blanks and towards specifying bi-axial
stress-strain relationships at high st=oin rates before conclusions can be drawn regarding the
validity of anV one method of predicting blank deformations. A first step should be made by
conducting a careftLlly controlled set of experiments where metal blanks of materials which ure
not appreciably strain-rate sensitive are deformed under impulsive loads vhich have a 6uration
that is short compared to thy duration of blank motion.

B. Formability Limits.

Foroabil.ty limits provide advan,'e information on wtethcr a blear of a particular
material, size, and thickness can be explosively formed to a desired shape without fallu"re.
To understatnd and control the factors governing formability, the failure modes must be de-
fined and understood. The"e are three failure Wodes: tearing, buckling and uneven pull.
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The tearing mode of failure is shown in Fig. 5. This occurs when the maximum strain

exceeds the ultimate elongation of the material. Actually, the uniform elongation or the strain

at onset of necking, is a much more useful criterion for metal forming. At present time, it is
not possible to predict this value for a given material under explosive forming conditions from
the results of a conventional uniaxial tensile test at a low rate of strain. The strain at
onset of necking depends on the state of stress, the rate of strain, and possibly even the

magnitude and duration of the forming pressure. The effect of strain rate on uniform elongation

is shown in Fig. 2, and it can be seen that both decreased and increased ductility can be ob-
tained, depending on the strain rate. The ability to predict the strain rate is therefore a
valuable asset, and this provides yet another justification for research in the analytical pre-

diction of blank deformation. The ability to predict ductility under a biaxial stress state

from the results of a uniaxial tensile test is a universal metal forming problem, not restricted

to explosive forming alone. Equating the octahedral shear stress in a uniaxial test specimen at
the onset of necking to the octahedral shear stress in a one-to-one biaxial stress state will

gi.,e a predicted value of surface strain at onset of necking that is one half the uniaxial value.

There is much experimental evidence (19) to show that more ductility is obtained in the biaxial
deformation of sheet metal rather than less. The theoretical predictions of biaxial ductility
from uniaxial values in reference (19) show better agreement witi experimental results, but the
theoretical basis of these predictions is not rigorous. What is needed is the ability to pre-
dict accurately the biaxial ductility from measurements of uniaxial values, as a function of
state of stress and strain rate. If the duration of the explosive pressure is comparable to the

duration of forming, it is conceivable that the Bridgman effect of increased ductility under

high hydrostatic pressure could occur. This, however, is a speculation and conclusive experi-.

ments have yet to be conducted. There is some basis, however, for this speculation in the recent

unpublished resul's of explosive forming work at the Technical Metal Working Institute in Holland

by van Wely, and similar experiments at the NAK Co. in Kiel by Nemitz. They found in metal form-

ing experiments with contact explosives, that high detonation velocity explosives ruptured the

metal blanks while low detonation velocity explosives formed them successfully.
The buckling mode of failure is shown in Fig. 6, and occurs when the blank is too thin

for the diameter of part to be formed. With an increase of blank thickness, buckles in the part

may disappear, whi-e wrinkles remain in the flange. This is shown in Fig. 7. For deeper draws

the flange wrinkles will in turn lead to uneven draw of the blank as shown in Fig. 8.
Flange wrinkling can be eliminated by increasing the stiffness and/or hold down pres3-

sure of the clamps. However, even though flange wrinkling can be *:ured by this method, insta-

bility or uneven draw can still occur as shown in Fig. 9.
Until satisfactory mathematicej models become available Lor prediction, these prob.•ems

can be avoided by the experimental construction of formability liIts using sub-scale models.

Examples of formability limits developedI, using sub-scale models are shown in Figures 10 to 16,

for the following six materials: 20l4-0 altuinum alloy, 7039-0 alujirnum alloy, 18 percent Ri

Maraging steel, 12?fi-iCr-4Mo ennealed Maraging steel, 9Wi-hCo Annealed Maraging steel, annealed

D6AC steel. (These are taken from unpublished results of the Martin Company under AF Co•tract

AF 33(615)3167, Advanced Explosive Forming Processes, sponsored by AF Materials Laboratory,

Wright Field).
Thetae formability limit curves are used as follows. All points below the curves re-

present combination of iraw depth ratios and die diameter to blank thickness ratios that can be

successfully formed without buckllng, tearing, or instability, provided the charge is centered

carefully, and a stand-of:' distance of 1/6 the diameter of the die opening ts used. While TIT

was used to develop these curves, they are not restricted to this explosive, since foruability

is much more heavily dependent on material properties and geometry. The formability limits for

2014-0 aluminvm were Ieveloped using a clqping arrangement that was not very stiff a&d reliance

was therefore Flac,'d on holddown pressure. When this curve is used for a different site of die,

care must be tak.on to kAc, the value of the parameter f/*Ob the same for a&- die sizes, where f

is the total ,lamping force on the fla&ne,, Ia the ylelA stress of the blank material, and D

is the diameter of the ile opening.
The remaining formability litit curves (Figure' 11-16) were developed using a die with

a six inctb diaerster opering and a very stiff clamping arrangement. When applying these resltts

to different size .-f lie, "are must be taken to scale up the clamp stifsr sho in the figres
by tre factor 1/6 x liameter uf the die opening in inches. The clai•ng force should be scaled

up by the square of this factor. For example, a,12 inch dia eter die will require a clWp stiff-

v ess which is twice as stiff and a noladown force four time -as greet as the value shmn in these

figures.
The combinations of ciamp stiffness and holddown force shown in Figures 11 to 16 are

not unique. Different combinations of claw stiffness and holddown pressure may be found that

vwil! maintain formability. In general, a lover clam; stiffness will require incraased holddown

"force to prevent flange wr~nkling arO vice-versa. The advantage of using high clamp stifrmss
end low holdlem• forcz is that the I lank material will flow more easily into the die opening.
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At the present time, the fastest and surest way to determine required clamp stiffness

and holddowa force is by means of carefully scaled model tests. The same is true for finding
the minimum blank width to diameter ratio (B/D) to ensure against uneven blank pull.

In general, it can be said that if flange wr-nkling occurs, it can be prevented by
either increasing the blank thickness, or increasing the stiffness (or number) of holddown
clamps. If uneven pull occurs, use a larger blank, or decrease the stand-off distance, i.e.,

the distance between the charge and the blank. The latter method stretches the blank more during
forming, and hence pulls it in by a lesser amount.

4. EFFECT O EXPlOSIVE F(FA ; ON
MATERIAL BEHAVIOR

The high pressure and strain rates that occur in the explosive forming process can
cause the material to behave differently during forming, and can change the material properties
permanently afterwards.

The effect of velocity of deformation on material ductility is illustrated in Fig. 2.

It can be seen that both increased ductility and decreased ductility may be caused by the velu-

city of forming, and that it is possible to exploit the former while avoiding the latter.
Permanent changes in material properties can also be brought about by explosive de-

formation. Like ductility, they can be either adverse or beneficial. The susceptibility of
explosively formed parts to stress corrosiv has been questioned. Work done by C. A. Verbraak
(21) shbws that explosively formed stainless steel exhibits an increaseA -,,!#eptibility to
stress corrosion. Investigations conducted by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion's Marshall Space Flight Center at Huntsville, Alabama, show increased stress corrosion in
explosively formed 311 stainless steel, but no increase in stress corrosion in explosively
formed 2014 and 2219 aluminum alloys. Results of Mart4n Company investigations have shown no
adverse stress corrosion effects in explosively formej 201o4-0 aluminum alloy.

Some recent work by Verbraak at the Technical MKtalworking Institute in Holland
suggests that most of the microstructural damage leading to ircreased s, reas corrosion is

caused by impact of the blank with the die surface. His experiments show a decrease in sus-
ceptibility to stress corrosion when i plastic die rather than a steel die is used.

Without testing, there is not enough information to predi't whether a particular
material will suffer increased strese corrosion after being explosively formed. In view of
the present state of knowledge, any load-bearing part formed by either conventional methods
or ny explo.iive forming should be checked to determine its resirtance to stress corrosion.

Good exploeive-fcnning practik'c reýquires a minitum r-nount of explosive to form a part, and

subscale process development makes it possible to determine the minimum amount needed.
Larger amounts o0' explosives than ne'essaruy may still form the part to the required dimen-

sions and tolerances, lut will moet 'crtainl/y cause microstructural damage.
The explosive forming process can increase the strength of the material being formed.

Results of experiment- on 1014-0 aluminum at the Martin Coeqay, ahcw that the material after
forming, solution neat treating and aging to the T-b condition, exhibits strengths about 9%

higher than normal. Normal standoff forming operations under water provide incident pressures

of the order of 100,0001 psi, wterea4 the use of contact explosives will raise this pressure

level by an order of' magnitude. At these higher levels, tnere is a much more pronounced

strengthenin#; and hardeniog effe-:t %nt the existirg, results of shock tardening research which

have been done at these nigher levels, may prove applicable.

5. CHOICE OF EXPLOSIVE

T)h de:lred qualities in an explosive used for metal forming are the following:

a. Thc -x~joivo ust be safs during handling a:.. placirng.

b. The energy releassed should be consistent, i.e., all charges of the now

wriht r.hoxld reltase the nAme energy upon detonation.

c. It should be able ýu hold its shape without the necessity of enclosin4
it in a :ontainer, since the fraeoentation of a container disturbs the

tinifnrmity of the -hook wave ad my cause the set&l blank to draw in

a non-uniform maner.

d. The charges should not absorb moisture and should not deteriorate under

exrosure to direct sunlight over a period of at least foar hours.

r. It must be possible to press At Or cast it to a consistent density.
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f. The charge should not absorb moisture and shcAld detonate readily
under water.

g. The charge should be inexpensive.

h. The charge shculd be readily available, i.e., should preferably be

a standard brand of explosive.

i. It should-be possible to detonate it readily under water with a
blasting cap alone, without the necessity of adding a booster to
initiate detonation.

The first and last requirements tend to be contradictory since the harder a charge is to detonate,
the safer it is. Two explosives that meet all the above requirements are pentolite and Compoai-

¶ tion A-3. The advantage of Composition A-3 is that it can be pressed to a consistent density at
10,000 psl under, vacuum. Small scale charges can be readily made up on demand to anysize re-
quired. However, it requires a large press and elaborate facilities for preparing large charges.
Pentolite on the other hand can be readily cast to a consistent density in large charges without
elaborate facilities. However, it must be cast hot, and it is quite sensitive and therefore
dangerous to handle while molten. Small scale charges, therefore, cannot be readily cast to any
required size without some delay.

It may be that the newer cold cast explosives that are becoming available may combine
the advantages of both pentolite and Composition A-3. This has yet to be investigated.

Composition C-4 has been used to explosively form large domes, such as the end-
closures for Sea Lab I3. However, it is practically impossible to control the density of this
charge, end hence expect a consistent energy release. It rust also be enclosed in a container,
which then disturbs the uniformity of the shock wave when it shatters, tending to cause a non-
Uniform draw.

Primacord hat been extensively used in explosive forming. However, it is not well
suited to the assembly of large charges (20 pounds or more) and is difficult to position
accurately. When explosively forming domes, a ring of primacord causes much more metal stretch
at the center than an equal amount of the identical explosive placed centrally over the metal
blank.

When small scale models are used to develop the process, the importance of not having
to use a booster along with a cap for detonation becomes readily apparent, since the contribu-
tion of the booster and cap to the total energy release from the small scale charge is not
negligible. This causes inaccuracies when scaling up to the full size charge.

It is therefore not possible at the present time to say what the "best" choice of
explosive is for metalworking. Future experieuce will narrow down the choice, and it may well
be that the choice of a particular explosive will be related to the type of metal it is required
to form.

6. THE EFFECT OF STAND-OFF DISTANCE

The distribution of incident pressure on the blank strongly influences the ease of
forming and the efficiency of the process. It can be varied by changing the shape of the ex-
plosive charge or by changing the stand-off distance.

The stand-off distance is, the easiest thing to alter; The effect of stand-off dis-
tance on the free formed shape of a metal blank is shown in Fig. 17. The effect of stand-off
distance on the magnitude and distribution of radial strains is shown in Figs. 18 and 19. It
will be seen that an L/D ratio of 0.25 will produce the lowest and most uniform distribution
of radial strains, and the lowest circumferential strain for most of the formed part. However,
there is a correspondingly large edge pull-in which can cause the blank to draw unkvenly. An
L/D ratio of 1/6 produces strains that are almost as low, but pulls in the blank much less,
thus avoiding problems of uneven pull. A stand-off distance ratio of 1/6 is a good cc~iro-
mist value to use for explosive forming operations.

7. DIES FOR EXPLOSIVE FORMIG

In the explosive forming process, matched male and female dies are not necessary. A
female die alone will do the job, with the incident shock wave from the explosive acting as the
male die. M4any kinds of dies have been used in explosive forming, male, female and open bottom
dies (Fig. 20). The open bottom dies are good research tools permitting an observation of the
blank deformation process under the action of the incident shock wave. Male dies are less fre-
quently uscd because explosive forming is usually done under water, and the blank must be free
to deform the die contour without resistance te motion which would be caused by water between
the blank and the die.
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Female dies are generally used since the die cavity can easily be evacuated (usualy
to an air pressure of less than 3 mm Hg) to permit the metal blank to move freel- into it.

Dies for explosive forming have been made of many different kinds of material. Some
examples are cast steel, meehanite, kirksite, concrete, epoxy lined concrete, concrete encased
in a steel shell, Fiberglas, etc. An example of a low cost thin shell Fiberglas and steel die
is shown in Fig. 21.

The holddown mechanism is extremely important since it has to ensure uniiform draw,
avoid buckling in the flange and at the same time permit the blank material to flowdinto the
die. Its effect on formability has been explained previously. Hydraulic holddowns'are popu-
lar because of the very large clamping pressures they can exert. They are expensive;•and' the
hydraulic fluid lines have to be protected from blast wave pressures. Bolts ;nd C-clamps are
cheaper and do not need much protection from the explosive pressures. On the other hand, the
clamping forces they can provide are restricted and they require considerably longer times for
clamping and release. In either case general analytical relationships between'the;required
stiffness of holddown, clamping pressure, material thickness and material properties have yet
to be established. Limited empirical data have been derived from previous experience and
knowledge is steadily increasing.

The die is the largest single item~of expenditure in the explosive forming process,
and an overdesign can cancel the potential economic benefits. On the other hand, the die must
obviously be strong enough to serve its purpose.

At the present time a complete satisfactory set of design criteria for explosive
forming dies does not exist. Partial criteria have been developed based on the modes of
failure that have been experienced and they are presented here.

1. Sharp corners must be avoided. Oblique shock waves in the body of the
die reflect off the die boundaries as rarefaction waves. •If two rare-
faction waves intersect in a corner, failure will result. This is
shown schematically in Fig. 22.

2. Most die failures have occurred with the final sizing shot, when the
blank has almost conformed to the die surface, and therefore cannot
provide much cushioning action against the shock. A limit therefore
has to be set on the maximum sizing shot permitted in a die. This has
to be determined on the basis of-how much explosive charge can be de-
tonated inside the die cavity without die failure and without relying
on the cushioning action of the blank. Scale model tests'to destruc-
tion are perhaps the most reliable way of doing this, or approximate
analyses using pressures and impulses given by standard empirical
formulae for underwater explosions.

3. If the die is a lightweight, thin shell, spring and damper mounted
die (as in Fig. 21), the shell enclosing the die cavity can buckle
under the water pressure caused by movement of the die through the
water. Also, in this case the bolts connecting the thin shell de
body to the draw ring may be sheared due to shell deformation caused
by this water pressure. A thin shell buckling analysis is therefore
necessary. The design philosophy behind this kind of a die is that
it merely keeps the water out of the way to permit the metal blank to
doform freely under explosive forces. With this kind of a die, it is
therefore mandatory to shape to incident shock wave so as to bring the
blank to its final shape with the very minimum impact of the blank on
the surface of the die.

Nevertheless, the impact of the blwlk on the thin shell die is another source of die
failire, and the die must be designed to withstand this force. Because of the complexities in
the 6Aialyseq, the most practical method at the present time is to design the die experimentally
on A small scale, relying on a cut-and-try procedure to arrive at a configuration that works.
The resulting dimensions and details can then be scaled up 1b any size with confidence.

EXPLOSIVE FOM POOLS

Water is a much more efficient energy transfer medium than air. Since it is cheap
and readily available, it is the most popular medium in the practice of explosive forming.

Any body of water will be a satisfactory pool f6r explosive forming, provided it i's
large enough or has strong enough walls so that the shock wave from the exploding charge will
not damage them.
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u ec'• i'i< • ,nis, eog., North hmeri.)n Aistioor, AeýrcJi Gneral, The Mar:.-hlsl 1
a , L, khc:d. in tpese cases, i:he wal.s hit-e•t to bb-trong enouigh t w-thstana

the e oce: sh,,ck,ý ur ingenious te':chniques such as 4 bubbi, curmain have been us. i.
SThe bubbl]e curtain concept was originated by Lockheed, and has also been used by the

Martin Company and the Marshall Space Flight Center. It, consists-of an annulus made of a per-
forated pipe, surrounding the die, or placed at the walls of the cylindrical pool. A stream of
ccnprcssed air is pumped through the p4rforation. The resulting bubble curtain attenuates the
shock wave as it passe.3 through the bubble curtain •p its way to the walls of the pool.

Another technique for reducing the strengthof the reflected shock is to use sloping
walls as shown in the Martin Company Explosive Forming\Pool in 11g. 23. This pool is 105 feet
in diameter and is 30 feet deep iý the middle. A dolly 4 an inclined track lowers the explo-
sive forming die to the top of the concrete pad at the bottom of the pool. A bubble curtain in
the form of a perforated pipe surrounds the draw ring of the die. A 26.8 pound explosion of
Composition A-3 in this pool is shown in Fig. 24. This explosion was used to form a 10 foot
diameter dome of 2014-0 aluminum with an ellipsoidal, shape to draw a depth ratio of 0.39.

The inclined walls of this pool are made of six inch thick reinforced concrete with a
rubber membrane over its surface. However, a pool of comparable size (80 feet) has been used by
Lockheed, %ith sloping dirt walls lined with a waterproof membrane of polyethylene. A charge of
14 pounds of RDX Drimacord has been fired in the Lockheed pool with no adverse effects.

The San FrahiscdoNaval Shipyard has used San Francisco Bay as an explosive foinsing
pool. A hundred pound chaxge of Composition C-4 was used to form the 12 foot diameter steel end
closure of Sea Lab Ii in awmassive concrete die, which was suspended by a crane over the end ofa pier.

a p It can be seen, therefore, that explosive forming pools can take many forms, thu only
requirement being that they withstand the force of the explosive chargt: without damage. It is
important to be able to predict this, and design criteria need to be developed relating the
explosive charge in the pool to the structural characteristics of its walls.

9. APPLICATIONS OF EXPLOSIVE FORMING

Used in the proper places, explosive forming is a powerful and economical extension of
conventional metal forming processes. Many useful applications have been tound for it, and a
number of typiual examples are shown in Figs. 25-29.

10. RECOMMNDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Research is more important to the future of explosive forming than perhaps for arn
other high energy rate forming process, but not because it is more complicated. It is because
the greatest potential economic benefits occur in the forming of the largest size of parts -
where the fewest mistakes can be tolerated for economic reasons. Large parts can be vndertaken
today most economically on the basis of small scale cut-and-try process development with extra-
polation to full scale by means of scaling laws. However, in order to optimize the process it

Sis necessary to be able to predict theoretically the full scale process parameters and the costs
'fairly accurately.

A summary is provided below in tabular form indicating the research problems that need
,o be undertaken, and their relationship to the 4ifferent parameters of the explosive forming

•rocess. Some of the research programs are already under way, e.g., items 5, 6, 7, 13, at the
Center for High Energy Forming at Denver, Colorado, a joint effort between the University of
Denver and the Martin Company, sponsored by A.R.P.A. (Advanced Research Projects Agency) and
monitored by U.S. A.M.R.A. (United States Army Materials Research Agency). Most of these re-
srarch problems apply equally well to all types of high energy rate forming, the major excep-
ti-ins being items 1, 2, 3 and 4.
1 A coordinated research program as summarized in the table, advancing simultaneously

on~all fronts, would reduce explosive forming, before too long, to a routine predictable manu-
fadturing process.
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SUM4ARY OF NECESSARY RESEARCH AND DEV9LIPMET PROBLE4E
RELATED TO PROCESS PARAMEIERS FOR HIGH ENERGY RATE FUMI4G

Energy Number of Design of
Requirements Shots and Determination Dies and

Research and Development Type - Size - Intermediate of Formability Accessory Pool Economics

Shape Anneals Limits Equipment Requirements of Process

1. Consistency of Energy
Yield X X

2. Prediction of Pressure
Time History on Moving
Blank X X

3. Increased Efficiency of
Energy Transfer X X X

4. Effect of Water Head on
Energy Transfer X X X

5. Effect of bi-axial stress,
high strain rates and
pressures on ductility of

metal blank X x x x

6. Preliction of large dy-
namic plastic deformation
of blanks with moving
boundaries X X x

7. Stress-strain relation-
ships at high strain rates X X X X

8. Prediction of Spring back X X X

9. Analysis of flange wrinkling X x IX

JO. Analysis of blank buckling X X X X

11. Analysis of blank instability
(uneven pull) X I

12. Forming techniques for thin
blanks X 1

'13. Effect of forming on Material
Properties, e.g., changed
heat treat, stress corrosion,
fatigue life, etc. X X X

14. Determination of die loads X X x

15. Quick blank placement and
release techniques X X

16. Low coat dies X X
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Fig. 3 Verification of Scaling Law for Explosive Forming.
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Fig. 6 Buckling Mode of Failure Fig. 7 Flange Wrinkling

Fig. 8 Uneven Draw Due to Flange Wrinkling. Fig. 9 Uneven Blar Draw.
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L Moving Compressive Shock
Wave in Die Material

Fig. 22 Corner Cracks in Explosive Forming lDtes.
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Fig. 23 Conical lztplosive Forming Pool (Martin Co.).
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Fig. 24 Detonation of 26.8 Pound Charge of Comp. A-3 in Conical Explosive Forming Pool
(Martin Co.) with Bubble Curtain Operating.

- -

Fig. 25 One Hundred and Twenty Inch Dia-
meter Explosively Formed 2o14-0
Aluminum Down (Martin Co.). Fig. 26 Full Scale rore Segment Explo-

sively Formed Out of 0.661 Inch
Thick 2219-T37 Aluminum Alloy
(Ryan Aeronautical Co.).
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Fig. 27 Explosively Formed H-lI Tool Steel 156 Inch Diameter Dome (Ryan Aeronautical Co. )

Fig. 20 Twenty-four Inch Aluninwa Reflector Explosively Formed (Ryan Aeronautical Co.).
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INTrOUJffION

There are few people today who do not have a general idea of the

capabilities of computers. Most people realize that the digital

computer can handle large voluies of data aid reduce or analyze it

very rapidly. However, one of the difficulties has been in getting

data from the laboratory equipment and instrumentation into the

computer by an efficient and sometimes feasible method. The discussion

here will be how this obstacle can be overcome aid some of its

appe i'7tions to pyrotechnics.

The mjor difficulty facing the data generator in utilizing

digital computers is getting the real-world "analog" signals, generated

as laboratory data, into the digital form required by computers.

Usually the individual who is generating a large volwie of data, is

the one most interested in using a computer for data analysis, however,

he also has the greatest problem acquiring his data in a form suitable

for computer input.
Visualize the difficulty and sources of error in those sitnationts

where it is hionly possible to tabulate raw data in hXWdwritten form

or printed by me automatic printing device--the data mist then be

key punched into a card, paper tape or some other form for automatic.

SpTProcessing.
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Many times the data may be generated at such a high rate that

recording by hand or mechanical printers is impossible. In such cases

the automated high speed data acquisition systems solves most problems.

The data can be converted to digital form and stored for computer input,

thereby, by-passing the need for time consuming key punching.

High speed data acquisition systems are presently being produced

by several manufacturers with the capability of contirAua!ly sampling

analog data 50,000 times per second with better than 0.I definition and

storing the data on digital magnetic tape ready for digital computer in-

put. Such systems bridge the gap between the real analog world and that

of the digital coaputer.

The U. S. Naval AMmition Depot, Crane, Indiana recently installed

such a data acquisition systems and the following describes its capabili-

ties and the applications, both present and future, in the field of pyro-

technic research.

System Description

The NAD Crane system is typical of must high speed digital data

acquisition systems with a small (of the order of 4,000 memory storage

location) general purpose digital comuter acting to control the various

input/output devices.

These devices include: an Analog to Digital Converter, capable of

40,000 conversions or saplings of the input signal per sewond, a high

speed digital magnetic tape allowing transfer tad storage of 30,000 data

values each second, an ASR 33 Teletype unit for o*erator control and

unit for operator control and par tx~e reaiand punch capability and

421
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a digital X-Y plotter in the form of an oscilloscope with both axis and

the beam intensity controlled by the computer.

The system also has a priority interrupt system allowing external

input signals to command any progrm ible function or subroutine inclu-

ding changing the meaning of any or all interrupts.

Applications

This system was installed in a Spectroscopy Laboratory where. a

scanning spectrometer generated analog data which required sampling rates

as high as 12,000 per second and desirable up to 30,000 per second, over

period of one, two, or three minutes.

The only feasible and economic means of processing such large vo-

lumes of data was with digital computers and the data acquisition sys-

ter was necessary to acquire and store the data.

A second application has been in converting analog data frcm the

NAD Crane KkPI facility to digital magnetic tape. On this data the con-

versiona were made at a rate of 100 per second and the Aralog to Digital

Converter was externally co, anded to digitize by means of the computer

priority interrupts.

It is plamed to program the comuter to digitize data frou our

densitmeter and then a second program to calculate the radiant energy

distribution illuiminting the spectrograph.

In applic•tionm of spectrographic analysis the ccouter can be

progrmed to print out the per cent concentration or parts per million

of elemets being analyzed for.

In general, the data acquisition system can be used to digitize
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and store data from any source for reduction at a !l:er time.

Use of Ccuputers in Data Reduction

The computer system designed to acquire data at a high rate usually,

although not necessarily, does not have sufficient memory to store large

programs and/or large amounts of data and therefore these systems are

not capable of reducing large voluimne of da- trhqvt has to be stored at

one time.

Usually the digital magnetic tape from these tape systems is sent

to large memory machines where the data is input from the magnetic tape

and processed.

To show the capabilities of the large machine in volume data reduc-

tion usage consider the analysis of spectral data from the scanning

spectrometer.

Our program uses the computer to make both tht wavelength and inten-

sity calibration for the spectrometer system and then to apply these

calibration curves to raw data generating spectral radiant intensity

diz1 ributions as a function of wavelength for a pyroteclmic item or any

other light or infra-red source.

wavelength calibration is accoplished by scanning the emitted

spectra of vapor lamps and having the computer locate these spectral

mission peaks and assign the appropriate wavelength. tALer several

points are obtained in this mAnner the c vputer calculates by intfrpo-

lation and extrapolation the wavelength associated with each ýio

* sample thought out the spectral region scanned.

Figure 1 is a digital display of the data obtain-d from a HS-C4 va-
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por lamp. Figure 2 is a display of the wavelength calibration against

V• the sample points Ln the data record.

The data generated by the spectrometer for a NBS calibrated "Illu- j

inate A" lamp is shown in Figure 3 while Figure 4 depicts the actual

radiate energy distribution vs wavelength emitted by the lamp. As can

be seen by comparing these two curves the response of the spectrometer

sysZ.',i to radiation in the longer wavelength region or on the right hand

side in the graphs is very low, decreasing to zero at the extreme right.

The actual system response is determined by dividing the spectro-

meter data output for the lamp into the actual distribution emitted by

that Ilp at each saiple point across the data record. A display of

the system response is shown in Figure 5.

By nultiplying the data record from the spectrometer, point by

point by the system response at each respective point, the spectral

distribution emitted by a pyrotechnic item or any other source is ob-

tained.

The graph showing a spectromter response to a *4 24 Aircraft

Parachute Flare is hown in Figure 6 while Figure 7 shows the radiant

energy distn ibution emitted by the flare determined by the method just

described.

Our spectrometer will generate 3S spectral distributions per second,,

and for each distribution 4,400 mathematical calculations are required

to determine calibration and the actual radiant energy distribution

emittedb/ the source.. To make these calculations by ha requires

approximately 30 man hours per distribution. Qbviously, a person can

not determine many spectral distributions by this method not to mention
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possible errors.

To perform these sane calculations requires a computer approxi-

mately two seconds.

Additionally, the computer is programmed to modify the radiant

energy distribution by the human eye response at each wavelength and

then plot the lIminous radiant energy distribution mitted by the device.

Candlepower is also determined by integrating the area under the

luminous intensity curve and is output by the computer.

IDoinant Wavelength and Purity are determined by multiplying,

wzvelength by wavelength, the radiant intensity distribution by the

three primary color distributions adopted by the International Commission

on Illumination. The chromaticity co-ordinants are calculated frco the

integrals under the three product curves, and then plotted on a chroma-

ticity diagran to determine dominant wavelength and purity. These.

co-ordinates way be input to a separate computer progrm which deter-

mines dominant wavelength and purity eliminating the process of plotting

the data on a chromticity diagram.
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